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1. INTRODUCTION 
In materials cience and solid state physics progress has been made in many cases by one 
of the following two approaches. Either by developing and applying new methods of 
investigation or by preparing materials with novel structural features and/or properties. 
Transmission electron microscopy, M6ssbauer spectroscopy, and tunneling microscopy are 
examples for the first approach. The discovery of metallic glasses, high temperature 
superconductors or quasi-crystals represent developments resulting in materials with novel 
structural features and/or properties. In the case of nanocrystalline materials, the generation 
of solids with new atomic structures and properties was attempted by utilizing the atomic 
arrangements in the cores of defects such as grain boundaries, interphase boundaries or 
dislocations. 
1.1. Basic Ideas 
The state of lowest free energy of a solid at low temperature is the perfect rystal, i.e. a 
three-dimensional periodic r quasi-periodic array of atoms.* However, since the early part 
of this century it is known that solids deviating from this perfectly ordered structure may 
exhibit attractive features. In fact, numerous tructural studies of solids have revealed a wide 
variety of deviations. The various deviations may bedivided in the following two classes. The 
first class is obtained by thermally disordering the crystalline structure of a material and by 
freezing-in the disordered state by means of quenching. Glasses, .g. vitreous quarz obtained 
by rapidly solidifying the melt, the partially or fully disorder state of ordered alloys generated 
by quenching the disordered material from high temperatures or the frozen-in orientational 
disorder in certain molecular compounds, are structures belonging to this category. As an 
example, a two-dimensional hard sphere model of a glass is shown in Fig. 1 in comparison 
to a perfect crystal of hard spheres (Fig. 2). In most materials with glassy structures, the 
density and the nearest neighbor coordination varies typically by a few percent relative to 
the perfect rystal. 
In the second class of disordered materials, the deviation from the perfect rystal is induced 
by incorporating defects uch as vacancies, dislocations, grain or interphase boundaries. As 
may be seen from Figs 3, 4 and 5, the atomic displacements a sociated with the incorporation 
of defects ignificantly alters the atomic density and coordination in the defect core region. 
For example, the atomic density in the core region of grain boundaries i reduced typically 
*In the case of certain polymeric solids, steric reasons prevent the formation of perfect crystals, e.g. due to bulky 
atactic side groups. 
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Fl6. 1. Hard sphere mode of a two-dimensional glassy 
structure. The atomic density and nearest neighbor 
coordination is slightly changed relative to the perfect 
crystal lattice (Fig. 2)  
FIG. 2. Hard sphere model of the two-dimensional 
structure of a perfect crystal (hexagonal arrayof atoms). 
by about 15 to 30% (cf. Figs 4 and 5 or Ref. 14) which is almost an order of  magni- 
tude more than the density difference between the glassy and crystalline state in most 
materials. The structural changes, caused by the incorporation of  defects, differ from 
the structural changes obtained by freezing-in the high temperature atomic arrangement 
of  the same material because both structures have different physical origin. The high- 
temperature structure is due to the thermal energy stored in the material whereas the 
defect core structure is caused by the incompatibil ity introduced into the lattice in the 
form of  a defect and does not require any thermal energy. In fact, in the specific case of  
grain boundaries, there is ample experimental and theoretical evidence ~5) that the atomic 
structure of  the boundary core is a two-dimensional periodic arrangement of  atoms (cf. 
Figs 4 and 5). It cannot be described in the form of  a thin disordered or liquid-like glassy 
FIG. 3. Edge dislocation in a simple cubic crystal. In the 
dislocation core, the atomic density and coordination is
changed in comparison to the perfect cubic lattice, 
FIG. 4. Atomic structure of a Z = 5, 310 grain boundary 
in NiO deduced from the high resolution electron micro- 
graph shown in Fig. 5, section A. ~4) 
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PIG. 5. Electron micrograp, of a symmetric Z = 5, 310 grain boundary in NiO. (~4) The black regions 
represent the atomic positions. In the boundary core the atomic density and coordination is changed 
in comparison to the perfect lattice The boundary structures in the facets A and B are different due 
to the vertical displacement of the boundary plane relative to the two crystals. ~4) 
layer which indicates in another way the difference between thermally induced isorder and 
the structural changes induced by incorporating defect cores. As a matter of fact, the 
boundary core structure is the atomic arrangement of minimum energy in the potential 
field of the adjacent crystals. As a consequence, the boundary core structure depends on 
the interatomic bonding forces and the boundary crystallography (i.e. the misorientation 
between both crystals, the boundary inclination and the translational position of both crystals 
relative to one another). Hence in any given material (e.g. NiO) a very large variety of 
grain boundary core structures exist. One example is shown in Fig. 5. The small vertical 
displacement of the boundary plane in the section A relative to the section B results in two 
different core structures although all other parameters (crystal misorientation, boundary 
inclination, etc.) are unaltered. In conventional polycrystals (grain size typically /> 1 #m) the 
atomic structures of the boundary cores are not noticed in most structural investigations such 
as X-ray diffraction, EXAFS, spectroscopic studies, because th  fraction of atoms located 
in the core of the boundaries i 10 -4 or less. However, if one generates a material which 
contains uch a high density of defects that 50% or more of the atoms are situated in the 
cores of defects, then the atomic structure of the entire material depends on the core structures 
of the defects. 
It is the basic idea °) of nanocrystalline materials to generate a new class of disordered 
solids by introducing such a high density of defect cores that 50% or more of the atoms 
(molecules) are situated in the cores of these defects. Depending on the type of defects utilized 
(grain boundaries, interphase boundaries, dislocations, etc.) nanocrystal!ine materials with 
different structures may be generated. Nevertheless, all of these materials have the following 
microstructural feature in common. (1'2,*~) They consist of a large volume fraction of defect 
cores and (strained) crystal attice regions? As an example, Fig. 6 shows the structure of a 
two-dimensional nanocrystalline mat rial. The crystals are represented by hexagonal arrays 
of atoms with different crystallographic orientations. Hence the atomic structures of the 
core regions of the various boundaries between the crystals are different because their 
structure depends on the crystal misorientations and boundary inclinations. The boundary 
core regions (open circles, Fig. 6) are characterized by a reduced atomic density and 
interatomic spacings deviating from the ones in the perfect lattice. The physical reason 
for the reduced ensity and the non-lattice spacings between the atoms in the boundary cores 
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FIG. 6. Atomic structure of a two-dimensional nanocrystalline material. The structure was computed 
by following the procedure given in Ref. 13. The interaction between the atoms was represented by
a Morse potential fitted to gold (cf. Ref. 13). The atoms inthe centers of the "crystals" are indicated 
in black. The ones in the boundary core regions are represented by open circles. 
is the misfit between the crystal lattices of different orientation joined along common 
interfaces.* In other words, the nanocrystalline system preserves in the crystals, a structure 
of low energy at the expense of the boundary regions which are regions at which all the 
misfit is concentrated so that a structure far away from equilibrium is formed. A structure 
of similar heterogenity is not formed in thermally induced disordered solids such as glasses. 
The misfit between the crystals not only reduces the atomic density in the interfacial region 
in comparison to the perfect lattice but also causes strain fields to extend from the boundary 
core regions into the crystallites. These strain fields remove the atoms from their ideal 
lattice sites. The amount of atomic displacement depends primarily on the interatomic 
potential. Hence different materials are expected to exhibit different atomic structures in the 
nanocrystalline state. 
So far, all published studies of nanocrystalline materials have focused attention on 
nanocrystalline materials obtained by introducing a high density (typically 1019 per cm 3) of 
grain (or interphase) boundaries. In order to achieve such a high boundary density, a crystal 
size of a few nanometers (10 nm or less) is required. Nanocrystalline materials have also been 
called ultra-fine grained materials, (1) nanophase materials (5) or nanometer-sized crystalline 
materials. (3) 
In order to limit the length of this review, we shall focus attention primarily on equiaxed 
nanocrystalline, bulk materials and thus exclude multilayer and filamentry nanometer-sized 
structures as well as thin films, At the end of this review a brief section will be added on an 
apparently newly emerging field of nanometer-sized structures called nanoglasses. (t°-12) The 
development of our understanding of nanocrystalline material has been documented in 
several reviews. (2'¢-~°'~6) These reviews clearly indicate that many of the studies performed so 
far are hampered by difficulties typical to newly developing areas; for example, by difficulties 
*The atomic density in he boundaries ofa nanocrystalline material isprobably lower than in bicrystals or polycrysals 
with large crystal sizes due to the limited rigid body translations m3 n anocrystalline materials. The boundaries 
of different atomic structure formed on opposite sides f a nanometer-sized crystal in a nanocrystalline material, 
require different rigid body translations to maximize the atomic density i  both interfaces. If the crystal size s 
a few nanometers, the different rigid body translations would require unrealistic elastic distortions of the small 
crystal. This not the case in bicrystals or coarse-grained polycrystals. 
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in specimen preparation, by a lack of reliable methods for specimen characterization a d by 
the present limitations in modeling such systems theoretically. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the methods available to generate 
nanocrystalline materials. In the subsequent sections the structure (microstructure, atomic 
arrangement, Section 3) and the properties of nanocrystalline materials (Section 4) will be 
considered. 
2. SYNTHESIS 
So far, the synthesis of nanocrystalline materials has been carried out most frequently by 
assembling pre-generated small clusters by means of in situ consolidation and sintering. Thus, 
we shall first review the various techniques belonging to this category. Subsequent sections 
will be devoted to the procedures which do not require pre-generated clusters. For reviews 
of the synthesis of small crystals we refer to Refs 17-24. 
2.1. Generation of Nanometer-Sized Clusters 
The techniques for the generation of nanometer-sized clusters may be divided into three 
broad categories: °7> vacuum, gas-phase and condensed-phase synthesis. 
2.1.1. Vacuum synthesis 
2. I. 1.1. Sputtering. When ions of a suitable substance (for example, those of Ar or Kr), 
accelerated to high energies, are directed toward a surface, atoms and clusters, both neutral 
and ionic, are ejected. This method of vaporizing materials is called sputtering. The ratio of 
atoms to clusters and ions to neutrals produced epends on the mass and energy of the 
projectile ion and a variety of other experimental parameters. Today, primarily two types of 
sputtering sources are in use. Energetic ions are produced in an ion gun and accelerated 
toward the surface of the target material/25> Clusters are ejected irectly from the surface as 
a small fraction of the overall material sputtered. The fraction of atoms incorporated in the 
large-sized clusters produced with this source is rather low, typically 10 -4 or less of the total 
number of atoms sputtered. 
Alternatively, hollow cathode sputtering may be utilized326~ The material to be 
vaporized is fabricated into a cylindrical cup perforated at one end. A coaxial electrode 
is placed within the cup and a high voltage is imposed between the cylinder and the 
internal electrode so as to make the former the cathode. When gas is passed through t e 
system, a discharge is struck and the ionized gas (largely in the form of cations) is accelerated 
toward the inner surface of the cylinder, vaporizing a portion of it. The vapor is confined 
for a period of time within the hollow cathode, and if'it becomes upersaturated, cluster 
growth can occur. Lineberger et al. ~27~ have used such a source effectively to make and study 
clusters. 
A drawback to sputtering is that it usually produces mall amounts of clusters and cluster 
intensity distributions that decrease xponentially with increasing cluster size. Most appli- 
cations of this technique are for cluster ion formation inside or in proximity to a mass 
spectrometer. In a few cases, notably carbon and silicon, sputtering yields broader distri- 
butions of cluster ions. 
2.1.1.2. Laser ablation. This technique uses high-power pulsed lasers to vaporize cluster ions 
from solid surfaces. The wavelength of the laser light has to be adjusted to the material. 
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For the ablation of metals, UV-lasers (e.g. excimer lasers) are required as the reflectivity of 
many liquid metal surfaces in the IR or visible regime is close to 100%. In one application, ~2s) 
laser ablation was utilized directly inside a Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron-resonance mass 
spectrometer, allowing monitoring of the cluster ions and their reaction products with an 
introduced reagent gas. 
2.1.1.3. Liquid-metal ion sources. Liquid-metal ion sources are typically formed by a 
small tungsten wire with its tip shaped to a radius of a few microns and wetted with a
metal above its melting point. When this tip is brought to a few kilovolts potential 
with respect o a grounded aperture, the liquid is pulled up into a cone as the electrostatic 
forces exceed the surface tension forces of the liquid. With the very high electric field at 
the end of the cone, ions are emitted by field evaporation. Atomic ions are the primary 
emitted species, but there is also significant emission of ionized clusters and even ionized 
droplets. These sources work for those metals whose vapor pressures are sufficiently low 
at their melting points not to interfere with maintaining the extraction voltage, e.g. Au, 
Ga and In. 
The production of ionized clusters (droplets) from liquid-metal ion sources is rather like 
an ink-drop printer with a metal ink. A micron diameter beam of focused charged gold 
droplets has been realized in France (29) and the writing of metallic lines with such a beam has 
been suggested, t~7)Because the droplets contain millions of atoms each, the deposition rate 
might be attractive, even in this serial pixel mode of pattern formation. Not much has yet 
been done to characterize the material produced with this kind of beam. 
2.1.2. Gas-phase synthesis 
2.1.2.1. Inert gas condensation. In the case of inert gas condensation the aggregation of 
volatilized monomers into clusters is achieved by (1) establishing a monomer population, (2) 
"cooling" the monomers by collisions with "cold" inert gas atoms, and (3) growth of clusters 
both by addition of monomer to individual clusters and by aggregation due to collisions 
between clusters. So far, oven sources, sputtering sources, electron gun evaporation, laser 
evaporation, pyrolysis, hydrolysis or supersonic expansion have been utilized. 
2.1.2.2. Oven sources. The simplest echnique for establishing a monomer population is by 
means of a heated crucible or oven. A wide variety of oven-based sources has been developed. 
Direct evaporation i to a gas to produce an aerosol or smoke of clusters has been extensively 
studied by several groups. ¢3°'3~) Near the source, small clusters of fairly uniform size are 
observed. Farther from the source the clusters become larger with a broader size distribution. 
Finally, at some limiting distance from the oven, which depends on inert gas pressure and 
evaporation rate, the clusters reach a limiting size which increases with increasing evaporation 
rate and with the atomic weight of the inert gas. 
The mean cluster size in such a source can be controlled by varying the evaporation rate 
from the oven and the pressure of the inert gas in the evaporation chamber. Clusters with 
mean diameters as small as 3-4 nm have been generated by this process. The clusters exhibit 
a log-normal size distribution. Such a distribution is characteristic of cluster-cluster 
aggregation which is also suggested by the different morphology of small and large clusters. 
The mean cluster size can be reduced and the size distribution sharpened by imposing a forced 
convective flow on the inert gas. Several sources based on this concept have been devel- 
oped. (32-34) The short residence time of the clusters close to this source reduces cluster-cluster 
aggregation resulting in smaller clusters and a narrower size distribution. For example, a 
multiple-expansion cluster source ~35) produces a size distribution with a constant full width 
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at half maximum of less than 0.5 nm and a controllable mean size ranging from less than 1 nm 
to approximately 5 nm. 
Naturally, sublimation may also be utilized instead of evaporation for solids with high 
vapor pressures. This applies, for example, to MgO which has been heated in 200 Pa of He 
to temperatures of around 1,600°C (MgO melts at 2,852°C). (36) The material which sublimes 
was found to be oxygen deficient, but is fully converted to stoichiometric MgO by subsequent 
exposure to oxygen introduced into the vacuum chamber. 
Oven-based sources suffer from the following drawbacks. The temperature limitations 
imposed by the oven or crucible material; chemical reactions occur between many metals 
and the frequently used refractory metal crucibles; inhomogeneous temperature distributions 
exist in the molten metal eading to unsatisfactory control and reproducibility; the production 
of alloy clusters is restricted by the different activities of the constituents; evaporation of 
technologically interesting ceramics uch as A1203 is limited by the oxidation of refractory 
boats. 
The preparation of oxide ceramics by oven-based sources has been achieved by evaporating 
the metallic omponent (Ti, Fe) in He so that a nanometer-sized metal powder was obtained. 
The loose metallic powder was subsequently oxidized by introducing oxygen (typical pressure 
2 kPa) into the chamber. °7~) X-ray diffraction of the as-prepared TiO 2 samples howed (~°) 
that the stable rutile phase was the only phase present, with no evidence for unreacted Ti or 
other Ti-oxide phases. The composition of the sample was determined by Rutherford 
backscattering analysis to be oxygen deficient in the as-prepared state, TiOi.7, but after 
sintering at 300°C it became nearly stoichiometric, TiOL95. At the same time, the color of the 
sample changed from black to white, the normal color of bulk rutile. (4°) 
Naturally, post oxidation is not limited to fully oxidized particles. For example, oxidation 
of small A1, Zn or Mg crystals has been utilized to generate nanometer-sized particles with 
metallic cores and oxidized surfaces. The method of reacting small metallic particles with 
a gaseous phase has been applied to generate nanometer-sized hydride particles (e.g. Till2) 
by evaporating the metallic component in an H2 atmosphere of 50 kPa. (41) Subsequent 
heating of the Till2 particles (400°C, 1 min, vacuum) converted them into Ti with hcp- 
structure. Re-hydrogenation into Till2 was achieved by annealing the particles at 250°C for 
5 min at l0 kPa H2 pressure. Iwama and coworkers (42) have succeeded in producing a variety 
of transition-metal nitrides in ultrafine powder form by evaporating metals in either N 2 
or NH 3 gas. 
Recent experiments revealed that, at least in one case, control of the inert gas pressure 
affects not only particle size, but also the phase of the resulting materialfl 3)Ultrafine powders 
of Ti were found to react with oxygen to form futile (TiO2) particles of average diameter 
12 nm, if He pressures of greater than 500 Pa were present during evaporation. However, if 
the He pressure used was less than 500 Pa and greater than about 10 Pa, small Ti particles 
were still formed, but these particles did not form rutile when exposed to oxygen. Instead, 
in this case, an unexpected amorphous phase was formed. While the reason for this unusual 
behaviour in Ti is not yet understood, what is clear is that this demonstrates that phase 
control using nanocrystalline processing is a potential future materials engineering appli- 
cation. Unexpected new phases of erbium oxides have also been produced via the nano- 
crystalline processing route. (44) In fact, compacted nanocrystalline erbium oxide (10 nm grain 
size) was found to be composed of two fcc forms of erbium oxides, one of which is a new 
fcc erbium sesquioxide with a =0.374nm, and a new Er203 phase with a monoclinic 
structure. This latter phase can be regarded as a distorted hexagonal structure caused by 
absorbing oxygen into the lattice of erbium during oxidation. 
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2.1.2.3. Sputtering. DC and RF magnetron sputtering have become standard procedures 
in thin film preparation. In fact, they can be applied equally well for the deposition of metals, 
metallic alloys, semiconductors and ceramics. Therefore, sputtering seems suitable for the 
production of nanocrystalline materials. The normal operating pressure of sputter sources 
(10 -I to 10-2Pa), however, is several orders of magnitude lower than the pressure range 
required for particle formation during inert gas condensation i laboratory size evaporators 
(102 to 103 Pa). Relatively few data are available on sputtering yields in the pressure range 
of interest, although some pioneering work t45) has shown that simple diode sputtering could 
be used to produce ultrafine particles in the desired size range. Sputtering at such high 
pressures i possible since the width of the dark space in the plasma is inversely proportional 
to the gas pressure so that the number of collisions between accelerating ions and gas atoms 
in the dark space is independent of gas pressure. In addition to its wide applicability, 
sputtering has other advantages over most thermal evaporation techniques: 
(i) The composition of the sputtered material is the same as that of the target, making alloy 
synthesis possible. 
(ii) The sputtering conditions are stable and readily controllable by means of the plasma 
current. 
(iii) The heat load on the chamber walls is far smaller than during thermal evaporation, 
reducing outgasing and subsequent impurity incorporation by the small particles. 
The application of a commercially available magnetron sputtering device for preparation 
of metallic and ceramic lusters (A1, Mo, W, Cug~ Mn 9, A152Ti4s, TiO2, NiO and ZrO2) with 
diameters of 7 to 50 nm has been studied r cently346'47) 
2.1.2.4. Laser ablation. In the case of laser ablation, a high-power laser beam ablates a 
sample target located in an inert gas chamber. The r sulting plume of metal, believed to be 
mostly neutral atoms, is entrained and cooled by the carrier gas, resulting in the required 
supersaturation a d cluster growth. Metal densities are usually low enough that growth 
is dominated by successive monomer addition. Resulting cluster size distributions are 
broad. 
The laser vaporization technique is general and versatile. Virtually any material that can 
be fabricated into an appropriate target may be used. Clusters of semiconductors, ~4s) 
transition metals (49) and main group metals (5°) have all been generated in this way. Alloy 
targets have been used, and in general the clusters how the expected statistical distribution 
of atoms. (51~ Another procedure combines laser vaporization of one metal with simultaneous 
laser pyrolysis of a gaseous precursor of another metal3 s2~ This precursor is mixed with the 
carrier gas so that both types of monomers are present in the clustering region. In this way, 
mixed clusters of elements that do not normally alloy can be prepared. Such clusters, as well 
as macroscopic materials made from them, may be found to have novel properties. 
A modified, novel version of the laser ablation approach was recently utilized C53) to 
synthesize nanocrystalline composites of metallic and non-metallic species. A heated tungsten 
filament was simultaneously employed for evaporation and codeposition of W via chemical 
transport mechanisms. This process occurs in a reducing environment of hydrogen gas, 
where the evaporated species were produced by a laser-induced plume. Composite layers 
were formed on a Ni alloy substrate surface, at a rate of about 1 #m/see. The matrix of 
the composite films was either AI or W, and the dispersed phase was amorphous silica fibers. 
The diameter of the fibers was between 25 nm and 120 nm, depending on the interaction 
times. 
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2.1.2.5. Pyrolysis. Laser pyrolysis is a technique designed to synthesize ultrafine refractories 
by rapidly heating with a laser a flowing reactant gas mixed with an inert carrier. This leads 
to rapid gas-phase decomposition of the reactants and produces a saturated vapor of the 
desired constituent atoms. Nucleation and growth of clusters then occur as the decomposition 
products are quenched by collisions with the atoms (molecules) of the carrier gas. The 
technique has been used c~) to synthesize ultrafine powders of Si, Si3N4, and SiC. ZrB2, FeSi2 
134 C, TiB2 TiO2, AI2 03 and TiO2 have been obtained by a similar approach355-57) The synthesis 
of non-metals uses volatile hydrides, with H2 as the by-product. Compounds of non-metals 
are produced by adding to the gas mixture ethylene to yield the carbide, ammonia to yield 
the nitride, etc. 
Metals and compounds of metals, as well as complex compounds of non-metals, require 
a different approach. The metals are incorporated into compounds which are volatile under 
the experimental conditions. This is usually done with organometallic compounds, or with 
metal carbonyls. Rice and Woodie ~Ss) have synthesized Si/N/C powder of 100 nm diameter 
spheres from the pyrolysis of Me3SiNHSiMea. WC and W/C/O, as well as MoS2 and 
MoS2Cx, have all been synthesized by this approach; doping these materials with Co or Zn 
was also achieved. Unique FeC catalysts have also been synthesized by this procedure, t59) 
Laser pyrolysis has the advantage of being a continuous process, which is scalable with 
laser power and reactant flow rate. The cost of materials produced by this approach is 
primarily determined by the cost of the chemicals. 
The approach could be extended by the use of UV lasers, where photochemical decompo- 
sition may be utilized to produce the intermediates. This would lead to a low-temperature, 
supersaturated vapor where it is more likely that metastable phases will aggregate and be 
stabilized. 
2.1.2.6. Flame hydrolysis. Flame hydrolysis is the reaction of volatile compounds, e.g. TiCI4 
or SiCI4, in an oxygen-hydrogen flame. It leads to highly dispersed oxide clusters and has 
been applied to a wide variety of compounds ~6°-63) such as SiO2, A1203, TiO2, ZrO2, Bi2 03, 
Cr2 03, Fe2 03, NiO, GeO2, V2 05, etc. The major advantages ofthis technique are high purity, 
chemical flexibility, and the possibility to synthesize mixed oxides. Depending on the process 
condition, cluster sizes between 5 and 50 nm are obtained. 
2.1.3. Condensed-phase synthesis 
2.1.3.1. Metals. If a reducing agent is added to an acidic aqueous olution of metal ions, 
then small neutral metal clusters will form. Dialysis can be used to remove remaining ions 
and a thickener, such as gelatine, can be added to prevent aggregation of the particles. 
Relatively narrow size distributions have been achieved with this technique (e.g. Ag, ~64) Au,  (65) 
Pt t66)) with rough control of the mean cluster size similar to those achieved with inert-gas 
condensation. 
The method of the growing small metal clusters by means of the microelectrode method 
has been utilized in recent years to generate small Ag clusters: 2xt3°~ A solution containing 
a few 10-4M Ag + ions was exposed to a short pulse of radiation producing a known 
amount of hydrated electrons in the 10 -6 M range. The latter rapidly react with silver ions 
to form atoms, Ag++ e~---, Ag °, which subsequently agglomerate to larger particles. At 
a certain particle size, i.e. after a certain time of agglomeration, metallic silver colloid 
was present, recognizable by the appearance of the 380 nm plasmon absorption. In a 
second study, °31) sulfonatopropylviologen (SPV) was used. The pulse of radiation produces 
known amounts of the radical anion SPV- and of Ag o atoms. The Ag atoms agglomerate 
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into silver particles and grow further by the reaction SPV-+ Ag++ Agn ~ SPV + Ag,+t. 
Small gold clusters have been grown by a closely related method. °32~ A solution containing 
1.7 × 10-4M NaAu(CN)2 was exposed for 0.5 s to high-energy electrons. Under these 
circumstances all the gold complexes were reduced by hydrated electrons to yield gold atoms, 
e~q + Au(CN)~--~ Au ° + 2CN-. One second after the electron irradiation occurred, the 
plasmon band typical of Au clusters was present. About 2 s later, indications of larger gold 
particles were noticed suggesting rapid particle growth. Metal clusters are generally short- 
lived in aqueous olution as they rapidly agglomerate. Hence, stabilization of intermediate 
cluster sizes would be of interest for the controlled growth of metal clusters of a pre-deter- 
mined size. Such a stabilization has recently been achieved in the case of silver clusters formed 
in the radiolytic reduction of Ag ÷ ions in the presence of sodium polyphosphate. °33~ The latter 
is known to be an excellent stabilizer for many inorganic colloids. In this experiment, a 
solution containing 2 x 10-4M Ag ÷ ions, 2 x 10-4M polyphosphate, and 0.1 M 2-propanol 
was v-irradiated. Under these conditions, reducing radicals, i.e. hydrated electrons and 
1-hydroxymethylethyl radicals, were generated which reduce the silver ions. 
Colloidal suspensions of metal clusters in organic solvents have also been generated by 
depositing metal atoms into low-temperature organic solvents. (67) Cluster growth is eventually 
inhibited by strongly bound solvent molecules. 
Furthermore, spark erosion has been utilized as a method for producing fine powders of 
metals, alloys, emiconductors, and compounds36s) The technique involves maintaining 
repetitive spark discharges among chunks of material immersed in a dielectric liquid. As a 
result of the spark discharge there is highly localized melting or vaporization of the material. 
The powders are produced by the freezing of the molten droplets or the condensation and 
freezing of the vapor in the dielectric liquid. The powders are quenched in situ to the 
temperature of the liquid. Particles can be produced in sizes ranging from 5 nm to 75/~m. 
The average powder size and production rate depend on the power parameters, the material 
used, and the dielectric liquid. 
The generation of metallic lusters by precipitation from a solid crystalline or glassy matrix 
has been used for numerous tudies on isolated clusters.  039't51,t52) In a few cases it has been 
possible to dissolve the matrix selectively without dissolving the clusters resulting in a 
colloidal suspension of clusters in the solvent. 
2.1.3.2. Semiconductors. By control of temperature, concentration, and solvent during 
liquid phase precipitation of compound semiconductors it has become possible to make and 
stabilize crystallites with diameters < 5 nm. (69) Better size control and colloid stability can 
be achieved through the use of microscopically structured liquid mixtures, such as water- 
soap-heptane, in which the crystallites are stabilized in small (2-10 nm) water pools (7°) termed 
"inverse micelles". 
Small semiconductor clusters can also be prepared inside ionomers. Ionomers are a class 
of copolymers containing ionic side-chain groups uch as COO- and SO~-. These ionic groups 
tend to aggregate together forming domains, a alogous to the formation of ionic pools in 
micelles. Metal ions, such as Cd 2+ and Pb 2+, can be easily exchanged into these ionic domains 
where synthesis of desired semiconductor clusters can be conducted. For example, stable PbS 
clusters, ranging in sizes from mono-molecular to bulk, have been synthesized in ethylene- 
15% methacrylic acid copolymerfl t~
Silicate glasses have been used as hosts for the high-temperature synthesis of semiconductor 
clusters such as CdSxSil-x and CuC1. In the case of CdSxSe t -x doped glasses, which are 
available as commercial color filters, elementary Cd, S and Se are first dissolved in the glass 
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melt in the presence of excess amounts of Zn. After the glass is formed upon cooling, 
CdSxSe!-x crystallites of various sizes can then be produced by controlled annealingfl 2) 
2.1.3.3. Ceramics. Decomposition and precipitation reactions in ionic materials have been 
utilized to generate nanometer-sized clusters. For example, decomposition of Me(OH)2 and 
MgCO3 yielded MgO clusters with about 2 mm diameterfl 3-75) The solution sol-gel method 
has been utilized in a variety of systems to generate small (< 10 nm) clusters of SiO2, A12 03, 
TiO2. 
Hydrothermal reactions (reactions of the water above its boiling point) have been proposed 
to be applied to synthesize small clusters. ~6°) The two reactions applied so far are hydrothermal 
precipitation and hydrothermal oxidation, tTs) Both reactions yield suspensions of crystalline 
metal oxides in water. Simple oxides (ZrO2, SiO2, Al2 03, TiO2, MgO, CaO), as well as mixed 
oxides (ZrO2-Y 2 03, ZrO2-Y 2 O3-MgO, ZrO2-MgO, ZrO2, ZrO2-A12 0 3 , BaFel2 Oi9, BaTiO3), 
have been prepared in the size ranges between 10 nm and 100 nm. 
2.1.4. Capped clusters 
In order to isolate macroscopic amounts of clusters from the liquid-phase reaction media, 
it is necessary to modify chemically the bare surface to prevent cluster fusion. Polymeric, 
highly ionic, inorganic phosphates have been used t79) to protect powders of Cd3 P2, CdS, etc., 
which could then be re-dispersed in water. A direct organometallic synthetic method for 
surface reactions on clusters has recently been achieved in inverse micelle colloidal prep- 
arations, t~s°) This method chemically bonds organic groups to chalcogenide atoms on the 
cluster surface. The surface changes from hydrophilic to hydrophobic, and as a result the 
clusters precipitate as a pure, capped, cluster powder. They re-dissolve in typical organic 
solvents, can be dispersed in polymer films, and in general could be used in the synthesis of 
cluster-consolidated material. For example, the powder can be pressed into pellets without 
fusion of the clusters. 
Extremely small monodisperse metal and semiconductor cluster molecules, consisting of 30 
atoms or less, can be prepared and crystallized via direct chemical synthesis. Many examples, 
such as iron sulfur clusters ~sl) and gold-silver clusters, ts2) have been reported in the literature. 
No attempt is made here to review this area of classical chemical synthesis. 
2.1.5. Cluster arrays 
The goal of this approach is to assemble clusters in well-defined three-dimensional arrays 
to form new types of solids. The principle of this idea has been demonstrated recently with 
the synthesis of CdS superclusters inside zeolites. In zeolite y~s3) discrete (CdS)4 cubes 
with a CdS bond length of 0.247 nm have been synthesized within the 0.5 nm sodalite cages. 
They are stabilized by the interaction between Cd atoms and framework O atoms. Cubes in 
the adjacent sodalite units further interact with each other, via super-exchange through the 
host lattice, to form an interlocking three-dimensional "supercluster" structure. The optical 
absorption spectrum of these superclusters lies between those of clusters and bulk. A novel 
orientational effect has also been observed. By changing the host from zeolite Y to A, the 
relative orientation of the cubes is changed from vertex-to-vertex to face-to-face. This results 
in a 0.3 eV blue-shift in the supercluster absorption spectrum, reflecting the change in the 
geometrical and electronic structures of the superclusters as imposed by the zeolite host. 
Using different zeolites as the template, superclusters with different structures and electronic 
properties can be uilt. 
At present, because of the presence of defects in both the zeolite hosts and the 
semiconductor clusters, CdS superclusters in zeolites are broken into small domains. To 
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remove this problem, better quality zeolite crystals and improved synthetic procedures are 
needed. 
Another approach toward the same goal was proposed by Umemura. (~) In order 
to generate a regular array of small particles on a silicon substrate for microelectronic 
applications such as memories, a two step process has been made. In the first step, a square 
lattice of carbon was deposited on the Si by means of a narrow electron beam. By depositing 
subsequently a Au or KC1 particle into every square, a regular array was obtained. The 
accuracy of the lattice is still inferior in comparison to the quality achieved by modern 
microfabrication methods. If the accuracy an be improved, this approach would open the 
way to design quantum-well devices. A somewhat related approach is the generation of small 
particle devices called "superatoms". (ss-sT) These particles are composed of two semiconductor 
substances arranged regularly as a core and a shell which resembles functionally the core 
and electron shell of an atom, respectively. The application of such structures requires the 
availability of monodisperse small particles. 
2.2. Cluster Deposition 
One approach to fabricate a bulk piece of a nanocrystalline material is to deposit he small 
clusters generated by one of the methods discussed in the previous ection on a solid substrate. 
The following three methods of cluster depositions have been studied so far. 
2.2.1. High speed deposition 
Kashu et al. (ss) have deposited nanometer-sized clusters of Ag, Fe, Ni, Cu, Au, Ti, Pb, Zn, 
TiN and RuO2 by using clusters entrained in a gas jet (Fig. 7). A glass, metal, or plastic 
substrate surface located close and normal to the jet is exposed for colliding with the clusters. 
With a sufficiently high velocity (> 100 m/s) of jet flow against the substrate, the clusters had 
sufficient energy which was released uring the collision to make them stick to the substrate 
and to one another. With a tiny nozzle (~0.3 mm diameter), a line pattern of as-deposited 
clusters 0.3 mm wide was generated. For the deposit, a green density of over 55% for As, 
Cu, Ni, etc., which corresponds to a conventional powder compact made by using high 
pressure consolidation was obtained. If a conventional millimeter-sized fine powder was used 
instead of the nanometer-sized clusters, no solid deposit was formed. Codeposition of 
different materials, e.g. Ag-Fe, Pb-Zn, from a single nozzle is possible, regardless of the 
specific density of each component. The microanalysis records indicate uniform distribution 
gas 
I 
Fi~. 7. Arrangement of the "spray deposition" method for small as grown particles388) 
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of the components. The electrical resistivity of a gas-jet deposited Ni pattern was higher than 
the one of conventional silver paste. The resistivity of a RuO2 deposit could be manipulated 
by varying the deposition parameters between 10- ' f lcm and ,~4 x 10-4flcm, which is 
applicable to commercial applications. ( s) The deposition process may be performed at 
ambient emperature, but a lower temperature carrier gas may also be used if a higher gas 
flow is employed. In classical metallurgical terms this process seems to be based on 
low-temperature ballistic consolidation. An interesting, slightly different application of this 
method is a gas jet containing frozen CO2 fine particles. ( s) The colliding CO2 particles remove 
organic films on glass, ceramics, or metal substrates. Solid CO2 particles have a hardness 
sufficient to strip-off layers of a photoresist on chromium oxide coated glass, without causing 
any damage to the chromium oxide coating. Solid CO2 particles also seem applicable for 
removal of acrylic or styrene plastics. 
2.2.2. Deposition by ionized cluster beams 
Takagi and Yamada (89'9°) have pioneered thin film deposition by "ionized cluster beams". 
These beams are generated by expanding a vapor beam adiabatically through a nozzle. 
During expansion, a fraction of the atoms condenses in the form of small clusters containing 
typically 1,000 atoms. An electron beam post-ionizes a small fraction of the clusters, which 
can then be accelerated to a deposition substrate with any desired impact energy, typically 
about 1 eV per atom of the cluster. There is no mass selection; atoms, small clusters, and 
neutral arge clusters as well as the ionized large clusters trike the substrate. The ionized and 
accelerated clusters are pictured as dissociating at the moment of impact on the substrate, 
desorbing loosely bonded atoms and impurities and giving mobility to atoms that have 
already landed at the surface as well as those of the dissociated clusters. In one sense, the 
ionized cluster beams are an "ion assisted" process, since at most only a few percent of the 
total amount of material being deposited is believed to consist of ionized clusters. Most of 
the deposit is probably made up of neutral atoms or perhaps mall clusters. Such sources have 
been utilized to generate thin films, e.g. epitaxial aluminum on silicon, (9°) and it is being used 
commercially for gold mirror coatings. (9~) 
2.2.3. Consolidation 
The first attempt o generate and study bulk nanocrystalline materials was based on the 
collection and consolidation of small clusters. 
A schematic picture of an ultra-high vacuum apparatus developed for this purpose is 
illustrated in Fig. 8. (92-94) At this time, only the inert gas condensation method for producing 
the particles has been employed for the synthesis of nanocrystalline materials. As shown in 
Fig. 8, the particles are produced by a two step process. The substance ( .g. Cu) is evaporated 
by resistivity heating from a refractory metal boat. The evaporated atoms transfer their 
thermal energy to the inert gas and condense in the form of small crystals. The crystals 
are carried by a convective current of inert gas to a liquid-nitrogen cooled coldfinger. 
Subsequently, the inert gas is removed and the particles are scraped from the coldfinger and 
funneled into a piston and anvil-like device where they are compacted using pressures of 
about 1-5 GPa. Cooling or heating of the specimen during compaction is easily possible. 
As a consequence of the clean handling conditions, the powders become partially sintered 
during compaction and have densities of about 70-90% of the bulk. Clearly, the processing 
technique allows for great versatility: composite materials can be produced by using two or 
more evaporaton sources; oxide or other ceramic materials can be produced by mixing or 
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FIG, 8. Schematic drawing of a gas-condensation chamber for the synthesis of nanocrystalline 
materials. (92-94) The material evaporated condenses in the inert gas in the form of small crystallites and 
is transported via convection to the liquid-nitrogen filled cold finger. The powder is subsequently 
scraped from the cold finger, collected via the funnel and consolidated first in the low-pressure 
compaction device and then in the high-pressure compaction unit. Both units are kept under UHV 
conditions. If the inert gas is in the chamber, it is separated by a valve from the pumps. Instead of 
an evaporation device, a sputtering source has been utilized successfully. (~'47) 
replacing the inert gas with a reactive gas; particle size can be controlled by the evaporation 
rate and the condensation gas pressure, t92-94) 
Although the general features of synthesis seem to be clear, the detailed processes which 
take place during compaction and the resulting structure of the material are not yet well 
characterized. During the collection of the powder on the coldfinger, some particles 
agglomerate and form grain boundaries; in compound powders, both grain boundaries 
and heterogeneous interfaces may form. Most interfaces, however, are formed during the 
compaction process. Before two particles (nanometer-sized crystals) are brought into contact, 
their atoms lie on regular lattice sites, with possible relaxations at the free surfaces. As contact 
is made between the two crystals, an interface is formed with an atomic structure controlled 
by the parameters discussed in the first section. 
Further improvements in powder consolidation seem to be possible by utilizing the "core 
extrusion process" which has been successfully applied to the consolidation of metallic 
glasses. (95) When a billet of powder, packed into a cylindrical container, is extruded, an 
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inhomogeneous, porous bulk glassy material was found to result. The homogeneity of the 
extruded material may be improved by placing a core of a suitable material in the central 
axis of the container to be extruded. The published observations (95) demonstrate hat the 
coextrusion of the core and the container esults in a homogeneous glassy body with a 
residual porosity of less than 0.1%. The same technique seems applicable to the processing 
of nanocrystalline materials. 
2.3. Other Methods 
2.3.1. High-energy milling 
The reduction of grain size in powder samples to a few nanometers during heavy 
mechanical deformation was investigated by several authors396-1°°) By high-energy ball 
milling, the grain size of pure bcc metals (Cr, Nb, W), metals with hcp structure (Zr, Hf, Co, 
Ru) and intermetallic ompounds with CsCI structure (CuEr, NiTi, AIRu, SiRu) and 
immiscible systems (FeAI) can be reduced to nanometer scales. The deformation is localized 
at the early stage in shear bands with a thickness of about 1/~ m. Nanometer-sized grains are 
nucleated within these shear bands. For longer durations of ball milling this results in an 
extremely fine-grained microstructure with randomly oriented grains (5-13 nm in diameter) 
separated by high angle grain boundaries. Thermal analysis of these samples allowed for a 
quantitative determination of the enthalpy stored in these materials and an estimation of 
the related grain boundary energies. Excess enthalpies of up to 40% of the heat of fusion 
and excess heat capacities of up to 200 in comparison to the underformed state have 
been achieved, exceeding by far any values determined for conventional deformation 
processes. These values also exceed the energy of grain boundaries in fully equilibrated 
polycrystals. The values are comparable, however, to the excess enthalpies and the excess heat 
capacities reported (cf. Section 4.4) for nanocrystalline materials prepared by consolidation 
of nanometer-sized clusters according to the method discussed in the previous paragraph 
(Section 2.2.3). 
The ball milling method does not seem applicable to metals with fcc structure. If metals 
with fcc lattice structure are subjected to high-energy ball milling they are found to sinter 
to larger particles up to one millimeter in size. Fcc metals appear to be too soft for 
effective nergy storage. High-energy ball milling seems also suitable for generating nano- 
crystalline alloys. For example, using a planetary-ball mill or an attritor allowed Schlump 
and Grewe ~98) to produce an equiaxed crystalline structure with a grain size of < 10 nm in 
an Fe-Ta-W alloy, Generally they found that systems outside the metastable solid solution 
field or in the two-phase amorphous/crystalline region could lead to a nanocrystalline 
structure. Nanocrystalline cermets, such as from Ti-Ni--C, could be produced by the same 
method. Similar results were obtained by Shingu and coworkers <97) who generated nano- 
structures in both AI-Fe and Ag-Fe. Here, competition took place between the formation 
of a nanocrystalline and an amorphous tructure. As a matter of fact, it turned out that 
the chemical composition strongly influenced the amorphization. For example, a small 
amount of Ti in the AI-Fe system favored the formation of the amorphous phase. 
Cryomilling (i.e. high-energy ball milling in liquid nitrogen) leads to a matrix of aluminum 
(for example) with a fine grain size (<50 nm) of dispersed AIN particles. ~99) A major 
advantage of the mechanical alloying approach to production of nanocrystalline materials is 
that it is a "quantity" process permitting several kilograms of material to be produced in times 
of up to 100 hr. ~98) 
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2.3.2. Mixalloy processing 
The mixalloy processing utilizes the turbulent mixing of impinging alloy streams and 
in situ chemical reactions31°1-1°3) Two or more turbulent streams of molten metal alloys 
are directed into a mixing chamber. There the streams impinge at high velocities. Due to 
the highly turbulent flow, small scale ddies provide rapid and effective mixing and permit 
chemical reactions on a nanometer scale. For example, if one of the molten streams is a Cu-B 
alloy and the other stream is a copper alloy containing a strong boride-forming element such 
as Ti, nanometer-sized TiB2 crystals are formed in the zone of mixing. Subsequent rapid 
solidification results in fine-grained material containing nanometer-sized thermally stable 
dispersions. 
2.3.3. Deposition methods 
During thin film generation, the formation of nanocrystalline structures has been reported 
by numerous authors. For example, thin films of Fe60Co40 produc~xl by electron beam 
evaporation and ultra-high vacuum conditions led to crystal sizes of about 8 ram. °°4) The films 
were shown to consist of the small crystallites and (about 30 vol%) grain boundaries. Thin 
films produced by laser breakdown chemical vapor deposition from nickel and iron carbonyls 
led to grain sizes smaller than 10 nm396) Rapid solidification has been demonstrated for 
several pure metals as well as alloys to result in nanocrystaUine structures. °°6-1°s) Further- 
more, electrodeposition f Ni-P alloys under suitable conditions leads to nanocrystalline 
structures.009-~12) 
In the case of silicon, chemical transport in a low-pressure hydrogen plasma has been 
utilized.° 13) The crystal size (and hydrogen content) varied from 5 nm (12%) to 15 nm (1%) 
as the deposition temperature was increased from 110-400°C. A chemical transport process 
for generating nanocrystalline, high-strength iron whiskers (crystal size between 5and 30 nm) 
was developed. (114,115) 
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been utilized to synthesize nanocrystalline materials 
based on the nitrides and carbides of titanium and silicon. °16) The CVD reactor used was 
a computer controlled hot-wall reactor. Layered deposits were produced by pulsing the 
reactant gases judiciously under software control. The development of a columnar structure 
which is endemic to most CVD materials was suppressed by the above procedure. The same 
procedure was applied to grow nanocrystalline carbon films and filaments from methane- 
hydrogen mixtures by RF-plasma assisted CVD. Crystal sizes as small as 2 to 3 nm were 
obtained. 
2.3.4. Sol-gel method 
Nanometer-sized ceramic structures have been generated by means of a sol-gel technique. 
Both structural and compositional nanometer structures are obtained by "seeding" of a 
ceramic precursor with crystalline sols of the final equilibrium phase to catalyse nucle- 
ation3~17-127) This process, which consists of introducing crystalline nuclei n a matrix in order 
to lower the nucleation energy required to form the expected phase, has been known for a 
long time in the case of liquids and glasses. 
A significant advantage of the sol-gel technique in comparison to methods involving 
high temperatures (e.g. calcination, evaporation) is the low temperature of the method. 
The preparation of stoichiometric ompounds containing one or more components 
with a high vapor pressure, e.g. Pb in (BaPb)TiO3 ferroelectrics, poses erious problems due to 
the Pb loss. This difficulty can be avoided by the sol-gel approach. In fact, the specific surface 
JPMS 33/4.--B 
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area of (BaPb)TiO3 sol-gel derived powders have been found to be about 50 m2/g in 
comparison to 4 m2/g for powders prepared by calcined mixed oxides. 0~) 
3. STRUCTURE 
Most of the studies published so far on the structure of nanocrystalline materials have been 
carried out by using nanocrystalline solids generated by consolidation of small clusters 
produced by inert gas condensation. 
3.1. Chemical Composition 
Systematic studies of the impurity content of some nanocrystalline metals (Cu, Pd, Fe) have 
been performed utilizing mass spectrometry, gas chromatography, X-ray fluorescence, atomic 
absorption spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy and 
PIXE analysis. The studies revealed the following impurities. °34-1~s) Metallic impurities owing 
to the evaporation process and the compaction procedure lie in the order of 10 -4 at% up to 
5%. In conventional evaporators (no baking) the oxygen content of metallic samples with 
low oxygen affinity (Pd, Cu) is of the order of about lat%. For metals with a higher oxygen 
affinity (Fe) about 4 at% oxygen was noticed. Baking of the evaporator walls reduces it to 
about I0-2 at% so that even reactive materials can be prepared in the nanocrystalline form. 
In all cases the concentration of helium was < 50 ppm. 
Most of the metallic mpurities result from the pistons of the consolidation u it, from the 
evaporator material (e.g. the W boat), or is scraped off from the cold-finger surface. Hence 
the concentration of metallic impurities may be reduced by about one order of magnitude 
if the small crystals are produced by sputtering (instead of evaporation) and by coating the 
surfaces of the cold finger and the pistons with the same material as the nanocrystalline 
substance to be generated. 
In nanocrystalline oxides generated by post-oxidation of nanocrystalline metallic powders, 
non-stoichiometric compositions have been noticed. (m) For example, X-ray diffraction of a 
TiO2 sample prepared by oxidizing nanocrystalline Ti powder showed that the stable rutile 
phase was the only phase present, with no evidence for unreacted Ti or other Ti-oxide phases. 
The composition of the sample was determine by Rutherford backscattering analysis to be 
oxygen deficient in the as-prepared state, TiO~.7, but after sintering at 300°C, it became nearly 
stoichiometric, TiOi.95. At the same time, the color of the sample changed from black to white, 
the normal color of bulk futile. Similarly, nanocrystalline ZrO2 specimens prepared by 
post-oxidation of the metal particles obtained by DC-sputtering of Zr in an Ar-atmosphere 
or by reactive RF-sputtering of Zr in an Ar/O2 atmosphere had a chemical composition of 
ZrO2±0.2. X-ray diffraction experiments indicated the presence of both monoclinic and 
tetragonal phases in nanocrystalline ZrO2. 037) The preparation of alloys made up of 
components with different vapor pressures seems to be possible by means of sputtering and 
has been successfully tested for Ti4sA152 and Cug~ Mn9 .(137) 
3.2. Density 
The density of metallic nanocrystalline materials varies between 75% and more than 90% 
of the crystalline density (depending on the material), approaching 100% after grain growth. 
The initial density of nanocrystalline specimens obtained by consolidation of small particles 
seems to depend on the specimen thickness and the chemical composition. Nanocrystalline 
Fe and W (7 nm grain size, about 0.1 mm thickness) exhibit a density of about 70% of a 
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single crystal. Under similar conditions densities of about 90% or more are achieved for 
Cu and Pd. Lower densities are noticed for the same material if the specimen thickness 
increases. In the case of thin specimens, a large fraction of the density deficit seems to result 
from the reduced atomic density in the boundaries. For example, the density of nano- 
crystalline specimens of Fe (7 rim) or Pd (10 rim) was observed to increase from about 75% 
and about 90%, respectively, in the as-compacted state, to nearly 100% after annealing at 
700°C and 300°C. 035A38) No open porosity was detected (gas permeation, BET measurements) 
for as-compacted nanocrystaUine fcc metals (Pd, Cu). Metallographic investigations of 
as-compacted nanocrystaUine Cu and Pd revealed between 1 and 8 vol% closed porosity 
in Cu and practically no pores in Pd for similar consolidation conditions and grain sizes. 
Nanocrystalline refractory metals (e.g. W) seem to exhibit open porosity in the as-compacted 
state. The residual porosity may be reduced to virtually zero b extruding the as-consolidated 
material. 
The density of several nanocrystalline Si films deposited by means of chemical transport 
in a low pressure plasma has been measured. (Hg) The temperature of deposition was varied 
between 180°C and 260°C. The measurements were performed on samples which were 
peeled off the substrates (molybdenum, glass) using the flotation technique in a solution of 
thallium-formate/malonate with water. A fairly reproducible density of 2.33 g cm-3 + 2 % was 
found for the four samples measured. This value agrees well with the density of crystalline 
silicon. The density of amorphous hydrogenated silicon with a hydrogen content larger than 
10 at% is generally lower. 04°) 
The density of ceramic nanocrystaUine specimens in the as-compacted state seems to be 
controlled to a large extent by open porosity. A detailed study on this question has been 
performed by Hahn et al. 04t'142) for nanocrystalline TiO2. The density was measured while the 
samples had open porosity by the nitrogen adsorption method (BET), and by gravimetry 
otherwise. Simultaneously the grain size was monitored by X-ray diffraction and transmission 
and/or scanning electron microscopy. Plotted in Fig. 9 are the grain sizes and densities of 
nanocrystalline TiO2 as a function of the sintering temperature. The initial density after 
compaction at 150°C was about 75% of pure bulk rutile (4.25 g/cm3). This green body density 
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FIG. 9. Density (open symbols) and grain size (closed symbols) of nanocrystalline TiO2 as a function 
of sintering temperature; included are data for pressure-assisted sintering and Y-doped nanoc~stalfine 
TiO2.  The sintering times in all cases were 15 hr. "42) 
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is remarkably high in view of the fact that ideal packing of a monodispersed distribution 
of spheres yields a density of 78%. The high density was attributed to a combination of 
processing factors. During the initial oxidation of the Ti powder, temperatures ri e well over 
600°C so that particles in close proximity are able to sinter and form dense agglomerates. 
The compacted powder is thus comprised of a bimodal distribution of dense agglomerates 
and small particles for which high densities are easier to achieve. Densification during the 
consolidation process was thus suggested tooccur by a combination of grain boundary sliding 
and fracture of agglomerates a the green body density is found to be a strong function of 
compaction pressure. Little densification was found to occur during pressureless intering at 
temperatures below ~ 550°C (Fig. 9). Above 600°C, however, the density increased with 
temperature, aching a value of 96-99% bulk density at 900°C. These sintering temperatures 
are far lower than those required for standard titania powders. For example, it was observed 
that densification ofTiO2 with an initial particle size of 1.3 #m required temperatures in excess 
of 1,100°C for complete densification. (142) The reduced sintering temperature in nano- 
crystalline TiO 2 is readily explained by the small crystal size. (143) While densification begins 
at 600°C, Fig. 9 illustrates that the grain size remains table until the sintering at temperatures 
of 1,000°C or more. Although various microstructural features can suppress grain growth, 
pore drag was suspected to be the stabilizing force below 800°C. To increase the driving force 
for densification but not for grain growth, nanocrystalline TiO2 was sintered by hot isostatic 
pressing using about 1GPa at 450 and 550°C. As may be seen from Fig. 9, the densification 
is significantly enhanced by this procedure, attaining densities in excess of 95% at 550°C, 
while grain growth is suppressed. Doping treatments can also influence grain growth as 
indicated in Fig. 9 for additions of 1.8 and 7.7 at% Y to TiO2. In both cases, grain growth 
is notably reduced while densification is enhanced. 
Comparative positron annihilation studies of the densification process of nanocrystalline 
and conventional ceramics during annealing lead to a similar picture. °44) The simple two- 
state positron annihilation behavior observed in TiO 2 samples with grain sizes of 12 nm and 
13 #m (both consolidated at 1.4 GPa) indicates that both materials began to densify rapidly 
above 500°C. However, the nanocrystalline material did so more rapidly with increasing 
temperature than the coarser-grained sample, resulting in a smaller void or pore density at 
900°C. The intensity 12 (Fig. 10) of the lifetime signal corresponding to positron annihilation 
from void-trapped states decreases more rapidly with temperature in the nanocrystalline 
sample than in the coarser-grained one, indicating amore rapid decrease of void density. The 
positron lifetime measurements, which are sensitive to varying pore sizes when they are 
small, also indicate smaller pore or void sizes in the nanocrystalline sample relative to the 
coarser-grained material through the smaller values of the void-trapped positron lifetime z 2 
at all the sintering temperatures investigated (Fig. 10). 
3.3. Microstructure 
3.3.1. Nanocrystalline metals 
The microstructure of nanocrystalline metals was investigated by transmission and 
scanning electron microscopy, tunneling microscopy, small angle X-ray and neutron diffrac- 
tion and X-ray texture analysis. 
3.3.1.1. Electron microscopy. Studies by conventional nd high resolution transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) indicate that nanocrystalline metals consist of small crystallites 
of different crystallographic orientations eparated by grain boundaries (Fig. 11). The 
distribution of grain sizes measured by TEM is shown in Fig. 12 and seems to agree roughly 
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with the results obtained by small angle X-ray or neutron scattering (Fig. 13). In as-prepared 
specimens of Pd, Cu and Fe the micrographs gave little evidence for a large volume fraction 
of macroscopic pores. ~145) A study °~) of the atomistic structure of the grain boundaries by 
high resolution TEM suggested a similar boundary structure and width as in conventional 
polycrystals. However, these results may have to be considered with care. The preparation 
of thin specimens (the specimen thickness for high resolution TEM has to be less than the 
FIG. 11. Microstructure of a nanocrysaUine material 
deduced from the methods mentioned inSection 3.3. The 
cross-hatched areas represent the crystals of different 
crystallographic orientations. The grey regions separat- 
ing the crystals are the grain boundaries. 
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in Refs 147 and 148. The broken line represents the log-normal distribution. °47,t~) 
crystal diameter) transforms the three-dimensional crystal arrangement of a bulk nano- 
crystalline specimen into a two-dimensional rrangement. This process may change the 
boundary structure as it alters the forces between eighboring crystals and induces new forces 
due to the energy of the free surface of the thin specimen. Furthermore, due to the high 
diffusivity in nanocrystalline materials (cf. Sections 4.2 and 4.3) atoms may diffuse from the 
free surface of a thin specimen into the grain boundaries at ambient emperatures within a 
time much shorter than the time of specimen preparation. This process may alter the 
boundary structure as well. 
3.3.1.2. Small angle X-ray and neutron diffraction. In order to characterize the micro- 
structure of nanocrystalline Pd (grain size distribution, average atomic density in the grain 
boundaries), studies by means of small angle X-ray and neutron scattering had been 
performed. 047'148) Small angle scattering is diffuse scattering at small values of the scattering 
vector q(Iql = q = 41r sin 0/2). It is caused by correlations in the arrangement of scattering 
centers extending over distances larger than the interatomic spacing. If scattering from a 
particle of average scattering length density pp embedded in a matrix of average scattering 
length density Pm is considered, the scattering cross-section (SCS) is given by: 
I ~_ °° eiq r dr 2 dd_~ (q) = Ap F(r) 
<3O 
where Ap is (Pro -- Pp), and F(r) is the form function of the particle: F(r) = 1 inside, F(r) = 0 
outside the particle. 
If N particles are distributed in the sample in an uncorrelated way, the SCS is enhanced 
by a factor N. If correlations in the arrangement of different particles are important, the 
SCS is changed in a way characteristic of the specific correlation. Following Porod °49) one 
may qualitatively distinguish two types of correlation: "liquid"-type correlations causing a 
decrease of the SCS at small q. This kind of correlation arises, for example, from dense 
packing of spherical particles. "Gas"-type correlation causes an increase of the SCS at small 
q and may arise from dense packing of non-spherical particles that touch one another in many 
places. 
Figure 14 shows the SCS of neutrons for a nanocrystalline Pd sample. The solid line was 
computed from the size distribution S(R) shown in Fig. 13 of scattering units obtained from 
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experimental data by the method given by Glatter. °5°) The size distribution shown in Fig. 13 
may be divided into two regions: the region of small radii (R ~< 15 nm)--containing the 
asymmetric peak at 2 nm--reflects the size distribution of Pd crystallites. The contribution 
at R > 15 nm is due to correlations in the arrangement of the crystallites. 
The crystallite size distribution centered at R ,~ 2 nm is similar to the log-norm distribution 
found for isolated crystallites. °1) The measured size distribution agrees reasonably well with 
direct measurements by transmission electron microscopy. (t38) The measured size distribution 
dominates the behavior of the SCS at large q. In this range the SCS calculated from the size 
distribution of Fig. 13, truncated at 15 nm, coincides with the experimental curve (compare 
the dash-dotted line in Fig. 14). At small q-values the SCS is enhanced above the one expected 
for the crystallites due to special correlations between the crystals. Evidently this correlation 
is of "gas"-type. In other words, the crystallites are not spherical and may touch in many 
places. At the smallest q-values contributions from very large scattering units, possibly voids 
of some #m size are observed. Additional information about the microstructure may be 
obtained from the evaluation of the SCS in absolute units. For this purpose the nanocrys- 
talline material was assumed to consist (Fig. 11) of crystallites with an average density ~c 
(equal to the density of single crystalline Pd). A volume fraction, vc, of the total volume of 
the material is filled with crystallites. The boundaries occupy a fraction of 1 -  re. The 
crystaUites are assumed to be embedded in a uniform matrix of grain boundaries with a 
uniform density. On the basis of this model, the boundary density may be computed from 
the measured SCS in absolute units and the macroscopic sample density. The measurements 
performed °47) yield a boundary density of about 60% of the lattice density. This is a 
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remarkably low density for a solid state structure. In fact it is much lower than the density 
of glasses which usually deviate by a few percent from the crystalline density. On the other 
hand, such a reduced density in the interfacial regions eems consistent with the densities of
computed grain boundary structures (15) as well as with the reduced ensity observed in the 
core of grain boundaries (2°~) and dislocations. ~53) In fact, it has been pointed out in the first 
section that the small size of the crystallites in nanocrystalline materials i likely to result in 
a reduced boundary density due to the very limited rigid body relaxation. 
Clearly, the measured boundary density is correct only if assumption applies that the 
SCS due to the residual porosity of a nanocrystalline sample is negligible in comparison 
to the scattering originating from the density difference between crystals and the sur- 
rounding rain boundaries. The similarity of the grain size distribution by means of TEM 
(Figs 12 and 15) and SCS (Figs 13 and 16) seems to support his assumption. Measure- 
ments of the residual porosity by means of conventional metallography using scanning 
electron microscopy (Section 3.2) suggest a maximum error of 30% for the measured 
boundary density in nanocrystalline Pd. In other words, the average boundary density in 
nanocrystalline Pd seems to be between about 60% and 70% of the crystal density. An 
interracial density of about 60% to 70% of the lattice density would indicate a rather "open" 
atomic structure with a much broader distribution of interatomic spacings than in a liquid 
or glass, the density of which differs from the crystalline density by a few percent. The low 
interfacial density agrees with the enhanced hydrogen solubility, specific heat, diffusivity, the 
reduced elastic constants of nanocrystalline specimens as well as with the arguments put 
forward in Section 1. It is presently not known how the free volume is distributed between 
the grain boundaries and the triple junctions formed at the intersection between three 
boundaries. 
Measurements of the [111] and [200] pole figures of as-prepared nanocrystalline Pd and 
Cu revealed no prefered orientation of the crystallites. Hence isostatically consolidated 
nanocrystalline materials eem to be free of any strong texture. 
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3.3.2. Nanocrystalline ceramics 
3.3.2.1. Grain size distribution and boundary density. The grain size distribution and 
boundary density of nanocrystalline ceramics has been studied so far for TiO2 most 
extensively. Figures 15 and 16 show the grain size distribution measured by scanning 
transmission electron microscopy ttgl'ls4) and small angle neutron scattering. °47'148't55) 
Figure 17 shows a scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface of as-compacted 
and annealed nanocrystalline TiO2.0al) The individual grains of the as-prepared sample 
(Fig. 17a) have an average size of 30 nm. As this is about twice the size measured 
by transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction, most of the particles visible 
JPMS 33/~4~ 
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(a) (b) 
FI~. 17. High resolution scanning electron micrographs of nanocrystalline TiO~. Left side (a): as 
prepared; right side (b): annealed for14 hr at 1,173 K in an oxygen atmosphere. (~4~) 
in Fig. 17 are suspected to consist of several crystals. After sintering at 1,173 K for 
14 hr a much denser structure than in Fig. 17a with more facetted grains was observed. 
No porosity was detected after annealing. In fact, the density was more than 90% of the 
crystalline value. 
Small angle neutron scattering studies have been performed in the as-consolidated 
condition and after isothermal sintering anneals up to 23 hr at 550°CY 5) The data obtained 
was analyzed by the maximum entropy method. This method evises a way to estimate the 
power spectrum of a given real function by mapping it onto the unit circle of the complex 
z-plane. The power spectrum of the given function is then completed by fitting the function 
in the z-plane by a suitable polynomial of the form of a finite Laurent series. For the 
as-consolidated material a boundary density of about 60% to 70% of the crystal density was 
found, assuming the crystals to be ideal. The average boundary width was about 0.5 nm. 
3.4. Effect of Consolidation Pressure on Microstructure 
The effect of the consolidation pressure on the structure of nanocrystalline metals was 
studied by means of M6ssbauer spectroscopy and positron annihilation for Fe (7 nm crystal 
size) and Ni (70 nm crystal size), respectively. The M6ssbauer spectra (Fig. 18) observed °56) 
suggest he formation of a growing volume fraction of grain boundaries with increasing 
pressure approaching a constant value beyond about 3 GPa. Studies by electron microscopy 
support this result. Increasing pressure reduces the pore density and replaces free surfaces (e.g. 
pore surfaces) by grain boundaries. 
Figure 19 summarizes the positron lifetime and the lattice constant of the nanocrystalline 
Ni as a function of consolidation pressure. In fact, the positron lifetime spectrum 057'lss) 
consisted of a short and a long component. The short one corresponded to single vacancies 
whereas the long one indicates clusters of about 8 vacancies (cf. Section 3.7.1), The vacancies 
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and vacancy clusters, the concentration of which is found to be about 10 -4 , are proposed to 
originate from the migration of grain boundary dislocations during consolidation. The high 
vacancy concentration may enhance the diffusivity in these materials and thus result in rapid 
densification. 
3.5. Thermal Stability 
3.5.1. Nanocrystalline metals 
The thermal stability of nanocrystalline metals was studied by transmission electron 
microscopy, Mrssbauer spectroscopy, small and wide angle X-ray diffraction and positron 
annihilation. Nanocrystalline metals exhibit crystal growth at elevated temperatures. Roughly 
speaking, in metals with a crystal size of about 10 nm, significant crystal growth (doubling 
of the crystal size in about 24 hr) was noticed at mbient temperature or below if the 
equilibrium melting temperature, Tin, was lower than about 600°C (e.g. in nanocrystalline tin 
or lead). However, if Tm was higher, the stability against grain growth seems to be enhanced; 
for example, for Fe to ~<200°C, for Pd to ~< 150°C and for Cu to ~< 100°C. An example °3s) 
is shown in Fig. 20. The same picture emerges from studies by means of Mrssbauer 
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. 
Figure 21 shows a comparison of the Mrssbauer spectra of the same specimen before and 
after annealing at 500°C in vacuum, o38) The second spectrum (Fig. 21b) coincides with the 
one of conventional Fe whereas the first one consists of a component which corresponds to 
the ~t-Fe spectrum and a broad component due to the grain boundaries (cf. Section 3.7.3). 
No change of the Mrssbauer spectrum was noticed if the same specimen was annealed in 
vacuum for 10 hr at 100°C. In order to avoid oxidation effects all specimens were never 
exposed to air before and after annealing, o38) 
X-ray diffraction studies (cf. Section 3.6.1) of nanocrystalline F  with an initial grain size of 
6 nm indicate the following effects. Annealing (1 hr at 500°C) reduces the peak width and the 
background intensity to the values characteristic for a conventional polycrystal °56) suggesting 
that the majority of the grains have grown to a size beyond about 30 nm. A systematic study 
of the annealing behavior of nanocrystalline Pd by means of positron annihilation (cf. Section 
3.7.1) was performed by Schaefer et al. 059) and led to the following results. In as-prepared 
specimens, the spectra suggest predominantly two lifetimes, z~ = 183 +__ ps and z2 = 391 + 2 ps. 
These two lifetimes were interpreted in terms of positron annihilation at sites in the 
boundaries associated with a free volume of about one vacancy and spherical clusters of about 
eight vacancies. This result seems consistent with the expected "open structure" of the 
boundaries (Figs 4, 5 and 6) and the remarkably low density in the boundaries (Sections 3.3.1 
and 3.3.2). 
In the positron lifetime measurements after isochronal annealing, the following four 
temperature gimes were noticed (cf. Fig. 22). 
(I) 20°C-350°C: The increase of mean positron lifetime was attributed to a re-ordering and 
growth of interfacial free volumes. The numerical analysis of the spectra shows that the 
lifetime increase (Fig. 22) is initially due to an increase of ratio I2/I t of the two lifetimes 
observed in these materials at 150°C without significant changes of ~ or ~2 (Fig. 23). This 
indicates a relative increase of the number of sites with larger free volume at the expense of 
vacancy-sized free volumes in the boundaries. The concentration decrease of vacancy-sized 
free volumes is unlikely to occur in the crystallites because high-temperature studies of bulk 
Pd crystals indicate that monovacancies are frozen-in below 120°C. ttr°) The increase of ~ and 
z2 above 180°C is attributed to an agglomeration f vacancy-sized free volumes and vacancy 
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FIG. 18. M6ssbauer spectra of nanocrystalline Fe as a function,of consolidation pressure. The narrow 
six-line component results from Fe atoms situated in the ~-Fe crystal lattice. The residual broad 
component is due to the grain boundaries. ¢tm 
aggregates. The phenomena observed in this temperature range are proposed to ccur in the 
boundaries without any displacement of these interfaces by crystal growth which appears to 
be negligible. ¢16t) 
Irreversible re-ordering phenomena in the interfaces apparently occur even below the 
annealing temperatures where changes in f are observed. 
(II) 350°C-500°C: The decrease of f in Fig. 22 arises from a decreasing ratio I2/It. This 
change was interpreted in terms of the annealing-out of vacancy aggregates. 
(III) 500°C-900°C: mean positron lifetime ~ remains unaltered although substantial 
crystallite growth is observed. 061) This observation may be understood in terms of the positron 
diffusion length L+~ 100nm °62) in the crystallites. L + still by far exceeds the crystallite 
diameter d and therefore the positrons can arrive quantitatively at the interfacial traps, the 
atomic structure of which appears to be unchanged during crystal growth according to the 
observed unaltered lifetimes z~ and T2. 
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(IV) Annealing above 900°C: Above 900°C the mean lifetime ~ decreases because d > L + 
so that a measurable fraction of positrons is annihilated in the free delocalized state in 
undisturbed larger crystallites. From the mean positron lifetime longer than Zr, positron 
lifetime in the free "delocalized" state, at Ta = 1,280°C one is led to conclude, that even at 
these high annealing temperatures a measurable number of interfaces with positron traps 
is present in the specimens. In fact, it appears that the nanocrystalline structure is partly 
stable up to annealing temperatures close to the melting point. This is confirmed by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies after prolonged (several hours) annealing at 
1,280°C (163) showing nanocrystalline regions with crystaUite sizes smaller than 100nm 
coexisting with large recrystaUized grains. 
Similar results were obtained from small angle X-ray scattering experiments (147'1~) per- 
formed during annealing of nanocrystalline Pd samples (initial grain size 8 nm, annealing 
time 1,800 s at 520 K and 1,023 K, respectively). The results of these measurements are 
compared in Fig. 24 with the data of the as-prepared specimen (300 K). Two regions 
may be discerned, which behave differently on recovery: at large q-values the functional 
dependence of the scattering cross section on the diffraction vector (q) remains nearly 
unchanged, but the scattered intensity decreases by about a factor of 2 at 1,023 K. At small 
values of q, the decrease of the scattering cross section with q gets steeper after annealing, 
so that the intensity remains nearly unchanged at the smallest q-values measured. These 
observations are compatible with the transformation of a part of the crystallites either 
into some large crystals, or into a system of crystallites with high "gas"-type correlation. 
A fraction of the crystallites remains rather unaffected by the annealing up to 1,000 K, and 
causes the unchanged scattering signal at large q. One reason for the apparent stability of 
some regions of a nanocrystalline material may be the high excess entropy (cf. Sections 4.4 
and 4.5). 
Gryaznov et al. (~64) studied the processes occurring during annealing of nanocrystalline 
Cu and Ni specimens (grain size 50 to 70 nm) by measuring the shrinkage of porous 
specimens. The high rates of shrinkage observed uring the initial stage of sintering were 
interpreted in terms of a diffusional motion of individual crystallites as well as by a boundary 
energy induced rotation. These processes were suggested because the shrinkage rate observed 
exceeded the one expected on the basis of volume and boundary diffusivity by about three 
orders of magnitude. In view of the high diffusivities measured in nanocrystalline samples 
(cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2), the high shrinkage rates observed appear to be consistent with 
a conventional sintering model as well. Similar studies (L65-167) were performed by other 
authors utilizing positron lifetime spectroscopy to characterize the defects involved in 
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FIG. 24. Small angle scattering cross section of X-rays for nanocrystalline Pd, annealed at the 
temperatures indicated. {~47) 
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sintering and grain growth of nanocrystalline Ni and Cu. In the initial state of sintering 
and grain growth, a high concentration (about 10 -'1) of excess vacancies was observed. 
These vacancies are proposed to originate from boundary migration. Evidently, a high 
concentration of vacancies may enhance the rate of sintering by many orders of magnitude, 
as was observed. A conceivable application of this effect was proposed in terms of the 
the sintering of materials with igh melting points °68'~69) such as W, Mo, etc. If such 
materials are mixed with a nanocrystalline substance with the same or with different 
chemical composition, e.g. W, Mo, Ni, etc., grain or interphase boundaries between the 
nanocrystalline and the coarse-grained material are formed. These interfaces act as efficient 
vacancy sources and thus enhance the diffusivity and the sintering rate. This idea was tested 
for two systems: W, Mo (1-10 pro) with additives of nanocrystalline Ni (70 nm) and c (7 nm), 
and W, Mo (I-5/zm) with additives of nanocrystalline W (39 nm) and Mo (50 nm). In 
both cases the sintering temperatures were found to be reduced, e.g. for W with nano- 
crystalline W by 400°C. The same applies for the formation of carbides if nanocrystalline C 
has been added. 
A variation of the type of chemical bonding was found to affect the growth rate signifi- 
cantly. For example, silicon and germanium exhibited grain growth at ambient emperature 
whereas antimony was stable up to 400°C. Just as in conventional polycrystals, grain growth 
in nanocrystalline materials may be inhibited by second-phase particles and/or impurity drag. 
The stability of multiphase nanocrystalline materials depends on the mutual solubility of the 
phases involved. If all phases are mutually insoluble and if the concentration of each phase 
is below the percolation limit, the system cannot exhibit grain despite the energy stored in 
the interfaces. 
An effect of this type has been noticed in the A1/AIN system. Cryomilling (mechanical 
alloying in liquid nitrogen) led to a matrix of A1 with a fine grain size (< 50 nm) with dispersed 
AIN particles. °7°) This microstructure proved to be very resistant against coarsening, even at 
temperatures approaching the melting point of AI. 
Similar grain growth effects have been noticed in nanocrystalline c ramics. (141-143'171) So far 
most of the studies on nanocrystalline ceramics have been limited to TiO2 (Fig. 9). Up to 
about 600°C the grain size remains unchanged. Rapid growth takes place at 800°C or more. 
Hot isostatic pressing increases the driving force for densification and reduces grain boundary 
mobility. Hence, a pressure/temperature window exists at which dense, nanocrystalline 
ceramics may be obtained. Doping may also influence grain growth as illustrated in Fig. 9 
for various additions of Y to TiO:. Positron studies of the grain growth process ~)  (Fig. 10) 
indicate that the intensity of the lifetime signal corresponding tovoid-trapped states decreases 
more rapidly with temperature in nanocrystalline samples than in coarser-grained materials. 
This result suggests a more rapid decrease of void density. The same picture emerges from 
the BET measurements by Hahn et al. ~72) Annealing at elevated temperatures was noticed 
to remove the smallest pores first. This behavior may be rationalized in terms of the high free 
energy of these pores resulting in Ostwald ripening of the pores. 
3.6. Atornistic Structure 
The atomistic structure of nanocrystalline materials was studied by X-ray diffraction and 
EXAFS experiments. Structural investigations by means of high resolution transmission 
electron microscopy suffer from the difficulty that atomic rearrangements may occur during 
specimen preparation. The preparation of sufficiently thin foils (thickness less than one 
grain diameter, i.e. less than a few nanometers) transforms the three-dimensional crystal 
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arrangement of the real material into a two-dimensional one and thus may permit the atoms 
in the boundaries to rearrange by diffusional processes during specimen preparation. 
3.6,1. X-ray diffraction studies 
The purpose of the X-ray diffraction studies (2) was to obtain information about the 
structure of the interfacial component by comparing the interference function deduced from 
the X-ray diffraction experiments with the one calculated from different structural models of 
nanocrystalline materials. The simplification made in this computation is to assume that the 
nanocrystalline material consists of crystals (with a perfect crystal structure, Fig. 25) and 
grain boundary core regions where the atoms may have relaxed away from ideal lattice sites. 
All crystals together form the "crystalline component" of the material. The atoms in the 
boundary cores constitute the "boundary component". Hence the boundary component is
actually the sum over numerous (about 1019 per cm 3) boundaries with different atomic 
structures according to the ideas discussed in the first section. Due to the small size of the 
crystallites of a nanocrystalline material, the numbers of atoms located in the crystalline 
component and in the interracial component are comparable. Hence, the computation of the 
X-ray scattering of a nanocrystalline material requires the computation of the scattering due 
to the differently oriented crystals as well as the computation of the scattering originating 
from the interfacial regions. The existence of X-ray scattering from interfacial regions and 
its usefulness to obtain information about the atomic structure of interfaces has been 
demonstrated by Sass et al. (n73) It has been shown °75) that the scattering of the differently 
oriented crystals of a polycrystalline material with a random texture may be computed by 
means of the following procedure. A single crystal the size of which is equal to the average 
crystal size of the polycrystalline material is considered. This crystal represents theensemble 
average of the individual crystallites of the polycrystal. For the crystal the interference 
function I(s) for a specific orientation characterized by a diffraction vector s of the crystal 
with respect o the incident X-ray beam is computed. This procedure was repeated for all 
possible orientations of the crystal nd the different resulting interference functions I(s) were 
averaged for s = const. If the averaging procedure is repeated for all possible values of s, the 
c 
FIG. 25. Schematic cross section through a nanocrystalline material i lustrating the approach used in 
Ref. 173, The arrows indicate the interatomic spacings in the boundary core region. For further details 
we refer to Section 3.6.1. 
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resulting function I(s) is 07s) the interference function of the polycrystal with a random texture. 
By following the same procedure, the scattering from the crystalline and interfacial 
components of nanocrystalline material was computed/2) In fact, for the specific case of the 
nanocrystalline Fe, the crystalline component was modeled by a cube-shaped 0t-Fe-(bcc) 
crystal representing the ensemble average of the crystalline component. The volume of this 
cube was matched to the average volume of the crystallites of the nanocrystalline Fe. The 
ensemble average of the interfacial component was simulated by an assemblage of atoms 
whose structure was varied between the two conceivable extremes: an ordered structure and
a structure without any order. A variation of the ensemble average between order and 
disorder covers all conceivable boundary structures. This approach was used as the exact 
structure of the ensemble average over all boundary cores is not known. The interfacial 
component consisted of an assemblage of atoms arranged in the form of two layers of atoms 
with ,t-Fe structure attached coherently at the outer surface of the cube. Subsequently, the 
atoms in the three outer layers were displaced by non-lattice vectors into randomly chosen 
directions. These displacements donot imply that the atoms in any particular grain boundary 
of a nanocrystalline material are displaced in random directions from their original lattice 
sites. °*s) In fact, the displacements are used to model the average over the interatomic spacings 
between the atoms in the "surface region" of one crystal relative to the atoms in the opposite 
"crystal surface region", i.e. the interatomic spacings indicated by the arrows in the 
boundaries A and B (Fig. 25). As was pointed out in the first section (Figs 4 and 5), the misfit 
and the atomic displacements in the boundary cores result in a reduced density and a broad 
distribution of interatomic spacings. Both features are modeled by the random atomic 
displacements of the atoms in the "surface regions" of both crystals. In other words, the two 
outer layers are supposed to model the "surface layer" of atoms of one crystal (e.g. crystal 
A, Fig. 25) and the "surface layer" of atoms of the adjacent crystal (e.g. crystal B, Fig. 25). 
As both crystals have different crystallographic orientations, a variety of interatomic spacings 
(arrows in Fig. 25) exist between the atoms of both layers. In the core of a real grain boundary 
the assumed variety of interatomic spacings exist as may be seen from Figs 4 and 5 in Section 
1. The different interatomic spacings are formed because in the boundary region two 
differently oriented crystal attices are joined together. A variation of the number of layers 
was used to simulate boundaries of different widths. The effects of crystallite size and 
crystallite size distributions were accounted for by adjusting the size of the cube to the 
measured values of the average crystallite size obtained by X-ray diffraction and electron 
microscopy. By varying the magnitude of the random atomic displacement in the second and 
third outer layer of the cube, the elastic displacements of the atoms in the crystal lattices close 
to the boundary were simulated. The lower density of the grain boundary core region relative 
to the density of the crystallites (cf. Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) was taken into account by 
uniformly lowering the average atomic density in the "surface layers" representing the 
boundary cores. The thermal diffuse scattering of the crystalline component at room 
temperature was simulated by randomly displacing the crystal atoms by 3% of the nearest 
neighbor distance which corresponds to the attenuation of the diffraction peaks of ot-Fe at 
room temperature. The effect of interparticle interference is not included in the computed 
interference function I(s). Interparticle interference has been shown to yield only non-vanish- 
ing scattering in the small-angle region °76) which was not within the scope of the study. The 
interference function of the crystalline and the interfacial component was computed in the 
classical way, by summing-up the contribution of the scattering amplitudes of all atoms with 
the correct phase factor. The computed three-dimensional function was reduced to a one- 
dimensional plot by averaging over many diffraction vectors. All computed interference 
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functions were convoluted by a Gaussian instrument function in order to simulate the effect 
of instrumental broadening of the diffractometer used for the experiments. 
A comparison of the experimental nd the computed interference functions is shown in 
Fig. 26 assuming a short-range-ordered grain boundary structure. Neither the peak width, 
peak height or the background intensity is reproduced correctly. The boundaries were 
assumed to have a thickness of four atomic layers, which agrees with the present knowledge 
of the atomic structure of grain boundaries in metal (see for example Ref. 177). In a second 
set of computations, an attempt was made to match the experimental data by assuming a
grain boundary component with the following structure (Fig. 27). The average over the 
interatomic spacings between the atoms at the "surface" of one crystal and the "surface 
atoms" of the second crystal (arrows in Fig. 25) were assumed to b¢ random. Therefore, the 
atoms of the outer layer were displaced by 50% of the nearest neighbor distance from their 
lattice sites in random directions. The resulting wide variety of interatomic spacings are 
assumed to represent the interatomic spacings in the boundary core region due to the lattice 
misfit and due to the atomic relaxations (Figs 4 and 5). In order to model the strain at and 
near the boundary core the atoms of the second and third outermost layers were displaced 
by 25% of the nearest neighbor distance from their lattice sites in random directions. It may 
be seen from Fig. 27 that the computed I (s) curve reproduces not only the heights and widths 
of all the peaks, but also matches approximately the background intensity, especially in the 
regime between s = 0.1 and 0.45 where the fit with the model assuming a short-range-ordered 
interracial component was particularly poor (cf. Fig. 26). Furthermore, it was not possible 
to reproduce the experimental data by assuming an enhanced thermal diffuse scattering but 
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FIG. 26. Comparison of the measured ( -  - + - - )  
and computed ( ) interference functions for 
nanocrystalline F . The model system assumed for the 
computations is a boundary structure consisting of four 
atomic layers in which atoms are displaced in random 
directions. The displacement distance of th atoms cor- 
responding to the two layers in the boundary core are 
assumed to be 15% of the nearest neighbor distance, in 
the two adjacent layers thedisplacements are 7% of the 
nearest neighbor distance. The displacement of 15% of 
the nearest neighbor distance corresponds to the average 
nearest neighbor displacement of he atoms in a FesoB20 
glass.0 TM
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FIG. 27. Comparison of the measured ( -  - + - - )  
and computed ( .....) interference functions of nanocrys- 
talline. The model computed is a mixture of 6 nm 
(75 vol.%) and 4 nm (25 vol.%) crystals in which the 
boundary atoms are displaced inrandom directions. The 
displacement distances were chosen as follows. The outer 
layer of atoms was displaced by 50% and the second and 
third layer by 25% of the nearest neighbor distance. The 
outer layer is supposed to model the interatomic spac- 
ings between adjacent crystals (arrows in Fig. 25). The 
second l y r models the displacements of the boundary 
core atoms (open circles in Fig. 25) from their ideal 
lattice sites, tm) 
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no scattering of the boundary region as was suggested by other studies. (17s) The accuracy of 
the computations was tested by comparing the measured and computed interference functions 
of 6 nm Au crystals which were isolated from one another by a thin water layer so that no 
grain boundaries can be formed. The computed and experimental data agreed (no adjustable 
fit parameters) within the accuracy of the measurements. 
A different approach to analyze the structure of the .grain boundaries in nanocrystalline 
metals has recently been proposed, t179) In comparison to Zhu's ~3) computations, everal 
simplifications were introduced. In order to shorten the computation of the interference 
function, the real (three-dimensional) nanocrystalline material was replaced by a one- 
dimensional model consisting of two linear arrays of scatters. One array represents the 
periodicities in the grain interior, while the other one, with a larger periodicity, corresponds 
to the boundary region. The volume fraction of the boundaries was taken into account by 
multiplying the diffracted amplitude of the boundary scatters by a corresponding weight 
factor. The different boundary structures and the density difference between the boundaries 
and the crystals was accounted for by varying the density in the boundary region between 
60 and 100% of the bulk density. The spacing between the scatters ranged from 50 to 150% 
of the scatterer density in the "grain interior". The random orientation distribution was 
approximated by assuming that every "crystal" (row of scatterers) has either (111), (200), 
(220), (311) or (311) interatomic spacings. A random number generator was used to average 
over the spacings. The measurements were simplified by replacing the commonly used 
transmission measurements allowing quantitative measurements of the interference function 
(with the appropriate corrections) by a reflection measurement on a glass slide. The 
unavoidable background had to be subtracted, which was only possible to a limited extent. 
Due to the numerous implifications in the computational nd the experimental part of the 
work, no direct comparison (without free fit parameters as in Zhu's °) work) was possible. 
Hence, the computed and measured interference functions were fitted together in a suitable 
chosen scattering angle, 20. The angle selected was 20 = 55 °, well away from any Bragg peak 
to match the background as well as possible. Despite this curve fitting procedure, the 
computed and measured intensity of the Bragg peaks deviated bya factor between 8 and 12. 
In order to reduce this discrepancy, the assumption of 20% vacancies in the "crystals" was 
made. Evidently, this assumption appears unrealistic and is at variance with many obser- 
vations e.g. with the hydrogen absorption data on nanocrystalline Pd (cf. Section 3.7.4). The 
paper seems to demonstrate hat reliable information about the grain boundary structure of 
nanocrystalline materials cannot be obtained by simplified models and X-ray diffraction 
measurements limited to relative intensities only. 
The X-ray diffraction behavior of thin nanocrystalline Ag--Cu and Ag-Ge films generated 
by vapor-quenching has been analyzed ~lT8,js°) in terms of the interference function of an 
ensemble of small strained crystallites. The boundaries were modeled by an appropriately 
chosen Debye-Waller factor for the crystallites. In other words, the real structure (boundaries 
and crystals) is modeled as an arrangement of small, elastically strained, isolated crystals. 
The boundaries are represented by means of lattice strains. All other boundary features 
(cf. Section 1) are not included. As far as the diffraction properties of those two systems are 
concerned this model seems to be satisfactory. Nevertheless, a model of this kind does not 
seem applicable to obtain information about the atomic structure of the boundary core 
components. For example, the EXAFS measurements reported in the subsequent section not 
only suggest displacements of the atoms in the boundary core but also a reduction in the 
number of nearest neighbors which cannot be described by a model imited to small strained 
crystallites. Furthermore, the application of a model assuming a nanocrystalline material to 
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consist of small, strained crystallites only (without any scattering from the boundary core 
regions) seems inconsistent with the reported small angle X-ray diffraction measurements 
(Sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.2.1). The strain required to match the peak widths and peak heights 
does not reproduce correctly the observed background of nanocrystalline Fe. This means 
physically that in addition to the scattering by strained Fe-crystallites, the X-rays are also 
scattered by Fe-atoms displaced by large distances from lattice sites. 
As the atomic structures in the cores of boundaries depend strongly on the interatomic 
forces (cf. Section 1), it may well be that the diffraction behavior of chemically different 
nanocrystalline materials deviate strongly from one another. Hence any structural model 
deduced for a particular material cannot be extended to ther materials unless tested 
experimentally. Hence the diffraction of nanocrystalline Ag-Cu alloys may well differ from 
nanocrystalline F . On the other hand, any model describing the diffraction of nanocrystalline 
materials in terms of strained crystallites only (without any scattering contribution from the 
boundary core) seems inconsistent with the small angle X-ray diffraction experiments andthe 
work of Sass et al. (e.g. Refs 173 and 181). These experiments have demonstrated that grain 
boundary core regions generate specific diffraction effects which originate from the displace- 
ments of the atoms in the boundary core from lattice sites. A "strained crystallite" model 
seems also inconsistent with the spectroscopic evidence (Section 3.7) indicating that nanocrys- 
talline materials contain a high density of vacancy-like free volume and a considerable 
fraction of atoms in sites with non-lattice symmetry. 
3.6.2. EXAFS studies 
EXAFS studies ~19°) appear to be particularly suitable to investigate the structure of 
nanocrystalline materials because they yield information about the short-range order of a 
solid in terms of the coordination umbers, the nearest neighbor distances, the Debye-Waller 
factors, etc. (ls2-1sa) In fact, if a nanocrystalline material consists of an (ordered) crystalline 
component and a grain boundary component formed by atoms displaced from their ideal 
lattice sites, then the EXAFS oscillations of a nanocrystalline material result from the 
crystalline component only, because materials with a wide variety of interatomic spacings 
yield little or no oscillations in the EXAFS signal. °82) Hence, in terms of such a model the 
amplitudes of the EXAFS oscillations of a nanocrystalline material in comparison to the 
amplitudes of a conventional polycrystal with the same mass are xpected to be reduced by 
a factor comparable to the fraction of atoms located in the boundary cores if these atoms 
are displaced significantly from ideal lattice sites and if the interatomic spacings within the 
boundary core (arrows in Fig. 25) are distributed randomly. In fact, it is this feature which 
has been observed in all EXAFS studies performed so far. In Fig. 28a the weighted EXAFS 
oscillations zk 3 of nanocrystalline and polycrystalline Cu are compared. The corresponding 
Fourier transformed FT(zk 3) are summarized in Fig. 28b. Pd showed similar results. The 
following three features are apparent. 
(i) The radii of the different shells in polycrystalline and nanocrystalline materials coincide, 
the deviation is below 0.02 A (Fig. 28b). 
(ii) The amplitudes of FT(zk 3) of the first shell are reduced by an amount comparable to 
the volume fraction of the grain boundary component. The same effect has been reported 
recently for Fer0Co4o alloys. °91) 
(iii) The reduction of the amplitude of FT(zk 3) increases with increasing shell number. 
These features agree with the idea that nanocrystalline materials consist of an (ordered) 
crystalline component with the same atomic arrangement as in bulk crystals and a grain 
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FIG. 28. The weighted EXAFS oscillations xk 3 (a) and the Fourier transform FT (xk 3) (b) (phase shift 
is not included) of a nanocrystalline Cu sample ( ) (crystalline diameter = 10 nm) in comparison 
with polycrystalline Cu (+ + +). In the nanocrystalline sample the amplitude of the EXAFS 
oscillations and the FT (xk 3) are weaker than in the polycrystal, o9°) 
boundary component with a broad distribution of interatomic spacings. The features (ii) and 
(iii) cannot be interpreted in terms of internal surfaces and/or voids because the observed 
reduction of the EXAFS amplitudes would require an area of internal surfaces or voids which 
are inconsistent with the results of positron lifetime spectroscopy (IsS) and small angle 
diffraction. (~47,~) The X-ray diffraction studies (Section 3.6.1) indicated that the interatomic 
spacings in the small crystallites deviate little from the equilibrium (bulk) value, v~sJsT) Hence, 
the radii of the different shells of polycrystalline and nanocrystalline materials are expected 
to coincide as was observed. Atoms with a wide spectrum of interatomic spacings relative to 
their neighbors cannot contribute to the amplitudes of the FT(xk3). Thus, the reduction of 
the amplitude of the first shell should be comparable to the fraction of interracial atoms, as 
was observed. The results rule out a glassy (short range ordered) boundary structure. In the 
case of glassy boundary structures, the intensity of the first shell of the FT(xk 3) is reduced 
by I0 to 30% in comparison to the crystalline counterpart. Higher order shells of glasses in 
the FT(xk 3) plot are either weak or invisible. °u'lss) Hence, if the boundary component of a 
nanocrystalline material would have a glassy structure, the intensity loss of the first shell in 
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the FT(xk 3) should be about 10 to 30% of the fraction of boundary atoms. This was not 
observed. Furthermore, a significant reduction of the higher order shells (second, third, etc.) 
relative to the first shell should be observed. This was also not the case. The results are not 
consistent with a glassy boundary structure with a large Debye-Waller factor for the following 
reasons. The mean square displacements (static or dynamic) in the Debye-Waller factor 
cannot explain a density reduction in the grain boundary component which was deduced to 
be about 60 or 70% of the bulk density (cf. Sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.2.1). (~47'1~) Recent 
measurements at 20 K show the same reduction of the EXAFS amplitudes as at 77 K 
indicating that there is, up to 20 K, no temperature dependence of the reduction. This 
observation clearly contradicts a Debye-Waller factor being the reason for the amplitude 
reduction. Hence, one is led to conclude that the observed eviation of the EXAFS signal 
between the polycrystalline and nanocrystalline material is primarily due to a wide distri- 
bution of bond lengths in the grain boundaries. 
It has been argued on the basis of hard sphere and soap bubble models (~89) that a structural 
model of a nanocrystalline material suggesting a measurable fraction of the boundary 
atoms to be displaced by 50% of the nearest neighbor spacing from lattice sites is unrealistic. 
This objection seems to be based on a misunderstanding of the model used to compute 
the interference function of a nanocrystaUine material, c2) As was pointed out above 
(Section 3.6.1), the random atomic displacements of 50% of the nearest neighbor spacing 
were used to model the ensemble average over the interatomic spacings between adjacent 
crystals (i.e. the spacings indicated by the arrows in Fig. 25). On the other hand, the EXAFS 
observations reported in the previous paragraph and the strong background observed for 
nanocrystalline F seem to indicate unambiguously that a large fraction of the atoms of a 
nanocrystalline material are displaced from lattice sites. 
3.7. Spectroscopy 
3.7.1. Positron lifetime spectroscopy 
Positron lifetime spectroscopy has been demonstrated to be particularly well suited for 
studying defects in crystals °92-~94) and structural fluctuations in amorphous materials °gs) 
because they permit an estimate of free volume fluctuations i  condensed matter. Hence 
positron lifetime spectroscopy appeared to be a promising tool to obtain independent 
information about he structure of nanocrystalline materials. So far, studies of this type were 
performed for Cu, Fe, Pd and Si. (196-2°°) 
The lifetime spectra (Fig. 29) measured for the nanocrystalline metals differ from those 
obtained on uncompacted crystallites or on the metallic glass Fess B15096) and can be analyzed 
with good variances (X2~< 1.1) by three components with lifetimes z~, z2, ~3 and intensities 
I~, 12, 13. These parameters are given in Table 1 together with the lifetimes zf in perfect crystals 
and ZLV in lattice vacancies and can be interpreted as follows. 
The lifetime T~ is attributed to free volumes of the size of about a lattice vacancy as their 
values are similar to ZLV (see Table 1). The vacancy-size free volumes are expected to be 
located in the interfaces because of their thermal stability and the increase of the ratio 11/12 
with compacting (see Ref. 198). The presence of vacancy-size free volumes in NiO grain 
boundaries has recently been suggested by a comparison of high-resolution electron 
microscopy and image simulation32°~) 
The lifetime z2 (Table 1) is attributed to boundary regions at which the local free volume 
is larger than a single vacancy. For example, the core of a triple junction between three 
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FIG. 29. Positron lifetime spectra of." (a) an uncompacted (6nm) iron powder; (b) a nanocrystatline 
(6 rim) iron specimen; (c) amorphous Fess.zBi4.8 alloy; and (d) polycrystalline bulk iron, with the 
background of the spectra substracted/t99~ 
boundaries may represent such a region. The lifetime z2 was attributed to triple junctions 
because T2 was observed even after prolonged grain growth. For topological reasons triple 
junctions cannot anneal out whereas other large free volumes, e.g. microvoids in boundaries 
may disappear. ~196-2°°) The long-lived component (z3) was interpreted by ortho-positronum 
(o-Ps) formation in larger voidsY 9s'~99) Some indication of interfacial free volumes maller 
than vacancies were deduced from the decrease between 295 K and 77 K in nanocrystalline 
Fe and in nanocrystalline Cu. 
3.7.2. Muon spin rotation studies 
In order to obtain spectroscopic information about the microscopic magnetic structure 
of nanocrystalline materials the muon spin rotation technique (/~ +SR) has been employed. 
By this method--which probes magnetic fields and their dynamics at the #+ sites in 
crystals~2°2)--structural defects acting as /z + traps may be characterized. Two muon spin 
precession frequencies f~and f2 and a longitudinal muon spin relaxation rate Flons have been 
observed (Table 2) for a fraction of the muons. The precession frequenciesf~ andf~ are similar 
to those observed for interstitial/~ + in the Fe (ffy203) and for/z + trapped at lattice vacancies 
(f~v). ~2°4) Therefore, it was assumed that f~ is characteristic for/z + on interstitial sites in the 
crystallites andf~ for muons trapped in well-defined free volumes, namely of the size of about 
a lattice vacancy, in the interfaces. This interpretation agrees with the positron annihilation 
data reported in the previous section. The ratio ALIA2 of the signal amplitudes of the 
Table 1. Positron Lifetimes Tt (ps) and Intensities It (%) Measured on Nanocrystalline Copper, 
Palladium and Iron Consolidated Under Pressure p. For Comparison, Positron Lifetimes 
Measured in the Free Bulk State (¢r), in Monovacancies (Cue) and after Plastic Deformation 
(%,-,t) in the Corresponding Bulk Crystals are Given (see Ref. 198) 
Nanocrystalline materials Crystalline materials 
p (GPa) ¢1 (ps) ¢2 (pS) 111/I 2 ¢3 (ps) I 3 (%) '~f (pS) ¢gv (ADS) Cphst (ps) 
Cu 5.0 165+3 322±4 0.57 2600_+300 0.2__0.0 112 179 164 
Pd 5.0 142_+3 321 ±6 0.72 700± 100 2.6_+0.7 96 Pt: 169 171 
Fe 4.5 185 ± 5 337± 5 0.63 41004-400 8.5±0.5 106 175 167 
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Table 2. M uon Spin Precession Frequencies f l, f2 and the Ratio A I/A 2 
of their Signal Amplitudes, as well as the Longitudinal Muon Spin 
Relaxation Rate Flons at Two Different Temperatures. The Precession 
Frequencies f~ and fir of the Muons at Interstitial Sites and Muons 
Trapped in Vacancies in Crystalline Iron are Included for Comparison 
Nanocrystalline Fe Crystalline Fe 
T f, f2 F,ons .fF fly 
(K) (MHz) (MHz) A s/A 2 (I0 s s-I) (MHz) (MHz) 
300 48.9 31.5 0.5 2.9 48.7* 
4.2 53.8 32.6 2.1 0.3 53.3" 
9O 29.5? 
*Ref. 203. 
?Ref. 204. 
frequencies f~, f2 decreasing with increasing temperature indicates that at 300 K more muons 
decay in the interfaces and less in the crystallites than at 4.2 K. This result is in qualitative 
agreement with the #+ jump rates (2°3) F (4.2 K) = 4.108 s -~and F (300 K)= 10 ~° s -~ making 
a diffusion of #+ to the interfaces more likely at the higher temperature. From higher 
precision data combined with a study of the crystallite size distribution, one may even expect 
a quantitative determination f the # + diffusivity. Only a fraction of the # + was detected in
the # + precession signals. The missing fraction was attributed to muons trapped in interfacial 
regions with varying interatomic d stances and hence a wide distribution of local magnetic 
fields leading to a fast relaxation of the # +SR signals which is beyond the resolution of the 
apparatus. 
3.7.3. M6ssbauer spectroscopy 
The M6ssbauer spectrum of nanocrystalline iron is shown in Fig. 30. (2o5) Two sub-spectra 
were used to fit the experimental data, the hyperfine parameters of which are given in 
Table 3. Since wide-angle X-ray scattering and EXAFS (cf. Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2) gave 
little evidence for large lattice distortions in the center of the crystals, the initial fit parameters 
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FIG. 30. M6ssbauer spectrum of a nanocrystalline iron sample. The sp~trum was measured at 77 K. 
Two sub-spectra (1, sharp lines; 2, broad lines) were used to fit the experimental data (squares). o°s) 
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Table 3. Hypertine Parameters of Sub-spectra I and 2 of Fig. 30 
Sub-spectrum 1 Sub-spectrum 2 
IS (ram/s) 0.10 0.14 
Linewidth at half-maximum (ram/s) 0.32 1.6 
H (kOe) 343 351 
of sub-spectrum 1 were chosen as the values of crystalline iron which was confirmed by the fit 
procedure; the fit parameters ofsub-spectrum 2 deviated from the crystalline values (Table 3). 
The absorption intensity of spectrum 2 relative to spectrum 1 may not be a reliable way 
to estimate the fraction of atoms located in the interfaces because magnetic ordering extends 
over more than interatomic distances. Hence, atoms inside the crystals are also influenced by 
the interfacial component even if they have a well ordered crystalline nvironment. This is 
not so for materials (e.g. FeF2 which will be discussed later) in this section where the 
interaction with the neighboring atoms is of short range character. 
Sub-spectrum 2 (Table 3) shows an enhanced hyperfine magnetic field (H), a larger 
linewidth, and an increased isomer shift (IS) in comparison to the crystalline component. All 
of these features may be understood if it is assumed that sub-spectrum 2 originates from the 
interfacial component of the nanocrystalline material. This interpretation agrees with the 
following observation. If the grain boundaries are removed from a nanocrystalline material 
(by grain growth at elevated temperatures), sub-spectrum 2 ceases to exist (Fig. 21). 038'2°~) The 
enhanced IS (Table 3) reflects a reduction of the electron density of the interfacial component. 
In contrast, from high-pressure Mfssbauer experiments it is known that compression of iron 
leads to a smaller 1S value as a result of higher electron density. <2°6'2°7) The reduction of 
electron density in the case of nanocrystalline F  may be directly related to the observed lower 
mass density which implies a volume expansion in the interfacial component. This result 
agrees with the small angle scattering data suggesting a mass density of 60 to 70% in the 
boundaries (of. Sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.2.1). The enhanced hyperfine field (H, Table 3) may 
also be interpreted in terms of the reduced interfacial density. The Bethe-Slater curve, which 
relates the exchange nergy to the atomic geometry, supports this correlation. Again, 
high-pressure experiments show that a compression of ~-Fe results in the opposite ffect, i.e. 
a reduced hyperfine field. (2°7) The broadness of the Mrssbauer lines (Table 3) suggests the 
interfacial component o represent an atomic structure in which a wider spectrum of 
interatomic spacings exists than in the 'glassy or crystalline state of the chemically identical 
material. A structure of this type should lead to a broad distribution of hyperfine fields. 
Figure 31 summarizes the measured temperature variation of the hyperfine field of both 
components. The larger value of H of the sub-spectrum 2 is followed by a faster decrease 
which may be interpreted as a lower Curie temperature T¢ of the interfacial component. 
Similar curves are known from the observations on thin films c2°8'2°9) although the temperature 
dependence of H found there could not be confirmed for nanocrystalline Fe. In order to 
obtain an estimation f this effect, the total resonant absorption of the sample was determined 
as a function of temperature by measuring the area under the absorption lines. The total 
resonant absorption was fitted with a Debye equation leading to a Debye temperature of 
345 K which has to be compared with the bulk value of 467 K. ~21°) 
Mrssbauer spectroscopy has also been applied to study the structure of nanocrystaUine 
materials (FeF2, ~-Fe203, ~-Fe203 and CoO) with ionic bonding. The M6ssbauer spectrum 
of nanocrystalline FeF2 (average crystal size 8 nm, produced by inert gas condensation; 
Figs 32 and 33) shows a quadrupole distribution. ¢2H) With the assumption of an average 
value for the quadrupole splitting, two doublets were identified (Fig. 32) having nearly equal 
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FIG. 31. Hyperfine magnetic field H(T) of sub-spectra 1 and 2 (Fig. 34) obtained by least-squares 
fits.O o5) 
isomer shift. One doublet corresponds to bulk FeF2. The second doublet exhibited a broad 
distribution of quadrupole splittings with an average value of 1.97 mm/sec (Fig. 33). This 
component was suggested to originate from the Fe atoms located in the grain boundaries. 
In addition, low temperature measurements indicated an antiferromagnetic transition temper- 
ature extending over about 70 K instead of the sharp transition observed in a FeF2 single 
crystal. (256) The smearing out of the antiferromagnetic transition seems to be an indication of 
a wide variety of atomic (non-lattice) configurations in the grain boundaries. A comparable 
wide range of antiferromagnetic transition temperatures (242 K to 135 K) compared to the 
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FIG. 32. Quadrupole splitting (Q.S.) of the M6ssbauer spectra of (a) commercial and (b) nanocrys- 
talline (8 nm) FeF2 specimens3 2") 
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FIG. 33. M6ssbauer spectra nd the Q.S. distributions of (a) commercial nd (b) nanocrystalline FeF2 
specimens.(2t ~) 
bulk transition at 288 K was noted in CoO (258'259) and attributed to atoms in non-lattice sites. 
A comparable distribution was noticed in the hyperfine field of nanocrystalline a-Fe 
suggesting the non-lattice arrangement of atoms in the grain boundaries of metallic as well as 
ionic nanocrystalline materials. Similar results were obtained (2t:) for nanocrystalline ~,-Fe203 
and ~-Fe203 (6 nm crystal size). Figures 34 and 35 show the M6ssbauer spectra of both 
materials. Just like in the case of nanocrystalline Fe and FeF2, the spectra deviated from the 
ones of the corresponding single crystalline substances with the same chemical composition. 
In addition to the spectra of the single crystalline material, a second broad component was 
observed in the nanocrystalline form. The characteristic features of this second component 
are summarized in Table 4. The reduced hyperfine field and the increased line width suggest 
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Fro. 34. M6ssbauer spectrum of nanocrystalline 7-Fe203 (5 nm) recorded at 4.2 K.  (212) The  broken lines 
indicate the narrow (lattice) and broad (boundary) component of the spectrum (el. Table 4). 
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FIG. 35. M6ssbauer spectrum of nanocrystalline ~-Fe203 (8 nm) recorded at 10 K. (2n~) The broken lines 
indicate the narrow (lattice) and broad (boundary) component of the spectrum (Table 4). 
a spectrum of different sites with non-lattice arrangements for the Fe atoms in the grain 
boundaries of nanocrystalline c(-Fe2 03 and y-Fe2 03. A similar reduction of the hyperfine field 
as indicated in Table 4 was also reported by Ayyub eta/. (257) who studied nanocrystalline 
(5 to 70 nm diameter) a-Fe203 by M6ssbauer spectroscopy. The results of the structural 
studies on nanocrystalline FeF2, ~-Fe203 and y-Fe20 3 and CoO seem at variance with 
investigations by means of Raman scattering (cf, Section 3.7.5) on nanocrystalline TiO 2. 
3.7.4. Hydrogen absorption 
In many non-crystalline materials hydrogen can be incorporated into interstitial sites, the 
energy of which depends on the local atomic arrangement. Hence the grain boundary 
component of a nanocrystalline material m y be expected to exhibit a continuous pectrum 
of hydrogen site energies whereas the crystallites exhibit discrete spectrum of sites such as 
octahedral nd/or tetrahedral sites. In other words, measurements of the hydrogen solubility 
as a function of the hydrogen potential yield structural information about a given material. 
This method was applied to study the structure of nanocrystalline Pd. The measured (2n3) 
solubility of hydrogen in crystalline and nanocrystalline Pd is compared in Fig. 36. Because 
only one type of site is occupied by hydrogen in a Pd single crystal, the emf follows Nernst's 
law (emf linearly dependent for hydrogen concentrations). Above 1% hydrogen, a phase 
separation occurs at 293 K in the single crystal. For the nanocrystalline palladium the 
hydrogen solubility is larger by about one to two orders of magnitude due to the higher 
density of sites into which the hydrogen can be incorporated in the boundary regions. This 
result is consistent with the reduced atomic density (cf. Sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.2.1) in the 
boundaries. As the sites within the grains are probably the same as in a macroscopic single 
crystal, the local concentration of hydrogen has to be the same in the grains as in the single 
crystal for a given equilibrium pressure of hydrogen. Therefore, from the difference between 
the total concentration i nanocrystalline Pd and that in single-crystalline Pd the amount of 
Table 4. M6ssbauer Data of Nanocrystalline ~-Fe203 and ~-Fe203 
Hyperzne Isomer Quadrupole Line 
field shift splitting width 
(kOe) (ram/s) (ram/s) (ram/s) 
a-Fe204 (10 K) 
-Fe203 (4.2 K) 
Crystalline component 532 -0.09 0.431 0.35 
Interracial component 501 -0.05 0.431 0.93 
Crystalline component 505 -0.02 0.46 0.81 
Interfacial component 478 +0.01 0.37 1.25 
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FIG. 36. Emf or chemical potential of hydrogen in a single crystal of Pd (0) and in nanocrystalline 
Pd (O) as a function of hydrogen concentration (ratio of hydrogen to palladium atoms) at 293 K. 
The straight line through the data points for the single crystal has the theoretical slope of RT/F 
(where R is the gas c~nstant and F is the Faraday constant). The lines through the data points for 
the nanocrystalline Pd are calculated by assuming a gaussian distribution of site energies for hydrogen 
within the grain boundaries (---, without H- -H interaction). (m) 
hydrogen segregated at grain boundaries may be calculated. It has been shown (214) that the 
segregated hydrogen does not follow a simple Langmulr-McLean equation because a 
spectrum of site energies exists for the hydrogen atoms in the grain boundaries whereas the 
Langmuir-McLean equation assumes all sites to be energetically equivalent. If a gaussian 
distribution for the hydrogen sites in the boundaries with a width of 15 kJ (molH) -~ is 
assumed, the measured solubility may bc described satisfactorily for lower concentrations 
(cf. Fig. 36). At higher concentrations, the concentration at the grain boundaries becomes 
so high (greater than 10%) that hydrogen-hydrogen interactions have to be included. This 
was done by the quasi-chemical approach using the interaction parameter of polycrystalline 
Pd. (214) As may be seen from Fig. 36 this approach yields remarkable agreement between 
calculated and measured solubilities. 
If a phase separation occurs in metal/hydrogen systems, the chemical potential or the 
hydrogen pressure remains constant within the two-phase region, although the total 
hydrogen concentration i  the system increases. This behavior was observed in crystalline 
and nanocrystalline Pd. The experimental results, presented in Figs 37 and 38, show that 
the fl phase is formed in nanocrystalline Pd (Fig. 38) as a plateau occurs at the same 
hydrogen activity at which the fl phase is formed in polycrystalline Pd (Fig. 37). However, 
less hydrogen is absorbed in nanocrystalline Pd (44at%) in comparison to a polycrystalline 
Pd specimen (58at%), before the activity rises again, which was attributed to the exclusion 
of a considerable volume fraction of the sample from the phase transformation. This volume 
fraction belongs to the distorted regions at the grain boundaries. The fl phase forms within 
the grains of nanocrystalline Pd because they offer the same octahedral sites for hydrogen 
occupation as in a single crystal of Pd, suggesting that the small crystallites do not contain 
a high density of defects to which the hydrogen can segregate. The electronic or elastic 
hydrogen-hydrogen interaction causes the fl phase to form at the same hydrogen activity, 
whereas the distorted regions in or close to the grain boundaries do not permit a phase 
transformation. The same ffect was noticed in glassy metals. This result may be understood 
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FIG. 37. Pressure-composition isotherm (333 K) for hydrogen in polycrystalline Pd (average diameter, 
20 #m). The pressure plateau between H/PD = 0.015 and 0.58 corresponds to the coexistence range 
of the ~t and fl phases. (213) 
if it is assumed that the width of the distribution of the hydrogen sites is larger than the 
H-H interaction energy. (2~5) 
From the different widths of the two-phase region in polycrystalline and nanocrystalline 
Pd (average grain diameter, 20 #m and 11 nm), the volume fraction of the grain boundary 
regions to which the hydrogen can segregate may be calculated assuming the boundaries to 
be excluded from the fl phase formation. A value of 0.27 is obtained for the boundary volume 
fraction, (2t6) yielding a grain boundary thickness of about l nm. 
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FIG. 38. Pressure-composition isotherm (333 K) for hydrogen in nanocrystalline Pd (average grain 
diameter, 8-12 nm). The pressure plateau between 0.03 and 0.44 is proposed to be smaller because the 
solubility of hydrogen is larger in the = phase ([4°) and because the ~ phase is formed within the grains 
only but not within the grain boundary regions. (213) 
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3.7.5. Raman scattering 
The structure of nanocrystalline silicon was found, by Raman spectroscopy, to consist of 
a relatively sharp crystalline feature and a more or less pronounced shoulder at lower 
frequencies attributed to an amorphous-like component. ~2m7'218) Figure 39 shows a set of 
Raman spectra for samples deposited at various temperatures, other deposition conditions 
being kept constant (for experimental details cf. Ref. 218). For comparison, spectra of single 
crystalline Si (111) wafer (labeled c-Si (111)) and an X-ray amorphous silicon, prepared 
by a glow discharge decomposition of silane (labeled a-Si), have been included as well. 
With decreasing deposition temperature, i.e. with decreasing crystallite size, the crystalline 
component (Fig. 39) broadens and its maximum shifts towards lower frequency. The shoulder 
seen in the Raman spectra on the lower frequency side of the main peak is more difficult to 
interpret unambiguously. In some cases it can be resolved into two components (e.g. spectra 
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Flo. 39. Raman spectra of polycrystalline silicon films deposited at various temperatures between 80 
and 350°C. The 180°C sample was deposited on single-crystal Si (111) wafers, the others on amorphous 
metals. Raman spectra of single crystal (c-Si (111)) and an X-ray amorphous (a-S0 silicon are shown 
for comparison as well: 2~3) 
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for Td = 180°C, Fig. 39). The component closer to the main peak may be due to surface 
phonons. In most cases, however, the feature denoted s in Fig. 39 cannot be resolved 
unambiguously. The integrated intensity of the component denoted a (Fig. 39) increases 
and the position of its maxima shifts towards lower frequencies with decreasing deposition 
temperature. It finally reaches a value of about 480 cm-~ for a sample deposited at 80°C 
which is typical of X-ray amorphous ilicon. (2~a) The ratio of the integrated intensities of 
this component as well as of the crystalline component allows a rough estimate of the 
ratio of the "amorphous-like" and of the crystalline component in the sample, if proper 
values for Raman scattering cross sections at a given frequency of the exciting laser 
light are taken into account. This ratio corresponds approximately to the relative amount 
of Si atoms at the "surfaces" of the Si crystallites. This interpretation is based on the 
following structural model. The films are proposed to consist of crystaUites embedded in 
an "amorphous" matrix.* However, on the basis of the present data one also cannot 
exclude the possibility hat the films are built up of thin, quasi two-dimensional crystallites 
as would be expected according to the theoretical model of Kanellis et al. (22°) The volume 
fraction of the "amorphous-like" component as the crystal size was reduced finally merging 
into the Raman spectrum of X-ray amorphous silicon. ¢2~9) This result may be understood as 
follows. If the crystal size is reduced further and further, the total free energy stored in the 
boundaries of the nanocrystaUine material finally becomes larger than the free energy of a 
piece of glassy Si with the same number of atoms. In this case, the misfit concentrated in the 
intercrystalline interfaces de-localizes into a glassy structure because this process reduces 
the total free energy. In the case of silicon, this transition was observed at a crystal size of 
about 2 nm.  (2~8) 
Raman studies have also been performed for nanocrystalline TiO2 with average grain 
diameters of about 10 to 100 nm. ~22~) Although the volume fraction of grain boundaries varied 
(grain size variation) in different samples between about 3 to 30%, no Raman spectral 
component was observed other than those from the rutile phase of TiO2. Hence it was 
concluded that all grain boundaries of nanocrystalline TiO2 are comprised of the local atomic 
structural units of rutile and no other type of disorder exists. This conclusion is at variance 
with the reported results of X-ray diffraction measurements, he EXAFS data and the various 
types of spectroscopic studies. In particular, the M6ssbauer studies of FeF2, ~t-Fe203 and 
7-Fe203 (Figs 32-35, Section 3.7.3) revealed unambiguously t2n,m) that grain boundary 
structures in ionic nanocrystalline materials consist of local atomic structural units different 
from the crystalline structure of FeF2 or Fe203 (cf. Section 3.7.3). Obviously, this contradic- 
tion disappears if the grain boundary component of the TiO2 had a structure which was not 
Raman active, and hence no Raman spectral component can be noticed. Unless complimen- 
tary measurements by infra-red absorption are performed, the proposed structural interpret- 
ation of the Raman data for TiO2 remains ambiguous. 
3.8. Nanocrystalline Alloys 
By analogy to nanocrystalline materials, nanocrystalline alloys may be generated by 
simultaneously evaporating or sputtering several components in an evaporator of the kind 
shown in Fig. 8. Under suitable vaporation conditions (m) a uniform mixture of crystallites 
with different chemical compositions may be obtained. The subsequent consolidation results 
in a material which has been termed a "nanocrystalline alloy". (223) In fact, these alloys are 
*The term amorphous was used in the sense of non-crystalline and does not necessarily mply glassy. 
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FIG. 40. Schematic model of a nanocrystalline Ag-Fe alloy according to the data of Mrssbauer 
spectroscopy (Fig. 41). The alloy consists of a mixture of nanometer-sized Ag and Fe crystals. 
In the (strained) interfacial region between Ag and Fe crystals, solid solutions of Fe-atoms in 
Ag and Ag-atoms in Fe are formed although both components are immiscible in the liquid 
and/or solid state. For the sake of simplicity the formation of Ag/Fe alloys in the Ag and Fe grain 
boundaries has been omitted although it is likely to occur as suggested by the grain boundary 
segregation (222). 
polycrystals with a crystal size of a few nanometers consisting of crystallites differing in 
orientation as well as in chemical composition (Fig. 40). It is one of the attractive features 
of these alloys that the chemically different atoms (molecules) of the various crystallites are 
mixed (alloyed) in the interfaces as nearest neighbors irrespective of bulk miscibility, etc. 
Thus, nanocrystalline alloys permit for example the alloying of metals and ionic materials. 
Contrary to conventional powder metallurgical lloys, nanocrystalline alloys are expected to 
exhibit new properties due to the following two factors: 
(1) The high density of interphase boundaries between the various components. In these 
boundaries, atomic structures are formed which do not exist in the crystalline and/or glassy 
state. 
(2) Effects due the small size of the crystallites. 
An effect of the first kind was recently observed in nanocrystalline alloys of Cu/Fe and 
Ag/Fe. Both alloys have been prepared t222) by co-evaporating the two components in He 
(pressure 1 to 20 mbar). The two systems were selected because they have little (< 100 ppm 
Cu/Fe) or no (Ag/Fe) measurable mutual solubility at ambient emperature in the bulk. In 
fact, Ag/Fe are even immiscible in the molten state close to he melting point. The alloy 
compositions studied were Cu-62 at% Fe, Cu-33 at% Fe and Cu-16 at% Fe. The concen- 
tration of several Ag-Fe alloys was less than 50 at% Fe. The crystal sizes in the alloys varied 
between 6 and 11 nm for Fe, between 7 and 14nm for Cu and between 6 and 8 nm for 
Ag. Electron microscopy revealed a homogeneous spacial distribution of the crystallites of 
both constituents in all alloys studied. This result was confirmed by small angle X-ray 
scattering. Interference effects between the crystallites of the constituents were noticed which 
implies that the crystallites are mixed on a length scale ranging between 2 and 50 nm. The 
atomic structure in the vicinity of the Ag/Fe interphase boundaries was studied by means 
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FIG. 41. M6ssbauer spectrum of a nanocrystalline F -Ag alloy (30 at*/, Fe, 10 K, crystal size 8 nm). 
The spectrum consists of the following three components. (i) ~-Fe ( ), (ii) Fe atoms dissolved in 
Ag (-.-) and (iii) Ag atoms dissolved in Fe (.__)m2). 
of M6ssbauer spectroscopy (Fig. 41). The observed spectra consist of the following three 
components. 
(i) Fe atoms situated in an Fe crystal with an ~-Fe crystal attice. 
(ii) Fe atoms in an Fe--Ag solid solution which consisted primarily of Ag atoms, and 
(iii) Fe atoms in an Fe-Ag solid solution which consisted predominantly of Fe atoms and 
contained only a few Ag atoms. 
The structural model proposed to interpret hese results is indicated in Fig. 40. In the 
strained lattice regions in the vicinity of the Ag/Fe interphase boundaries, the solubility of 
Fe in Ag and the one of Ag in Fe is proposed to be enhanced.* An enhanced solute solubility 
due to elastic strains has been demonstrated in the past theoretically m*-nT) and exper- 
imentally (ns) for various alloys. The enhanced solubility of Ag in the strained Fe lattice and 
of Fe in the strained Ag lattice would explain the second and third component of the 
M6ssbauer spectrum. No such components are noticed in conventional polycrystals with the 
same chemical composition. Hence, the newly formed solid solutions were suggested to be 
formed at or close to the interfacial regions of the nanocrystalline materials as indicated in 
Fig. 40. The alternative interpretation i  terms of trapped Fe or Ag atoms in Ag or Fe crystals 
during evaporation was ruled out by separating the vapor sources o far that all evaporated 
Fe and Ag atoms had condensed in separate regions of the evaporator (Fig. 8) in the form 
of small crystallites. In fact, similar interfaeial alloying effects have been reported by Shingu 
et al. rag) in nanocrystalline F -A1 alloys generated by ball milling. If the above observations 
can be generalized, nanocrystalline alloys would open the way to generate solid solutions of 
components which are immiscible ven in materials obtained by rapid cooling. For example, 
Ag-Fe alloys cannot be generated by rapid solidification or evaporation methods. The 
interpretation of the Mfssbauer spectrum in terms of an interfaeial component between Fe 
and Ag crystals agrees with the results of a M6ssbauer study on 0c-Fe/Cu layer structures326°) 
The layer structures xhibited two hyperfine fields, one of which was identical with bulk ~-Fe 
(346 kOe at 4.2 K) and a reduced field (306 + 8 kOe) which was observed only in specimens 
*In addition boundary segregation ofAg and Fe at the grain boundaries between Fe and Ag crystals may also occur. 
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with a high density of ~t-Fe/Cu interfaces. Therefore, this component was attributed to Fe 
atoms located at, or in the vicinity of the a-Fe/Cu interfacial region. 
Effects due to the small size of particles have been reported in numerous papers. The main 
emphasis of this field lies presently on the study and potential use of quantitization effects 
due to the small particle sizes. The present s ate of the art in this field has been summarized 
in several excellent reviews. (23°'~3~) If a small cluster of n atoms or diatoms grows into an 
sp 3 hybridized bulk semiconductor three regimes may be distinguished as far as the band 
structure is concerned. (232) For small n, clusters appear to be entirely molecular in that the 
bulk unit cell is not present, and each cluster n has a different structure. In the second regime, 
for about 102 < n < 5 x 103 a hybrid molecular-solid state regime occurs. Here, a small 
crystallite with the unit cell of the bulk material is observed; however, theelectrons remain 
in discrete molecular orbitals. In both these regimes, the cluster interacts with the electro- 
magnetic field via the transition dipole moment, as normally occurs in the molecular 
spectroscopy. Polariton phenomena are not present. The third regime should occur at about 
15 nm diameter. At this point, the crystallite interaction with the field switches from weak 
to strong, so that local field effects and higher multiple moments become important. This will 
have an effect on both the linear and non-linear spectroscopy. 
In the second regime, the elementary theory of semiconductor clusters predicts a 
number of interesting phenomena, as discrete molecular orbital electronic states evolve 
into continuous olid-state bands with increasing size. The solid-state physics community 
terms these larger clusters "quantum dots" or "zero-dimensional excitons". These small 
crystallites how quantum confinement of the electron and hole in three dimensions; in the 
quantum-well thin-layer superlattices studied extensively by solid-state physicists, there is 
one-dimensional confinement. Optical absorption, fluorescence, and resonance Raman 
techniques have proven valuable for characterization of semiconductor clusters in the 
second regime, in liquid colloids, and in transparent dielectrics. Perhaps the most instructive 
measurement is the size dependence of the crystallite absorption spectrum that occurs when 
the cluster diameter is comparable to or smaller than the electron-hole xciton diameter 
in the bulk semiconductor. These diameters are quite large (e.g. about 5 um for CdS and 
about 20 nm for GaAs) because of the strong electron delocalization and small effective 
masses in these materials. The crystallites how discrete states (molecular orbitals) instead 
of continuous bands in the band-gap region. Figure 42 shows the expected pattern of 
molecular orbitals for spherical crystallites of CdS (7 nm) and GaAs (14 nm). (233) The strongly 
allowed transitions conserve the principal quantum numbers, giving the expected pattern of 
discrete transitions hown at the bottom of the figure. In practice, the blue shift of the lowest 
ls to ls exciton is clearly and easily observed (Fig. 43). Particles larger than about 6 nm, 
i.e. larger than the size of an exciton in the macrocrystalline material, start to absorb close 
to 515 nm (or 2.4 eV photon energy), corresponding to the band gap of bulk CdS. With 
decreasing size, the absorption threshold shifts to shorter wavelengths. CdS consisting of 
particles below 2.2 nm is colorless. It can be recovered as a white powder from the aqueous 
solution where it was formed by precipitating Cd 2+ ions with H2S in the presence of a 
small amount of sodium polyphosphate (the solid powder obtained after removal of the 
solvent also contains the polyphosphate; it prevents the small particles from coming into close 
contact). In the case of semiconductors having a band gap smaller than that of CdS, the 
color changes are even more drastic. For example, cadmium phosphide, a black material 
with a band gap of 0.5 eV, can be made in all colors of visible light by varying the particle 
size between 10 and 2 nm. (2~) The fluorescence band of the coloids is also blue-shifted with 
decreasing particle size. 
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crystallites of CdS (7 nm) and GaAs (14 nm). (233) 
The strong transitions een in optical absorption involve internal crystallite molecular 
orbitals that have nodes on the crystallite surface. (23s'236) These spectra are not sensitive to 
surface conditions, nor to adsorption of foreign molecules. The cluster luminescence is, by 
contrast, quite s nsitive to surface conditions, and appears to occur from surface localized 
states. A large percentage of the atoms in a nanomcter particle are on the surface, where 
dangling bonds, adsorbed species, etc. produce traps for electrons and holes. The fate of the 
charge carriers generated by light absorption is strongly dependent on the existence of these 
traps. Fluorescence experiments are suitable to demonstrate his fact. Figure 44 illustrates an 
example. The fluorescence spectrum of a CdS sample is shown here before and after surface 
modification. CdS colloids made by adding H2 S to a cadmium salt solution have generally 
a very weak red fluorescence, peaking at a photon energy about 0.4 eV below the absorption 
threshold. This fluorescence is explained as radiative recombination of trapped charge 
carriers, the competing radiationless recombination being the dominant process. After surface 
modification by the addition of Cd 2+ ions and an increase in pH, a bright green-blue 
fluorescence is present, the quantum yield exceeding 50%. The maximum of this fluorescence 
lies at the absorption threshold; i.e. one is dealing with band-gap recombination of the fre¢ 
charge carriers. 
Similar effects have be.n demonstrated for CdSe covered with phcnylligands (237) and CdS 
with CH3S groups attached to the surface. (23s.24°) While few hard facts concerning surface 
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FIG. 44. Fluorescence spectrum of CdS before and after 
surface modification. (~°) 
states are presently known, there is a' body of indirect evidence that surface adatoms 
and/or vacancies, adsorbed molecules of the correct redox potentials, and possibly atoms at 
vertices and/or on edges, provide localized surface states that trap electrons and holes. The 
trapped electron and hole can recombine ither radiatively or non-radiatively. The emission 
is strongly coupled to lattice phonons, giving a broad continuum strongly red-shifted 
from the absorption spectrum. The non-radiative r combination shows strong thermal 
activation typical of strong coupling to lattice phonons. In CdS clusters, there appears to be 
a correlation between the distance between the trapped charges and the energy of the broad 
emissions, in a fashion analogous to that of distant donor-accepted pair emission in bulk 
semiconductors. 
Recent work on the coupling of phonons to the internal ls to 1 s absorption transition in 
about 4.5 nm diameter CdSe crystallites hows there is weak coupling to LO phonons, and 
stronger coupling to low frequency acoustical phonons. At 4 K the homogeneous width is 
on the order of 100 cm -~. The coupling to LO phonons also shows up in the resonance Raman 
spectra of these crystallites. These results apply to isolated, non-interacting semiconductor 
clusters in dielectric media. Very little is known about the corresponding optical properties 
in the loose aggregates that are formed in flocculated colloids. In the case of the periodic, 
three-dimensional array of Cd4S 4 clusters formed in zeolites, each individual duster interacts 
with its nearest neighbors to form a supercluster. (z41) This interaction cannot be due to the 
direct overlap of cluster wavefunctions, ince these clusters are separated by about 0.6 and 
0.9 nm in zeolite Y and A, respectively. Instead, they interact via through-bond interactions. 
Quantitative treatment of this problem has not yet appeared. The non-linear optical 
properties of larger (10 nm to 50 nm) CdSxSel-x crystallites in silicate glasses (commercially 
sold as color-glass filters) have attracted widespread experimental interest, c242) Non-linear 
optical four-wave mixing experiments have shown large third-order X 3 coefficients and 
picosecond response times in the available samples. The operative non-linear mechanism 
is thought to be a simple band filling ~24x2~) in the few color-glass amples that have been 
quantitatively investigated. Non-linear optical studies have also been done on CdS clusters 
in ionomers. It has been shown that the simple band-filling mechanism is not important 
due to an extremely short carrier lifetime3245'2~) There have been several related theoretical 
papers on giant oscillator strength C:47) local field effects t2~) and excitation-induced blue 
shift.c 249) 
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In the area of metal clusters, there has been extensive work on the optical properties of 
metallic colloidal particles, individually and in flocculated aggregates, t25°) In the diameter 
range of about 2 nm and larger, quantum size effects as described for semiconductors are 
generally not present. Nevertheless, observations have been reported ~25~) which suggest 
quantum effects to exist even in micron-sized crystals. Photoelectron spectroscopy on 
mass-selected metal clusters in supersonic jets has shown a size-dependent development of
band structure in approximate agreement with the simple jellium model. 
3.8.1. Nanometer-sized sandwich structures 
In a nanometer-sized sandwich structure ~23°) two different semiconductor parts are con- 
nected. Illumination i to one part may produce aresponse in the other part or at the interface 
between the two. The first example was found in experiments where small amounts of 
cadmium salt were added to a ZnS sol. As the solubility product of CdS is smaller than that 
of ZnS, Zn 2+ ions are substituted by Cd 2+ ions on the surface of the particles and a layer 
of approximate composition CdZnS2 ,is formed. Just a few Cd 2+ ions on a ZnS particle 
are sufficient to quench the fluorescence of the latter. At higher cadmium amounts the 
fluorescence of the 1 : 1 layer of zinc and cadmium sulfide appears upon illumination into 
the ZnS part of the sandwich. These findings how that the transfer of charge carriers from 
one part of the sandwich structure to the other is possible. (252) More recently, sandwich 
structures between cadmium sulfide as the light-absorbing semiconductor part having a 
relatively small band gap and titanium oxide or zinc oxide as the large band gap part have 
been described. ~252"253) Such structures form spontaneously when the separately prepared 
solutions of the colloids are mixed under certain conditions where there is a large excess of 
Cd 2+ ions in alkaline solution, polyphosphate acting as stabilizer in a TiO2 sol. The formation 
of the sandwich is recognized by the quenching of the fluorescence of CdS. The effect was 
explained as immediate ransfer of the electron formed in the illuminated CdS part of the TiO2 
part as the conduction band in TiO 2 is on a less negative potential than that of CdS. The 
positive hole, on the other hand, cannot move to the TiO2 part as it would be there on a much 
higher positive potential than in CdS. The result of this electron transfer isan efficient primary 
charge separation. The TiO2-CdS sandwich thus acts as a small diode of almost molecular 
dimensions or like an n-p junction. Similar effects have been found with sandwich structures 
of Cd3 P2 and ZnO.~253) Cadmium phosphide can be made with different band gaps by varying 
the particle size. 
Quenching of the fluorescence ofcadmium phosphide by ZnO was more fficient he larger 
the band gap of the Cd 3P2 part. 
A phenomenon quite different from the ones just described was observed in the case of 
CdS-Ag2 S 36 and AgI-Ag2 S 37~225) structures. Such structures are formed upon the addition of 
silver ions to a CdS sol or H2S to an AgI sol, respectively. In both cases a strong red 
fluorescence arises which moves into the infra-red region with increasing size of the Ag2 S part. 
This fluorescence is quenched by a small amount of Ag2S. The new red fluorescence peaks 
at 850 nm (1.45 eV photon energy) at low Ag2S deposits. A second maximum at 1,050nm 
(1.18 eV) appears at higher Ag2S concentrations, which shifts to longer wavelengths with 
increasing Ag 2 S concentration, and, at almost complete conversion of AgI into Ag 2 S, a weak 
fluorescence at 1,250 nm (0.99 eV) remains that corresponds to beh band-gap energy of 
non-quantitized Ag2S. 
The explanation of these findings seems as follows. Small silver sulfide deposits (a) are 
strongly quantitized, the conduction band lying at more negative potential than that of AgI. 
The hole generated in illuminated AgI moves to the Ag2S part at he interface, and the 850 nm 
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emission is brought about by the recombination of the electron in the conduction band of 
AgI with this hole in Ag2S. When the Ag2S deposit is sufficiently large (b), its conduction 
band is at a less negative potential and the electron can also be transferred from AgI to Ag2 S. 
The recombination ccurs now in the Ag2 S part, the emitted light having longer and longer 
wavelengths a the band gap of Ag2 S becomes smaller with increasing size of this part of the 
sandwich. 
4. PROPERTIES 
If the atomic structure of nanocrystalline materials differs from the structures of glasses 
and crystals, the structure-dependent properties of nanocrystalline materials are expected 
to be different from the properties of the chemically identical substances in the glassy or 
crystalline state. In the following sections the existing observations on the properties of 
nanocrystalline materials will be summarized. Most studies have been performed for 
nanocrystalline substances produced by consolidation f small crystallites (Fig. 8). 
4.1. Self Diffusion 
The numerous interfaces in nanocrystalline materials provide a high density of short circuit 
diffusion paths. Thus, nanocrystalline materials are expected to exhibit an enhanced self 
diffusivity in comparison to single crystals or conventional polycrystals with the same 
chemical composition. This idea was confirmed by self diffusion measurements in nano- 
crystalline copper. (26~-263) Table 5 summarizes the measured diffusivities in nanocrystalline Cu
(8 nm crystal size) in comparison to lattice diffusivity and to the diffusivity in grain boundaries 
in Cu bicrystals. The measurements i  nanocrystalline Cu were carried out by using the 67Cu 
isotope which was diffused from the free surface into a plate shaped nanocrystalline specimen 
of Cu. 
The measured diffusivities in the nanocrystalline Cu are about 14 to 20 orders of magnitude 
higher than lattice diffusion and about 2 to4 orders of magnitude larger than grain boundary 
self diffusion. The enhancement i  comparison to boundary diffusion may result from the 
following three effects. In conventional grain boundaries, rigid body relaxation ~2~) is known 
to reduce the boundary free volume. Rigid body relaxation requires translational displace- 
ments of the lattices of the two crystals forming the boundary relative to one another. Clearly, 
a translational displacement is possible only if the dimensions of the crystals are large in 
comparison to the translational displacement which is in the order of a few lattice constants 
or less. Hence, the small size of the crystals in nanocrystalline materials may limit he rigid 
body relaxation because the various boundaries surrounding every crystal require different 
rigid body relaxations due to their different atomic structure (cf. Fig. 6). However, these 
different relaxations are not possible because the small crystals cannot distort elastically 
by sufficient amounts to account for the different relaxations of the various boundaries 
Table 5. Self Diffusivity (m2/s) in Nanocrystalline Cu, Cu Grain 
Boundaries and Lattice Self Diffusion in Cu 
Temperature Nanocrystalline Grain boundary Lattice 
(K) copper (8 nm) diffusion* diffusion 
393 1.7 x 10 -17 2.2 × l0 -19 2 × I0 -31 
353 2 x 10 -Is 6.2 × 10 -21 2 x 10 -34 
293 2.6 x 10 -2° 4.8 x 10 -24 4 x l0 -4° 
*Assumed boundary width about Inm.  
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surrounding the crystal. As a consequence, boundaries contributing to an enhanced iffusivity 
in nanocrystalline materials may differ structurally from boundaries in conventional poly- 
crystals. The increased diffusion rate may also originate from an enhanced iffusivity 
along the triple junctions between three grain boundaries. These triple junctions form a 
connective network along which short circuit transport may occur at higher rates than along 
the grain boundaries. Thirdly, in nanocrystalline materials, the impurity concentration i
grain boundaries is probably lower than in boundaries of conventional polycrystals. If 
all impurities of a nanocrystalline material segregate to the boundaries, the concentration 
of impurities in the boundary cores is still less than 10% (cf. Section 3.1). Conventional 
polycrystals of the highest possible purity contain enough impurities to segregate more than 
a monolayer of impurities in every boundary. Although the actual concentration depends on 
temperature and the interaction energy between the boundary and the impurity atoms, grain 
boundary migration experiments suggest hat boundaries in conventional materials contain 
(even at high temperatures) large amounts of solute atoms which may reduce boundary 
diffusivity. 
If boundary diffusion is the dominant mode of self diffusion in nanocrystalline materials, 
the depth profile of the tracer concentration, C(x), should be proportional to exp (-x2/2Dt) 
where x is the depth, measured from the specimen surface, D is the boundary diffusivity and 
t is the time. The above relationship implies that the tracer has been diffused from a free 
surface into the material at constant temperature. This is the arrangement used in most 
diffusion experiments. Close to the free surface (x ~< 102nm) all experimental data reported 
for nanocrystalline materials (261'262) deviate from this relationship. The reason for this 
deviation is not yet understood. Hence, an unambiguous evaluation of the data is difficult. 
The diffusivities given in Table 5 are obtained by using the C(x) profiles at x/> 102 nm. 
Impurities in the surface region as well as grain growth have been suggested to cause the 
deviation. The high diffusivities have been confirmed ~273) by NMR measurements in nano- 
crystalline Cu (10 nm crystal size) utilizing the motional narrowing of the NMR lines at high 
temperatures. The narrowing results from the averaging of the traceless dipole interaction by 
the motion of the nuclei during diffusional motion. (2s°'2s2) Comparable low activation 
enthalpies as the ones observed in nanocrystalline materials have been reported only for fast 
ionic conductors and for fast diffusors in metallic alloys. Thus, nanocrystalline materials may 
be utilized technologically in areas where solids with high diffusivities are needed. 
4.2. Solute Diffusion 
In amorphous alloys, the non-periodic structure results in a spectrum of trapping sites 
which can account for the experimental data on hydrogen diffusion3 z65-268) Similar effects 
are noticed in nanocrystalline materials. In fact, studies of the hydrogen solubility and 
diffusion in nanocrystalline Pd have confirmed the idea that the structure of the interfaces 
of such materials manifests itself in a distribution of sites of different rapping energies for 
hydrogen. ~269-27t) Figure 45 shows a comparison of the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in 
nanocrystalline and single-crystalline palladium. The observed ependence of D on the 
hydrogen concentration may be interpreted as follows. At low hydrogen concentrations, the 
hydrogen atoms become trapped in the boundaries at sites of low energy. Their diffusivity 
is therefore rather small. By increasing the hydrogen concentration, the traps are gradually 
filled. If finally the diffusivity of hydrogen involves migrations between very shallow traps 
only because all deep traps are filled, the value of the diffusion coefficient increases compared 
to that found for the diffusion in a single-crystal. A further increase of the hydrogen 
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concentration leads to an increase of the hydrogen-hydrogen interaction, and hence the 
diffusion of hydrogen becomes more and more impeded. This blocking of sites reduces the 
diffusivity if the hydrogen concentration exceeds the concentration of about 2.5 × 10 -2 (Fig. 
45). The experimental data on nanocrystalline materials can be fitted to curves calculated 
under the assumption of a gaussian distribution of site energies for hydrogen and a 
quasi-chemical pproach for the hydrogen-hydrogen interaction. (269'27°) The diffusion co- 
efficient of hydrogen observed in nanocrystalline Pd is not only a function of its concentration 
but of temperature, too. Apparently, the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the 
hydrogen concentration does not change its character within the temperature interval 275 K 
to 348 K. (272) In Fig. 46 the hydrogen diffusivity coefficients, which were found at concen- 
trations of 3 x 10 -2 or 10 -3, respectively, are displayed. The data may be represented by 
straight lines in an Arrhenius plot. The activation enthalpy of the hydrogen diffusion at the 
lower concentration (10-3) is 0.25 eV and thus higher than the one at the higher concentration 
(3 x 10-2), for which a value of 0.16eV is obtained. The pre-exponential factors of the 
diffusion coefficient are 2.5 x 10 -7 m2/s at a hydrogen concentration of 3 x 10 -2 and 10 -7 m2/s 
at 10 -3. The fact that an Arrhenius behavior has been observed in spite of a spectrum of 
trapping-site nergies may be due to the small temperature interval investigated (73 K). 
Diffusion measurements over a more extended temperature gime should lead to a positive 
curvature of the Arrhenius curves. Therefore, the numbers given for the hydrogen diffusion 
represent effective values, which are likely to be valid in the investigation regime only. 
For substitutional solute atoms, no trapping effects are expected. In fact, the diffusion of 
silver in nanocrystalline copper, was measured at various temperatures between 303 K and 
373. (279) As may be seen from Fig. 47 the activation enthalpy for the diffusion is 0.39 eV (below 
343 K) and 0.63 eV above 353 K in comparison to about 2 eV for lattice diffusion and about 
1 eV for grain boundary diffusion of Ag in Cu. Again, the evaluation of the Cu/Ag data 
(Fig. 47) is not unambiguous because close to the free surface the measured concentration 
profile deviated from the expected exp(-x2/2Dt) relationship as was the case for tracer 
diffusion in Cu. If a specimen contains a large concentration of solute atoms (as was the case 
in the silver-diffusion experiments), diffusion along the interfaces may cause the interfaces to 
migrate. (274-276) This effect has been termed diffusion-induced grain-boundary migration 
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(DIGM). Considerable errors in both the magnitude and temperature dependence of the 
apparent diffusion coefficient may arise if DIGM is neglected. (274) In the system Cu-Ag, no 
DIGM has been reported so far. <276'276) Solute diffusion experiments have also been performed 
for the diffusion of Ni in nanocrystalline Cu in the temperature r gime between 500°C and 
700°C. (2s3) Although rapid grain growth occurred in this temperature regime, the diffusivities 
observed (varying between 3.8 x 10 -16 cm 2 s -~ at 500°C and 7.6 x 10 -~3 cm2s - I  at 700°C) are 
still several orders of magnitude larger than bulk diffusion. Due to the grain growth process, 
the interpretation of the data is difficult. Preliminary measurements of solute diffusivities in 
nanocrystalline ceramics have been performed for Hf diffusion in nanocrystalline TiO2 <277.278) 
The samples were prepared by depositing a thin layer of Hf, about 2.5 nm thick, onto the 
free surface of a flat nanocrystalline TiO2 specimen. The diffusion profiles were obtained by 
using Rutherford backscattering analysis. In order to prevent fast surface diffusion and 
measure grain boundary and volume diffusion, the samples were sintered prior to the Hf 
deposition under 1 GPa at 550°C, resulting in a density of 98% and no interconnected pores 
(cf. Fig. 9). The corresponding backscattering spectra are shown in Fig. 48. As expected, no 
diffusion was observed at temperatures below 500°C. At 650°C, the diffusion coefficient was 
about 4 x 10-~5 cm2/s, which is approximately the same as that of the self diffusion coefficient 
of Ti in single crystalline rutile. The difficulties encountered in measuring the diffusion 
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FIO. 48. Hf  diffusion profiles in nanocrystalline TiO 2 measured by Rutherford backscattering for 
different annealing temperatures. The TiO2 was sintered at 1 GPa at 550°C prior to Hf deposition and 
diffusion.(278) 
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shown in the upper inset. <2s6) 
coefficient of nanocrystalline materials eem similar to those in glassy materials. During 
diffusion, the atomic arrangements in boundaries may change by analogy to the relaxation 
observed in glassy materials. Systematic investigations of the diffusion in nanocrystalline 
materials which have been pre-annealed to different extents may help to clarify this problem 
in a similar way as was done for glassy materials.  (284,285) 
4.3. Enhanced Solute Solubility 
The solubility of a solute, A, in a solvent B, is controlled by the chemical potential/~A of 
A in B. Obviously, if the atomic structure of B is changed, the chemical potential and hence 
the solubility of A in B may be enhanced (or reduced). In other words, the solute solubility 
of nanocrystalline materials is expected to be different from the one of single crystals or 
glasses with the same chemical composition. Five examples of this effect have been reported 
so far: the solubility of H in Pd, Bi in Cu, Fe in Ag and Fe in Cu. According to Fig. 36, 
the solubility of H in Pd (at concentrations of ~< 10 -3)  is increased by a factor of 10 to 100 
relative to a Pd single crystal, c269) A similar effect was observed c286) for Bi in Cu (Fig. 49). The 
solubility of Bi in crystalline Cu is less than 10 -4 at 100°C. The vertical displacement of the 
curves (Fig. 49) suggests a solubility of Bi in nanocrystalline Cu of about 4%; in other words, 
a solubility enhancement by about 10,000 relative to crystalline Cu. (2s6) Structural studies 
of nanocrystalline alloys (Section 3.8) evidenced the formation of Ag/Fe and Cu/Fe solid 
solutions in the nanocrystalline state, whereas Ag/Fe and Cu/Fe polycrystals exhibit virtually 
no solid solubility. 
Measurements of the hydrogen activity up to concentrations of 0.7 have been carried out 
recently. (27' The results obtained and the structural implications have been discussed in 
Section 3.7.4. 
4.4. Specific Heat 
The curves of the specific heat as a function of temperature measured for nanocrystalline 
and polycrystaUine Cu or Pd as well as for a metallic glass (Pd72Si~s Fel0) are summarized in
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FIG. 50. (a) The specific heat (Cp)  of polycrystalline Pd in comparison with nanoerystalline Pd and a 
Pd72SinFe, o metallic glass. The enhancement Acp of the nanometer-sized crystalline Pd (O) and the 
metallic glass (x)  relative to the polyerystalline Pd is shown in the upper left.hand corner. (b) The 
specific heat (cp) of polycrystalline Cu (O)  in comparison with nanocrystalline Cu (@).(~7) 
Fig. 50. (2s7) The enhancement of cp in going from the polycrystalline to the nanocrystalline 
state varies between 29% and 53% for Pd in the temperature ange investigated (Fig. 50a). 
The corresponding values for Cu are 9% and 11% (Fig. 50b). The cp values of the poly- 
crystalline Pd and glassy state (Pd72SilsFe10) differ by about 8% and about 50% of which 
originate from the different atomic structure. The residual portion is due to the deviating 
chemical composition. Cu and Pd are diamagnetic and paramagnetic metals, respectively. 
Hence, electronic and magnetic ontributions to the specific heat in the temperature ange 
between 150 and 300 K are negligible. The specific heat of nanocrystalline Cu and Pd is, thus, 
due to the thermally induced variation of the vibrational nd configurational entropy of the 
materials (i.e. due to lattice vibrations, variation of equilibrium defect concentration, etc.). 
The deviation of the crystalline and nanocrystalline states is unlikely to result from internal 
surfaces because small-angle X-ray diffraction (Section 3.3.1), positron annihilation (Section 
3.7.1), and hydrogen solubility measurements (Section 3.7.4) gave little evidence for a 
large amount of free internal surfaces, e.g. at pores. The different enhancements of cp of Pd 
and Cu in the nanocrystaUine state seem to be consistent with the different densities of 
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crystalline Pd) of nanocrystalline Pd (6 nm crystal siza). (~°) 
both substances. In fact, the lower relative density of nanocrystalline Pd in comparison 
to nanocrystalline Cu (produced under similar conditions) suggests a more open atomic 
structure of the grain boundary component in the case of Pd, and hence weaker interatomic 
coupling, which should enhance Cp. This argument implies that the enhancement of cp is 
primarily due to the grain boundary component. If this is so, grain growth should reduce the 
specific heat of the nanocrystaUine materials to that of polycrystals. This was, in fact, 
observed when the nanocrystalline Cu and Pd samples were annealed at 750 K to initiate grain 
growth. The grain size of the samples after annealing was 20 nm. In the case of Pd, it was 
also noticed that during the heat-up cycle an cxothermic reaction took place at about 350 K. 
Subsequent cooling to 200 K revealed that the enhancement of the specific heat was reduced 
to about 5%. The specific heat measurements on nanocrystalline Pd have been recently 
expanded into the low temperature regime indicating an enhancement which depends linearly 
on the temperature (Fig. 51). 
Measurements of the specific heat of nanocrystalline metals (Ru and AIRu) generated by 
high-energy ball milling (cf. Section 2.3.1) indicated similar changes as reported above. (28s) 
Figure 52 displays the specific heat of Ru before and after 32 hr ball milling versus 
temperature. After 32 hr milling the specific heat increased by 15% to 20%. The specific heat 
increase, Acp, of Ru and AIRu at a constant temperature of 210 K is shown in Fig. 53 as 
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a function of reciprocal crystal size. Acp increased almost linearly with lid. Annealing the Ru 
and A1Ru samples with the smallest crystal size, i.e. the largest increase in Acp, for 3 days 
at 1,370 K resulted in a partial reduction of Acp from 20% to 7% for Ru and from 15% to 
5% for A1Ru. Apparently, a significant portion of the observed Acp is in fact associated with 
the particle-size reduction and lattice disorder produced by the ball milling. The residual 
enhancement of the specific heat after long annealing times may be due to Fe impurities 
introduced uring ball milling. Ru-Fe solid solutions probably have a lower Debye 
temperature than pure Ru. 
4.4.1. Low temperature measurements of the specific heat 
The specific heat, C, at very low temperatures of nanocrystalline Cu is displayed in 
Fig. 54 in a double-logarithmic plot of C vs temperature T for two samples with different 
average crystallite sizes. In normal metals (non-magnetic, non-superconducting), the specific 
heat at low temperatures is known to be given by C = ~T + fiT 3, yielding for bulk Cu 
the solid line shown in Fig. 54. For nanocrystalline samples, C is enhanced by a factor of 
5 to 10 relative to bulk Cu, with the larger enhancement occurring in samples with smaller 
grain sizes. An enhancement of C at temperatures above 1 K has been reported in the 
literature, e.g. for small vanadium crystals, and was attributed to Einstein oscillators due 
to weakly bound atoms at the surfaces of the particles. (3~4) The enhancement seen below 
1 K in nanocrystalline Cu (Fig. 54) may be further analyzed by measuring the magnetic- 
field dependence of C. This has been done for the sample with a crystal size of 6 nm. 
The strong increase of C in a magnetic field B = 6 T with decreasing temperature below 
about 0.4 K is due to the Zeeman splitting of 63Cu and 65Cu nuclei, leading to a contri- 
bution C~ = bNT -2. As may be seen from Fig. 54, C strongly decreases in a magnetic field 
of 6 T below 1 K and increases above 1 K. The solid curved line in Fig. 54 is a fit of the 
experimental data by the following function: C = y T + fiT 3 "Jr bN T -2 "Jr Cs, where y,/~, b~ and 
C s are constants with the following values: 7 = 1.55.10-5 J/gK 2, fl = 2.5-10-6 J/gK 4 and 
bN = 1.3.10 -6 JK/g for the nanocrystalline Cu. For comparison, for bulk Cu one obtains 
~; = 1.09.10 -5 J/gK 2, fl = 7.6.10 -7 J/gK 4, and bN = 1.8.10 -6 JK/g. C s represents a two-level 
non-degenerate Schottky anomaly with an energy splitting E = g/~eB with B ~ 6 T. This 
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FIG. 54. LOW temperature specific heat of nanocrystalline Cu for two different grain sizes (6 nm and 
8.5 nm). The measurements for the 6 nm Cu were carried out without a magnetic field and at 6 T. For 
comparison, the solid line shows the specific heat of bulk Cu. (2s9) 
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suggests that magnetic excitations might account for the anomalously large specific heat 
below 1 K in B = 0. 
The excitations are suppressed in a large magnetic field. At present, the origin of these 
excitations is unknown. From the magnitude of Cs, we infer that 2.10 -19 g - l  excitations 
participate, that is roughly 0.2% of the total number of atoms. Magnetic impurities at 
this level were not present in the samples (for d = 6 nm; Fe: 50ppm, Co: 20ppm, Ni: 
71 ppm, Mn and Cr: < 10 ppm). Isolated small particles with an odd number of electrons 
should carry a magnetic moment of 1/~B-(385) With d = 6 nm, the number of crystallites i too 
small by more than one order of magnitude in order to account for the observed Cs, apart 
from the fact that the present nanocrystallites are not isolated. Magnetization measurements 
at low temperatures are underway to directly check for magnetic moments in nanocrystalline 
Cu which might perhaps originate from extremely weakly bonded Cu atoms at grain 
boundaries. It may be of interest to note that a similar anomalous behavior in the 
low-temperature specific heat was found in isolated Ag and Au colloidal particles of about 
the same sizeY sr) 
4.5. Entropy 
The measured excess pecific heat ~2s7) of the as-compacted nanocrystalline Pd (6 nm grain 
size) (Fig. 51) may be used to compute the excess entropy (AS) due to the grain boundaries: 
= frAC, dT 
as J0 r  
where Ac, is the difference between the specific heat of nanocrystalline and polycrystalline Pd 
and T is the absolute temperature. 
If the Ac r vs T curve (Fig. 51) is approximated by a straight line with the slope A = 
0.77 × 10-25 J/at K 2, one obtains AS = AT 0. At To = 300 K (Fig. 51): S = 2.3 × 10-23 J/at 
K. <29°) If the volume fraction of grain boundaries i assumed to be 50% and if the atoms in 
the centers of the crystallites are assumed to contribute little to the excess entropy, one obtains 
for AS = 4.6 x 10 -23 J/at K which is about 4 k, where k is Boltzrnann's constant. For most 
metals the entropies of fusion and evaporation are about I k and 10 k, respectively (Richards' 
and Trouton's rule). In other words, the excess entropy of the nanocrystalline Pd at ambient 
temperature is larger than the entropy of fusion and comparable to the entropy increase 
during evaporation. Attempts to measure the absolute ntropy of nanocrystalline metals by 
means of an electrochemical method are in progress. 
A theoretical interpretation of the large enthalpies and entropies of nanocrystalline 
materials has been proposed recently (291) on the basis of the following two assumptions. 
(i) The energy of grain boundaries cales with their excess volume, V. ~292) (ii) A universal 
equation of state of a metal may be obtained by appropriate scaling. <293) Neglecting 
temperature effects, the binding energy E per atom may be represented as a function of a 
scaling parameter a only3293) 
E = A .E(a) (1) 
with A being the cohesive nergy and E(a) the binding energy. The proposed scaling law is 
given by 
E(a) = exp( -a ) . ( -  1 - a - O.05a 3) (2) 
with 
a = (rl -- r2)/l (3) 
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where r] and r2 are the radii of the Wigner-Seitz cells at the equilibrium and expanded state, i is 
a length scale characteristic for a particular material leading to an equation of state of the 
following form: 
P(V)=- ~ • da (4 )  
This equation provides a simple relationship between the energy and the free volume. 
In fact, it has been shown by comparison with first-principle calculations that the relation- 
ship between binding energy and free volume can be quantitatively described in terms of a 
simple two-parameter scaling law of a universal function and knowledge of only three input 
parameters is required. These input parameters are the equilibrium specific volume per atom, 
Vo, the equilibrium bulk modulus, Bo, and a length scale,/, as determined for most metallic 
elements and semiconductors according to Ref. 293. The derived universal equation of state 
agrees with measured compression data during shock wave consolidation. In order to 
compute the properties of nanocrystalline materials, this concept was extended to large 
expansions by the application of a negative hydrostatic pressure. This model was then utilized 
to describe the thermodynamic properties of atoms located in grain boundaries as function 
of the excess volume of these boundaries. Figure 55 shows the computed excess volume as 
derived from the above equation of state for Cr if a negative pressure is applied. The excess 
volume vs pressure dependence scales with the slope of the energy curve [eq. (1)] and reaches 
a minimum of about - 25.8 GPa negative pressure at acritical excess volume of 0.44. At the 
critical excess volume, Vc, the grain boundary becomes mechanically unstable. The excess 
enthalpy per atom, H, is found to reach values as high as 5 x 10 -19 J/at at the critical volume. 
This excess enthalpy corresponds to 70% of the enthalpy of sublimation and is characteristic 
for the high degree of disorder present in the boundaries. In fact, measurements of the energy 
stored in the boundaries of nanocrystalline materials m4) have indicated energies up to 
30% of the heat of fusion. The boundary excess entropy (S) was estimated by using the 
relationship for an isothermal volume expansion AS =y "C/In(V/Vo) where ? is the 
Griineisen parameter, V and V0 are the volumes of the solid before and after isothermal 
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expansion, and Cv is the specific heat at constant volume. ~, was computed from the equation 
of state [eq. (4)] by using the Slater approximation, t295) 
From AH and AS, the excess Gibbs Free Energy, AG per Cr atom located in the grain 
boundaries was computed for different emperatures ranging from 0 to 1,500 K (Fig. 56). It 
was found that grain boundaries at elevated temperatures with excess volume close to AVe 
become more stable than boundaries with smaller excess volumes. The local minimum of the 
entropy was predicted to stabilize the grain boundaries and hence the nanocrystalline 
structure. The boundary energy minimum is separated from the single crystal state (A V = 0) 
by an energy barrier of about 2 x l0  -19 J/at (1 eV). This barrier prevents grain growth for 
those grains surrounded by boundaries having large excess volumes, whereas materials with 
grain boundaries having low excess volumes would coarsen. The thermodynamic properties 
may be used to explain the experimentally observed stability of certain regions in nano- 
crystalline metals up to temperatures close to the melting point (cf. Section 3.5). 
4.6. Thermal Expansion 
Measurements of the thermal expansion of nanocrystalline copper (8 nm crystal size) 
have been carried out between l l0K  and 293K, yielding 31 x 10-6K -t in comparison 
to 16 x 10-6K for copper single crystals329s) A similar enhancement was observed for 
nanocrystalline Pd if the crystal size was about 10 nm. Recently, these results have been 
questioned on the basis of dilatometric data. Obviously, further measurements are required 
to clarify the controversial situation. As the crystalline component of a nanocrystalline 
material seems to contribute insignificantly to the enhancement of the thermal expansion 
coefficient, he average thermal expansion of the boundary component would be about four 
times larger than the lattice expansion if nanocrystalline materials are assumed to exhibit an 
enhanced expansion. In fact, this enhancement would agree with direct measurements of the 
thermal expansion of grain boundaries in Cu and Au by dilatometry t296) and X-ray 
diffraction. <297) The thermal expansion of grain boundaries in a Cu polycrystal (17/~m grain 
size) was found to be about four times the lattice expansion3296) The expansion of a 22.5 ° (001) 
twist boundary (low energy boundary) in Au (normal to the boundary plane) was (X-ray 
diffraction) enhanced by a factor of three. <297) In fact, the X-ray diffraction data indicate a 
mean square displacement of the atoms in the grain boundaries (u 2 ) at 298 K of about 
0.012 A 2 which is almost twice the bulk value (0.007 A2). The difference between both (u 2) 
values leads to the conclusion, that the curvature of the effective interatomic potential is less 
for atoms in the boundaries than in the bulk. In passing it seems worth noting the following 
two aspects of this result. By varying the crystal size (volume fraction f the grain boundaries) 
and the chemical composition, the thermal expansion of nanocrystalline materials can be 
tuned to any pre-determined value between the expansion of the crystal lattice and the 
boundary expansion. 
4.7. Optical and Infra-Red Absorption 
Optical and infra-red absorption measurements have been performed for nanocrystalline 
Si films33°°) Figure 57 shows a typical dependence of the absorption coefficient on 
photon energy for samples deposited at different emperatures. Each curve was obtained 
by combining results from several samples of various thickness between a few hundred 
nanometers and 12/am, deposited under the same conditions. A pronounced red shift of the 
absorption was noticed with increasing deposition temperature up to about 350°C. If the 
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estimated from the IR data for each curve except at 400°C. Broken curves how the absorption after 
annealing in UHV at 650-800°C. The curve labeled c-Si shows the data for a Si single crystal. (~) 
deposition temperature was increased to 400°C a blue shift is observed. Such a phenomenon 
has been found in hydrogenated amorphous Si as well and was discussed in some detail by 
Freeman and Paul. °°~) Figure 57 indicates that all curves extrapolate approximately to 
hv .~ 0.5 eV for ~t --, 0. This suggests that the absorption at low energies is associated with 
some rather well defined states in the gap which might be, for example, due to (paired) 
dangling bonds at the (reconstructed) interfaces between the crystallites. With increasing 
deposition temperature the relative amount of the crystalline component increases as well as 
the crystallite size. This might explain why the optical absorption with increasing deposition 
temperature passes through a maximum, as the total number of weak bonds (or other states 
associated with the interfaces) is likely to display a maximum. The results of the infra-red 
absorption measurements suggest the following structural conclusions. (i) The width of the 
individual components of the Si-H stretching modes observed indicates that they are 
associated with well defined sites which are unlikely to be found in an amorphous network 
or on internal surfaces of voids. (ii) The H content decreases with increasing crystallite size 
as does the number of Si atoms in the intercrystalline boundaries relative to those in the bulk. 
(iii) The position of the absorption peaks around 2,100 cm-J agrees well with that of a broad 
band due to the hydrogen adsorbed at the surface of single crystalline Si. °°2) The structure 
of nanocrystalline Si films prepared by chemical transport in a low pressure hydrogen plasma 
has also been studied by time-resolved photomodulation studies. °°3) The transient photo- 
modulation spectra were measured in the time domain from 10 -7 to 10 -2 S, spectral range 
from 0.25 to 1.25 eV, and temperature ange from 80 to 300 K. The properties of the spectra 
are compatible with the presence of two phases, termed amorphous and crystalline. The 
amorphous phase exhibits many similarities to amorphous Si. In fact, both materials have 
similar photomodulation bands that exhibit three components: band tail, dangling bonds 
(associated with absorption), and bleaching. The temperature dependencies of the photo- 
modulation band strengths in both materials obey an exponential law. At low temperatures 
the photomodulation at the band tails prevails, while at high temperatures the dangling bonds 
dominate. The dependence on the pump intensity is similar in both materials• Also, the 
correlation energies of the dangling bond defects are about the same (,~0.4-0.5 eV). There 
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are, however, also obvious differences between the "amorphous" phase in nanocrystalline 
Si and amorphous Si. The photomodulation peak in the steady-state spectra is at the same 
energy as in amorphous Si only from the smallest grain size. Samples with larger grain sizes 
deviate from this value indicating structural deviations between both materials. In nano- 
crystalline Si the bond tail-contribution is observable up to 150 K, while in amorphous Si it 
is observable up to 240 K. The demarcation energy measured in coarser-grained samples 
increases at about the same rate with ime in nanocrystalline Si as in amorphous Si, but is 
deeper in the nanocrystalline material. These observations are compatible with a broader 
exponential distribution of states in the tail (59 meV in nanocrystalline Si and 46 meV in 
amorphous Si), indicating that the amorphous phase in the nanocrystalline Si is more 
disordered than in amorphous Si. There is, furthermore, a difference in the energies of the 
dangling bonds. For the transient photomodulation in amorphous Si the onset of absorption 
associated with dangling bonds is at 0.65 eV and the onset of bleaching at 1.1 eV; the 
corresponding numbers for nanocrystalline Si are around 0.5 and 0.9 eV and 0.6 and 1.0 eV. 
If we assume that the gap Eg is the sum of these energies, then Eg has between 1.4 eV and 
1.6 eV compared to 1.75 eV in amorphous Si. The smaller gap may also be related to the larger 
disorder. It is not possible to directly measure Eg of the amorphous phase in nanocrystalline 
Si to confirm this conclusion. 
4.8. Magnetic Properties 
Measurements of the saturation magnetization (Ms) of nanocrystalline iron (6 nm crystal 
size) revealed a reduction of Ms by about 40% relative to the saturation magnetization of 
bulk at-iron33°4) For comparison, in metallic iron glasses (extrapolated to pure iron), M, is 
only reduced by about 2% relative to ~-Fe. (~) 
A reduction of the Curie temperature (To) of Ni by about 40°C has been reported if the 
crystal size was reduced to about 70 nm33°5'3°6) This reduction was attributed to a reduction 
of Tc of the grain boundary regions. The interior of the crystals was assumed to have the same 
Tc as a singly crystal of Ni. The magnetic behavior of such a system was modeled by a Landau 
approximation suggesting a continuous reduction of Tc with decreasing rain size. 
The magnetic microstructure of nanocrystalline Fe was found to differ from the one of 
crystalline and amorphous iron and iron alloys33°7~ It is well known that the magnetic 
microstructure of crystalline and amorphous iron as well as iron alloys consist of ferromag- 
netic domains eparated by domain walls. In nanocrystalline iron no domain structure was 
revealed by applying the Bitter technique, Kerr microscopy and/or Lorentz electron 
microscopy33°7) The observations reported suggest he following magnetic microstructure. 
Every crystallite of a nanocrystalline Fe specimen is a single ferromagnetic domain. The 
magnetization of neighboring crystallites i controlled by two factors: the crystal anisotropy 
(which tries to align the magnetization of every crystallite in one of the easy directions) and 
the magnetic interaction between eighboring crystallites (which tries to align the magnetiza- 
tion of adjacent crystals into a common direction). As the crystallites are crystallographically 
oriented at random, a magnetic microstructure r sults in which the magnetization of the 
crystallites is correlated over distances comparable to a few crystal diameters only. Long 
range correlations resulting in domain formation are prevented by the random crystal 
orientation and the crystal anisotropy. 
Recently, a study (3°s) of magnetic phase transitions i  nanocrystalline Er has been carried 
out. For nanocrystalline Er (10-70 nm grain size), the three normally observed magnetic 
transitions of erbium vanish and a' new low-temperature transition to superparamagnetic 
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behavior arises. On the other hand, for nanocrystalline Er with larger grain diameters, the 
normal magnetic transitions re-appear but at different emperatures, while the low-tempera- 
ture superparamagnetic behavior is retained. 
A method of producing soft magnetic Fe-based alloys by means of nanocrystalline 
structures has been proposed recently. °°9) Conventionally used as magnetic materials for 
high-frequency transformers, magnetic heads,saturable reactors, etc. are mainly ferrites 
having the advantage of low eddy current losses. However, since ferrites have a low saturation 
magnetic flux density and poor temperature characteristics, it is difficult to miniaturize 
magnetic cores made of ferrites for high-frequency transformers, etc. Thus, in these 
applications, alloys having particularly small magnetostriction are desired because they have 
relatively good soft magnetic properties even when internal strain remains after impregnation, 
molding or working, which tend to deteriorate magnetic properties thereof. As oft magnetic 
alloys having small magnetostriction, 6.5-wt% silicon steel, Fe-Si-AI alloys, 80-wt% Ni 
Permalloy, etc. are known which have saturation magnetostriction f nearly 0. Recently, as 
an alternative to such conventional magnetic materials, amorphous magnetic alloys having 
a high saturation magnetic flux density have been attracting much attention, and those having 
various compositions have been developed. Amorphous alloys are mainly classified into two 
categories: iron-base alloys and cobalt-base alloys. Fe-base amorphous alloys are advan- 
tageous in that they are less expensive than Co-base amorphous alloys, but they generally 
have larger core loss and lower permeability at high frequency than the Co-base amorphous 
alloys. On the other hand, despite the fact that the Co-base permeability varies as the time 
passes, this poses problems in practical use. It was therefore attempted °°~) to generate 
nanocrystalline Fe-base alloys with specified magnetic haracteristics such as core loss, time 
variability of core loss, low magnetostriction which keeps it from suffering from magnetic 
deterioration by impregnation and deformation. The alloys were generated by the addition 
of Cu and at least one element selected from the group consisting of Nb, W, Ta, Zr, Hf, Ti 
and Mo to an Fe-base alloy having an essential composition of Fe-Si-B. Initially, the alloy 
has a glassy structure obtained by melt-spinning. During a subsequent annealing treatment 
in an inert gas atmosphere (between 450°C and 700°C for 5 min up to 24 hr), the alloy 
crystallizes to 50% or more. The crystallites have a bcc ~-Fe structure in which Si, B etc. are 
dissolved. The crystallites are uniformly distributed. The average diameter is 50 nm or less, 
preferentially in the size regime of 50 to 20 nm. When the average crystal di meter exceeds 
100 nm, good soft magnetic properties are not obtained. The resulting materials exhibited 
core losses as low as 200 mW/cm 3and effective permeabilities of 105 or more. 
The magnetic properties of nanocrystalline (40 nm) yttrium iron garnets (YIG) were 
studied by ferromagnetic resonance. The nanocrystalline substance was produced by spray- 
drying followed by low temperature sintering. °s2) The ferromagnetic resonance line width 
(AH) was noted to increase linearly with the logarithm of the crystal size. t299) This increase 
indicates that a cut-off effect for spinwaves is not the dominant mechanism controlling H. 
The increase of H was interpreted (299'3s3) in terms of the coupling between the uniform 
ferromagnetic resonance precession mode at k = 0 and the precession modes of the same 
frequency at k # 0. The coupling centers are proposed to be the magnetic lattice irregularities 
which act as scattering centers. With decreasing rain size the density of scattering centers 
increases and hence AH should increase inversely proportional to the grain size. 
The phase transition from the paramagnetic to the antiferromagnetic state (N6el tempera- 
ture, TN) has been studied in nanocrystalline FeF2 by M6ssbauer spectroscopy. (394) In 
comparison to the narrow temperature interval of less than 2 K in FeF2 single crystals, the 
nanocrystalline FeF2 (crystal size 10 nm) exhibits a range of transformation temperatures 
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extending from 78 K to 66 K. In fact, the observed istribution of N6el temperatures in the 
nanocrystalline FeF2 indicates that the erystallites transform at the same N6el temperature 
(78 K) as a bulk single crystal, whereas the Tr~ of the boundaries extends over a temperature 
regime of 12 K. This result may be understood as follows. 
TN is known to depend on the number of nearest neighbors (N) and the spacings (S) 
between a particular atom and its neighboring atoms. According to the EXAFS and small 
angle scattering experiments (of Section 3.3.1 and 3.6.2) N is reduced and S is expanded in 
the boundary regions in comparison to a FeF~ single crystal. Hence the average spin/spin 
coupling between adjacent boundarY atoms is reduced which lowers TN. The reduction 
depends on the local boundary structure and thus a spectrum of N6el temperatures results. 
This interpretation agrees with the observed reduction of the Debye temperature from 298 K 
(FeF2 single crystal) to 86 K for the nanocrystalline FeF2. (394) 
4.9. Electrical Resistivity 
Systematic studies of the electric resistivity of nanocrystalline materials have recently 
been performed for nanocrystalline Cu, Pd and Fe specimens. (3~3ss) The crystal sizes of the 
various materials tudied varied between 6nm and 25 nm. The total metallic impurity content 
of the Pd specimens was ~<0.5 at%. The specimens contained between 0.3 at% and 1 at% 
oxygen and about I at% C. (364) MetaUographic studies by means of scanning electron 
microscopy revealed residual porosities between 1and about 10% in Cu and Fe, whereas very 
few (<0.1%) pores were noticed in nanocrystalline Pd. (365) Figure 58 shows the electric 
de-resistivity of nanocrystalline Pd specimens as a function of temperature for various grain 
sizes. The measured temperature coefficient of the electric resistivity of nanocrystalline Pd 
and Cu was found to decrease when the crystal size was reduced (Fig. 59). The observed 
temperature and grain size dependence of the electric resitivity as well as the temperature 
coefficient may be understood in terms of electron scattering inside the crystallites as well as 
scattering of the electron by the boundaries by analogy to the treatment of the electric 
de-resistivity of thin metallic films. 067-37s) The interaction of grain boundaries with conduction 
electrons has been treated by considering the boundaries as potential barriers of a given height 
and width scattering the conduction electrons. This scattering may either be described in 
terms of the reflection of the electrons by the boundaries or the transmission through the 
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boundaries. The results of both treatments differ in details. However, the basic predictions 
are the same and may be summarized as follows. (i) If the grain boundary barrier height 
and/or width is increased, the electron scattering by the boundary becomes tronger. (ii) If 
the crystal size approached or becomes less than the electron mean free, the conductivity as 
well as the temperature coefficients decreases. In fact, even negative values of the temperature 
coefficients have been predicted. (37s) On the other hand, if the grain size is large in comparison 
to the electron mean free path, the conductivity and the temperature coefficient due to 
boundary scattering are expected to approach the bulk limit. If the resistivity of nano- 
crystalline metals is considered in the light of these results, the following conclusions may 
be drawn. If the crystal size is smaller than the electron mean free path, grain boundary 
scattering dominates and hence the conductivity as well as the temperature coefficient is 
expected to decrease as was observed (Fig. 59). For grain sizes larger than the electron mean 
free path, the conductivity and the temperature coefficient deviate considerably from the 
corresponding bulk values. In other words, electron scattering by volume scattering effects 
inside of the crystals occurs and becomes the dominant scattering mode suggesting a high 
density of point or line defects in the crystallites. The residual impurity content or porosity 
cannot account for the deviation. The observed temperature d pendency of the resistivity was 
utilized (364) to deduce the Debye temperature of the nanocrystalline material. The Debye 
temperature ofnanocrystalline Pd was found to be reduced byabout 100 K relative to a single 
crystal of Pd. 
Studies of the transversal magnetoresistance (3~)indicated a parabolic resistivity increase in 
the magnetic field. This effect may be understood if it is assumed that the grain boundaries 
contribute little to the magnetoresistance due to their high resistivity and hence strong 
electron scattering. In other words, it is the crystalline component of the material which 
controls the magnet0resistance and hence a similar field dependence is expected for a 
nanocrystalline material and a single crystal. This was indeed the case. 
Crystal size effects in piezoelectric materials were studied by Multani. (379'3s°) PZT was found 
to exhibit an enhanced decrement of the piezoelectric tensor value d33 when the grain size 
was reduced. In fact, for a grain size of about 40 nm, d33 was as high as 300 ~ C cm-2. rag) 
The increase was interpreted in terms of the cut-off of long wave length modes due to the 
small crystal size. In fact, this concept has been successfully tested for small isolated PZT 
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crystals3269) The significance of the high density of grain boundaries in nanocrystalline 
materials as pinning centers for ferroelectric domain walls has been deduced 08~) from the 
observed enhancement of energy loss of fast electrons traversing through a ferroelectric 
medium (BaTiO3) when heated through the phase transition temperature. The energy loss was 
explained in terms of the domain switching time which becomes close to the electron transit 
time when the temperature approaches the critical value. °81) 
4.10. Mechanical Properties 
4.10.1. Elastic properties 
The elastic constants of nanocrystalline materials were measured t312'36°) by the following 
four independent methods, t315'36°) 
(i) Elastic bending of a thin, plate shaped specimen supported at both ends and loaded with 
a constant force in the middle. The amount of bending was measured inductively with an 
accuracy of -t-2/~m. The accuracy of the elastic modulus deduced from these measurements 
was ±4%. 
(ii) Measurements of the propagation velocity of a longitudinal or transversal sound 
wave (frequency 10 and 50 MHz) through nanocrystalline specimens. From the measured 
sound velocity (accuracy 2%), the shear and the Young's moduli were computed by means 
of the standard equations assuming that the material is free of porosity. In fact, if a portion 
of the lower density of nanocrystalline materials would originate from macroscopic porosity, 
the elastic constants computed from the measured velocities of sound could be up to 5% 
larger than the values listed in Table 6. 
(iii) In transparent specimens the sound velocity was determined by Brillouin scattering 
using laser light with ~ = 358 nm and a 90 ° diffraction geometry. 
(iv) The free decay of torsional oscillations in a torsion pendulum at 1 to 5 Hz. (36°) 
The elastic constants of the metallic nanocrystalline materials were found to be reduced 
by 30% or less whereas ionic crystals showed a reduction of more than 50% (Table 6). 
These results were interpreted as follows. Due to the free volume of a grain boundary, 
the average interatomic spacings in the boundary regions are increased relative to the 
perfect lattice. If the interatomic potential in grain boundaries i  assumed to be the same 
as in the perfect lattice, the elastic constants (averaged over all components) of a nano- 
crystalline material are expected to be reduced in comparison to the crystalline state due 
to the reduced elastic moduli of the boundaries. In fact, a further reduction of the modulus 
may result from the change of the interatomic potential between boundary atoms in 
comparison to the crystal lattice. Such a change was suggested on the basis of X-ray 
di f f ract ion data  ~297) (cf. also Section 4.5). 
Table 6. Elastic Properties of Nanocrystalline and Conventional 
Materials(3'2, 360) 
Crystal Young's modulus E Shear modulus G 
Material size (nm) (1,000 N/ram 2) (1,000 N/ram 2) 
Pd 8 88 (123)* 32-35 (43)* 
Mg 12 39 (41)* 15 (15)* 
CaF 2 38 (111)* 19 (42)* 
*The numbers in brackets indicate the values for an isotopic on- 
ventional polycrystal. 
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In order to test this interpretation, the grain boundaries of nanocrystalline Mg and Pd were 
doped with oxygen and water, by adsorbing (at 20°C) 02 and H20 at the free surfaces of 
the small Pd crystals prior to the compaction process (Fig. 8). The interior of the crystals 
remained unchanged because both dopants cannot penetrate into the lattice at ambient 
temperature. If the elastic constants of the nanocrystalline substances depend primarily on
the elastic properties of the boundaries, the incorporation of 02 and H20 should affect he 
elastic constants. Indeed, the doping reduced E and G to 31,000 and 12,000N/mm 2. 
Weller et al. 06°) measured the shear modulus and the internal friction, Q-l, of nano- 
crystalline Pd from the free decay of torsional oscillations in the frequency ( f )  range 1 Hz 
to 5 Hz with a maximum strain of e < 10 -5 in an inverted torsion pendulum between 4 K and 
650 K. The internal friction was determined from the logarithmic decrement v byQ -~ = v/n. 
The absolute value of the shear modulus G ocf 2 was derived by a comparison of the 
oscillation frequencies ofthe nanocrystalline and a well annealed coarse-grained P specimen, 
taking the shear modulus of the latter from the literature. In order to measure the temperature 
variation of G and Q- ~ either linear heating or a step-wise heating program with measure- 
ments at constant emperature were performed. The value of G at ambient temperature 
(35 GPa) agreed with the data obtained by the other methods (Table 6). The observed 
temperature variation of G during heating was interpreted in terms of the annealing out of 
interfacial defects. The activation enthalpy of this process was found to be 0.72 + 0.05 eV. 
This result seems comparable to the activation enthalpies obtained for self and solute 
diffusion in nanocrystalline materials (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). It may be noticed that 0.72 eV 
is about half the activation enthalpy of grain boundary diffusion in Pd. The theoretical 
interpretation f the reduction of the Young's modulus in terms of the reduced atomic density 
in the grain boundary region agrees with X-ray diffraction experiments on boundaries in thin 
Au bicrystals. (297~ The variation of the intensity of the X-ray diffraction spots of a 22.5 ° (001) 
twist boundary as a function of temperature (between 100K and 275K) suggests an 
enhancement of the mean square displacement (u2> of the boundary region relative to the 
one of the lattice by almost 50%. Since the Young's modulus is proportional to (u 2 >-1 the 
elastic modulus of the 22.5 ° (001) twist boundary was suggested tobe about 66% of the bulk 
value, i.e. 5.3 x 10 ~° Pa under the assumption that all other contributions are to the boundary 
modulus equal to their bulk counterparts. The reduction agrees roughly with the data 
summarized in Table 6. Recently, three theoretical ttempts have been made to understand 
the elastic constant of nanocrystalline materials. Fecht (291) computed the elastic constants in 
terms of the excess free volume of the grain boundaries (Fig. 55). The excess free volume of 
the boundaries i argued to reduce the average interaction forces between the atoms in the 
boundary region. This estimated modus reduction based on the assumptions i , however, 
more than an order of magnitude larger than the experimental observations (Table 6). In 
the second approach, o~4~ the elastic constants were investigated by means of a computer 
simulation method, the elastic onstants in what was called a "grain-boundary superlattice". 
Such a (somewhat hypothetical) material consists of a periodic arrangement of thin slabs 
A and A' of equal thickness, ;., of the same material. The two crystal slabs were rotated 
with respect o one another about the axis normal to the slab by a certain angle, 0. The 
computations were performed for a E5(001)-twist boundary (0 = 36.7 ° rotation, about a 
common (001) axis of A and A') in Cu. By computing the elastic response of this system 
the elastic modulus of the (001)-twist boundary was deduced. An embedded-atom method 
(EAM) potential °~S) as well as a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential for Cu (316) have been applied. 
Both potentials yield an increase in the Young's modulus (Y) and a corresponding decrease 
of the shear modulus (G) as 2 becomes maller. For example, if the slabs A and A' have 
JPMS 33/4~F 
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a thickness of ten unit cells, Y is increased by about 20% and G is reduced by nearly 
the same amount. The physical reasons for these changes are as follows. Due to the 
destruction of the perfect-crystal planar stacking at the interface, atoms which were 
originally separated by perfect-crystal distances have been pushed together more closely. 
Essentially as a consequence of Pauli's principle, the bicrystal expands locally for all but 
very special geometries. However, in spite of the subsequent increase in the average 
interatomic distances a significant fraction of atoms is found at separations much shorter (up 
to about 10%) than in the perfect crystal. Within a given shell, distances horter than the 
related ideal-crystal value are expected to strengthen the elastic constants whereas expanded 
distances result in their softening. Due to the anharmonicity of the interatomic potential, 
shortened istances are weighted more heavily than the expanded ones and therefore the 
elastic modulus of a boundary may be enhanced although the average atomic density is 
reduced. The effect is less pronounced for the EAM than for the LJ potential. Recently, 
Adams et al. 063) have performed similar computations. In fact, the elastic constants of a 
E5(001)-twist boundary in Cu were calculated using the EAM. In order to obtain the biaxial 
Young's modulus, a small tensile stress (0.05%) was applied to the system (two crystals and 
a boundary) perpendicular to the boundary plane. The atomic positions were then adjusted 
to minimize the total energy. The modulus of the two crystal attices were found to be almost 
unaffected by the presence of the boundary unless a region of I nm on both sides of the 
boundary is considered. However, in this boundary region the Young's modulus was found 
to be enhanced from about 0.7 x 1012 erg/cm 2to about 1.05 x 1012 erg/crn 2. This enhancement 
of the Young's modulus seems to result from the volume expansion in the boundary 
(computed to be about 15%). On the other hand, this volume expansion was found to 
decrease the shear modulus of the boundary region from about 0.75 x 1012 erg/cm 3to almost 
zero. 
4.10.2. Internal friction 
The internal friction Q-  1 (Fig. 60) was measured in nanocrystaUine Pd below 300 K and 
was found to be about 2 to 3 times smaller than in well annealed coarse-grained Pd. t36°) 
In the as-prepared specimen, small internal friction peaks were observed at 120 K, 220 K, 
and 400 K which annealed out after heating the specimen once to 640 K. Above 300 K 
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FIG. 60. Temperature variation of the internal friction Q -~ of nanocrystalline Pd with a heating rate 
of 150 K/hr, (~) (a) after 5 GPa compation at 295 K and (b) in a second run after heating to 640 K. 
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the internal friction increases steeply and shifts toward higher temperatures after annealing 
(Fig. 60). These internal friction phenomena may be interpreted in terms of viscous liding 
of interfacial boundaries. (36t'362) Alternatively they may, however, also be due to some kind 
of dislocation movement because in this temperature gime considerable internal friction is 
observed in well annealed coarse-grainted P , too. The general increase of Q - t above 300 K 
as well as the shoulder at 520 K, are shifted to higher temperatures with increasing measuring 
frequency. This indicates thermal activation of the interfacial loss processes. The maximum 
at 520 K may be due to a particular atomic re-ordering process in the interfaces which is 
mechanically reversible under the alternating external stress. From the present results, an 
activation energy of 1.3 eV is estimated for this process assuming a pre-exponential f ctor of 
1013s -m. However, the temperature shift of the "520 K-process" with frequency variation is 
smaller than predicted by these activation parameters. 
4.10.3. Hardness and fracture 
The synthesis of a nanocrystalline c ramic (TiO2 rutile) has been carried out  (317'318) by 
producing small titanium crystals and then oxidizing them to TiO2 prior to compaction 
(cf. Section 2.1.2). The nanocrystaUine compacts, which are well bonded on consolidation 
even at room temperature, densify rapidly above 770 K (Fig. 9) with only a small increase 
in grain size, leading to hardness values similar to those of sintered coarser-grained 
commercial TiO2, but at temperatures some 600 K lower. The Vickers microhardness of such 
specimens measured at ambient emperature is shown in Fig. 61 as a function of sintering 
temperature for three different TiO2 (rutile) samples, the nanocrystalline sample with 12 nm 
initial average grain size was compacted at1.4 GPa. The two samples with 1.3 #m initial grain 
size were compacted at 1.4 GPa and 0.1 GPa. (27s'319) The latter sample, prepared essentially in 
accord with standard ceramic processing methods, was the only one of these three which was 
sintered with the aid of polyvinylalcohol. Obviously, the hardness of the nanocrystalline 
sample is about two or more times the hardness of the two other samples due to the faster 
sintering. The enhanced hardness of the 1.3 #m sample consolidated at 0.1 GPa above 
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FIG. 6 I. Vickers microhardness in kp/mm 2to TiO2 (rutile) measured at room temperature asa function 
of one-half hour sintering at successively increased temperatures. Results for a nanocrystalline sample 
(squares) with an initial average grain size of 12 nm compacted at 1.4 GPa are compared with those 
for coarser-grained compacts with 1.3 #m initial average rain size sintered at 0.1 GPa with (diamonds) 
and at 1.4 GPa without (circles) the aid of polyvinyl alcohol from commercial powder. °~9) 
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Table 7. Vickers Hardness, H, and Fracture Toughness, Ktc, of 
Nanocrystalline TiO2 (275"319) 
Temperature (°C) as prepared 600 800 1000 
H (Vickers) 210 190 630 925 
Ktc (MPa~/m) 0.8 1.0 2.8 2.8 
Porosity (%) 25 20 10 5 
1,200°C is due to the sintering aid. For reference, the Vickers microhardness of a single crystal 
of TiO2 measured under identical conditions is 1,036 + 66 kgf/mm 2. Fracture toughness 
studies on these samples, made by measuring the crack lengths emanating from microinden- 
tations at higher loads, appear to confirm the similar or better mechanical properties of the 
TiO2 in comparison with the coarser-grained material and single crystal TiO2 (rutile) as well. 
Table 7 shows that both hardness and toughness increase with increasing sintering tempera- 
ture (decreasing porosity). The values of hardness and fracture toughness after sintering at 
about 800-900°C are typical of well sintered bulk ceramics, indicating that good mechanical 
properties can be achieved in nanocrystalline TiO2 after low temperature sintering. Usually, 
hardening and fracture toughness do not scale; hardening treatments end to make materials 
more brittle with reduced fracture toughness. In the present case, however, the hardening 
and toughening result from the elimination of porosity which increases the overall strength 
of the material. 
The results of these investigations indicate that nanocrystalline compacts, although already 
rather well bonded on compaction at room temperature, densify rapidly above 500°C, with 
only a small increase in grain size (cf. Fig. 9). The hardness and Ktc values obtained are 
comparable to or greater than those of single-crystal TiO2 or coarser-grained compacts, but 
at temperatures some 400 to 600°C lower than conventional sintering temperatures and 
without the need for sintering aids. 
A fractographic study 02°) of nanocrystalline TiO2, crystal size 12 nm (formed by post 
oxidation of small Ti crystals), indicated some remarkable differences between nano- 
crystalline and conventional TiO2 ceramics. The sintering temperature for completely 
transgranular fracture of the nanocrystalline samples was about 1,100°C, or 200°C lower 
than that of the commercial coarser-grained material. For samples intered at the same 
temperature, the voids in the commercial material are larg r and more numerous than those 
in the nanocrystalline material. The microhardness of the nanocrystalline samples (Fig. 61) 
may, at least in part, be attributed by the different void morphology. The fracture mode 
observed indicates that the oxidation process as well as the particle collection and compacting 
procedures play a crucial role. In other words, by performing these steps under well- 
controlled conditions, the material properties may be improved. Some of the observations 
reported in Section 4.10.5 are closely related to the hardness and fracture of nanocrystalline 
materials. 
4.10.4. Low-temperature ductility of  nanocrystalline ceramics 
It has been observed that conventionally brittle ceramics become ductile, permitting 
large (e.g. 100%) plastic deformations at low temperature ( .g. 293 K), if a ceramic material 
is generated in the nanocrystalline form. °~s) The ductility may to some extent originate from 
the diffusional flow of atoms along the intercrystaUine interfaces. The deformation rate i of 
diffusional creep (Coble creep) by interfacial diffusion is given by 
= a IIB6Db 
d3kT . (5) 
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Here tr is the tensile stress, t) the atomic volume, d the average crystal size, B a numerical 
constant, Db the boundary diffusivity, k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and 
t~ is the thickness of  the boundaries. NanocrystaUine ceramics are expected to exhibit a 
diffusional creep rate which is enhanced relative to conventional ceramics by a factor of  about 
10 tl due to the reduction of  d (from 10/~m in conventional polycrystals to 10 nm) and 
the enhancement of the boundary diffusivity (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Figures 62a and b show 
the plastic deformation of  nanocrystall ine CaF2 at 353 K which results in sinusoidal bending 
and plastic flow into a fi lamentary form. The space on the right side of  the nanocrystalline 
CaF2 specimen in Fig. 62a is initially empty and closes up during compression in the 
direction indicated by the arrows. Plastic deformation of  nanocrystall ine TiO2 by indenting 
(with a d iamond indenter) at ambient temperature is presented in Fig. 62c. Indentation 
of  a conventional TiO2 polycrystal under the same conditions as in Fig. 62c resulted in 
multiple cracking (Fig. 62e). I f  the deformation rate is larger than the creep rate of  the 
Flt. 62. Illustration of the mechanical properties of nanocrystalline materials. (a) Schematic 
drawing indicating the deformation procedure applied. (b) Plastic deformation of nanocrystalline 
CaF2 by an arrangement as shown in (a). The deformation was carried out at 353 K and the 
deformation time was about 1 s. (c) Indentation of nanocrystalline TiO2 at 293 K (load 2 N, 
deformation time l0 s). The hardness of the material (deduced from the size of the indent) was 
250 HV. (d) Brittle behavior of nanocrystalline TiO 2 (293 K, load 2 N). The indentation was generated 
by reducing the loading time froml0 s (c) to l s. (e) Indentation of a conventional TiO2 polycrystal 
under conditions similar to those in (c) (293 K, load 5 N). The hardness deduced was about 800 HV. 
The different brightness of the fractured areas results from tilting of these areas relative to incident 
light.< 3Is) 
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nanocrystalline c ramic, the material should exhibit a ductile-brittle transition, as was indeed 
observed (Fig. 62d). 
The observed plasticity of the nanocrystalline c ramic does not seem to be related to 
residual porosity, as has been proposed. In fact, the plastic flow f a nanocrystalline CaF 2 
specimen into the transparent, filamentary form (Figs 62a and b) would be hard to understand 
in terms of residual porosity. Furthermore, notched specimens of nanocrystalline TiO2 have 
been tested in bending ~3~s) and exhibited plastic deformation without any crack growth. 
Notched specimens of brittle porous materials fracture without plastic deformation. 
The possibility to utilize the plasticity of nanocrystalline c ramics for net shape forming 
processes has been demonstrated recently at low temperatures where little or no grain 
growth occurs. (387) I f  the plastic deformation is performed at temperatures of about 50% at 
the absolute melting point (e.g. for TiO2 at about 800°C), total strains as high as 0.6 
were obtained in a period of about 15 hr. (38s) Figure 63 shows a nanocrystalline TiO 2 sample 
before and after compression for 15 hr at 810°C. Due to the high temperature, the grain 
size increased from about 50 nm to approximately 1/~m. The grains were noticed to 
remain equiaxed and with the exception of a few residual pores at grain triple junctions no 
porosity was detected. Strain rates as high as 8" 10 -5 s -1 were observed at true stresses of 
52 MPa. These rates are quite sufficient for technological pplications. The increasing rain 
size during deformation was noted to reduce the strain rate. However, this effect does not 
seem to pose a basic problem, because doping of nanocrystalline c ramics (e.g. TiO2 by Y 
or AI) has been demonstrated to reduce grain growth dramatically. The available data do 
not yet permit to specify the mechanisms involved in the low temperature plasticity of 
nanocrystalline c ramics. 
Grain boundary sliding, grain rotation and grain shape accommodation by diffusional 
processes eem to play a crucial role, i.e. processes which are typical for superplasticity. °sg) 
In fact, superplastic flow in ceramics has been reported previously, however, the temperatures 
were considerably higher and technologically more difficult o achieve. Creep with high strains 
FIG. 63. NanocrystaUine TiO2-sample before and after compression at 810°C for 15 hr with a stress 
of 40 MPa. The initial crystal size was about 40 nm. °ss) 
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was reported in Al203 at 1,750-1,950°C, ¢39°) A120 3 doped with Cr203 and Y303 at 1,500°C (391) 
and MgO doped A1203 at 1,420°C. (392) Only in ceramics with liquid phases at the interfaces 
was super-plastic flow found at lower temperatures3393) 
Ductile nanocrystalline ceramics may be used as a new type of ceramic material in their 
own right. However, the plasticity may also be utilized for processing by extrusion or rolling. 
Subsequently, the material may be fully or partially converted back into a conventional 
ceramic. Partial conversion (e.g. by surface annealing) results in a material which exhibits 
at the surface the properties (e.g. hardness and chemical resistivity) of a conventional 
ceramic. The interior of such a material would still be ductile. If grain growth is inhibited, 
the nanocrystalline morphology and properties may be maintained permanently and at 
temperatures up to the melting point. 
This approach deviates from the conventional strategy to defeat the brittleness of ceramics 
by improvements in processing and composition. Macrodefect-free cement, chemically 
modified silicon nitrides and transformation-toughened zirconia, ~322'323) represent successful 
improvements based on these two strategies. The last of these was originally proposed ¢324) with 
the provocative title "Ceramic steel?", because doped zirconia, like high-tensile steel, depends 
on a partial phase transformation to temper strength with shock resistance: an advancing 
crack triggers a local transformation which hinders further propagation of the crack. None 
of these improvements has gone far enough. Jack (321) described the technological, economic 
and organizational problems, that dimmed the promise of silicon nitride, which "has now 
been the ceramic of the decade for three decades". The ceramic engine, outside Japan at least, 
still seems a long way from practical realization. Obviously, there is still a scope for new 
approaches. 025) 
4.10.5. Plastic deformation fnanocrystalline metals 
The plastic deformation of nanocrystalline metals has been studied ~326) for Ni with a grain 
size of about 70 nm. The stress-strain curves and the positron lifetime spectra were measured 
simultaneously in order to obtain information about the type of defects controlling the 
deformation process. The stress-strain curve (Fig. 64a) differs from the one of polycrystalline 
Ni. If the load was removed, a reversible strain recovery of about 3% was noticed (Fig. 64) 
irrespective of the number of loading cycles. Practically no work hardening occurs during 
deformation contrary to polycrystals or single crystals of Ni (Fig. 64b). Simultaneous 
measurements by positron annihilation revealed a high concentration of vacancy-like defects 
(Fig. 65). If the stress was 1,100 MPa or more, a new component (z2 ~ 510 ps) in the positron 
lifetime spectrum was noticed. This component was associated with the formation of vacancy 
clusters. In terms of these results, the deformation process was modeled (327'328) as follows. 
At small stresses (~<I,100MPa), grain boundary sliding is the dominant deformation 
mode resulting in the emission of vacancies due to climb of grain boundary dislocations. At 
high stresses, these vacancies condense in the form of clusters. Aggregates of such clusters 
form microcracks which finally provide the nuclei for the brittle fracture of the material. 
Therefore, the plasticity and strength of nanocrystalline materials were suggested to be 
determined primarily by the boundaries and their physicochemical features and not by 
the microstructure ( .g. the types of defects) in the grains as in polycrystalline materials. 
The stress necessary to initiate plastic deformation i  nanocrystalline and polycrystaUine Pd 
and Cu as a function of grain size has been studied by Choksi et a13329) in the grain size regime 
from 25 ~tm to 6 nm. The question of interest was whether or not the yield stress required 
to initiate plastic flow is correctly predicted by the Hall-Petch relationship (33°'331) in the entire 
range of grain sizes. The results obtained suggest a deviation from this relationship below 
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a critical grain size, d*. In fact, for grain sizes d > d* the yield stress increased (Fig. 66a) 
inversely proportional to d ~/2 as was predicted by the Hall-Petch relationship. However, for 
d < d* the stress necessary to initiate plastic flow becomes smaller as the grain size is reduced 
(Fig. 66b). In other words, reducing the grain size hardens the material for d > d* and softens 
it in the size regime d < d*. This effect was interpreted in terms of grain boundary sliding 
and diffusional creep by analogy to the plasticity observed in nanocrystalline c ramics (318) 
discussed in the previous ection. 
Nanocrystalline iron whiskers (5-30 nm crystal size) produced by a chemical vapor 
deposition technique, °32) show extaordinary strength up to 8 GPa.  (333) The grain boundaries 
between eighboring 0t-iron crystals and the phase boundaries between the ~t-iron and the 
precipitates seem to be several interatomic spacings wide and seem to contain mixed metallic 
and covalent bonding. 
4.11. Kinetic Effects 
The observation of phase transitions altered by the presence of a high density of grain 
boundaries has been reported for several alloy systems with and without plastic deformation. 
A nanocrystalline mixture of Co and Te crystals (average crystal size 50 nm) subjected 
to plastic deformation was noticed °34) to result in the formation of the CoTe2 phase in a 
temperature gime where the diffusivity is negligible. The observed phase transition was 
attributed to a high supersaturation (/> 10 -4) of vacancies. Grain boundary migration was 
suggested to be the mechanism of vacancy fo rmat ion .  (335-337) Nanocrystalline 0t-Fe (average 
crystal size 100nm), deformed by rolling at pressures of about 2,000 MPa (at ambient 
temperature), exhibited a polymorphic transformation from ~(-Fe containing 32% 7-Fe 
(before rolling) to 0t-Fe containing 8% 7-Fe (after rolling), t33s) 
A thin bismuth film deposited on nanocrystalline Pd was found (3'7) by helium back- 
scattering to form the equilibrium intermetallic Pd3 Bi at much lower temperatures (395 K) 
than in evaporated thin film samples. Similarly, in nanocrystalline mixtures of Cu and Er 
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crystals, the formation of the equilibrium CuEr compound was noticed (using X-ray 
diffraction) after compaction. This experiment shows that the inert gas condensation method 
(cf. Section 2.1.2) is clean enough to subsequently react particles with one another, even when 
highly reactive metals like Er are being used. It also demonstrates that the intermixing of the 
particles of two metals in the convective helium-gas flow and on the rotating cold finger is 
sufficient o almost totally react the powder by compaction alone. 
The formation of metastable face-centered-cubic (fcc) chromium and vanadium 
structures has been reported for thin sandwich layers of these materials on fcc substrates 
(gold, silver) (339) and is believed to result from the elastic coupling between the substrate 
lattice and the chromium or vanadium lattice, respectively. Similar observations on the 
formation of new phases have been reported by Trusov et al. for other alloy systems. (336'337'340) 
For example, (34°) annealing of nanocrystalline mixtures of Cu (15nm) and Ni (50nm) 
homogenized several orders of magnitude faster than anticipated from bulk diffusivity. 
The rapid homogenization was interpreted to result from a high supersaturation of 
vacancies. 
Phase transformations of the martensitic type seem to be prevented by nanocrystalline 
morpohologies. A comparative study by means of high and low temperature X-ray 
diffraction (341) of the martensitic phase transition in Fe-Ni alloys with Ni contents between 
31 and 36wt% with a crystal size of 4nm, a coarse-grained polycrystal and isolated 
nanometer-sized (7 nm) crystals with the same chemical composition embedded in paraffin 
led to the following result. The martensitic phase transition from ?-Fe (fcc structure) to ct-Fe 
(bcc structure) observed in the coarse-grained polycrystal dose not occur in the isolated 
nanometer-sized crystals as well as in the nanocrystalline material obtained by consolidation 
of the nanometer-sized crystals. Two reasons are conceivable for this effect. The small crystals 
as well as the nanocrystalline materials do not contain suitable nucleation sites for the 
a-phase. Alternatively, the growth of the a-phase in inhibited. Previous studies 042-345) on 
the nucleation of martensite in nanometer-sized crystals have given evidence to a lack of 
nucleation sites. Growth inhibition is conceivable in the nanocrystalline material due to 
constraints for the following reasons. Imagine a polycrystalline structure of ?-Fe crystals 
with a few nanometer diameter. If one of these crystals transforms by a martensitic shear 
process into an ct-Fe structure, it has to be sheared elastically, plastically or by both shear 
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modes to maintain compatibility with the surrounding (yet untransformed ~-Fe crystals). 
Both, the elastic or the plastic shear require unrealistically high shear stresses. If the 
martensitic shear is 0.7, a simple estimate shows that the elastic shear energy to maintain 
compatibility of the transformed crystal with the neighboring ones would be larger than the 
latent heat of fusion. Similarly, plastic shear of an Fe crystal with a diameter of a few nm 
requires stresses close to the theoretical shear stress due to the energy of the slip steps 
formed at the boundaries. As adjacent rys als have different crystallographic orientations, 
a martensitic transformation by shearing several crystals cooperatively seems to be imposs- 
ible. The stabilization of the austenitic phase by the nanocrystalline morphology may be of 
technological interest. The critical temperature of A 1 5 or B 1 superconductors (e.g. Nb3 Sn or 
V3 Si) increases if the solute concentration is enhanced. However, the enhancement is limited 
by the martensitic phase transition at higher Sn or Si concentrations335s'359) This martensitic 
phase transition may be prevented in nanocrystalline Ni3 Sn or V3Si alloys. 
4.12. Recrystallization 
The recrystallization of nanocrystalline metals has been investigated by several authors. 
Nevertheless, the understanding seems to be still fragmentary and the interpretation of the 
existing observations is controversial. Some of the experimental observations are reviewed in 
Section 3.5 on the thermal stability of nanocrystalline materials. In a series of papers  ~34°'346'347) 
published in the Soviet Union, the view is advocated that a high supersaturation f vacancies 
is the most significant process occurring during recrystallization of nanocrystalline metals. 
Positron annihilation measurements were claimed ~348) to evidence the vacancy supersaturation 
during recrystallization of nanocrystalline Ni (crystal size 15 nm). Prior to annealing the 
positron lifetime spectra of the nanocrystalline Ni consisted of two components (lifetimes and 
intensities ~i = 138 + 3 psec, 11 = 55 + 2% and z2 = 281 + 10 psec, I 2 = 45 + 2%). These 
two components were interpreted to arise from the annihilation of positrons coming from 
the bulk and the interfaces between the Ni crystals, respectively. After annealing the specimen 
for 200 min at 300°C in vacuum, the spectrum showed a sharp increase of the lifetime and 
intensity of the short-lived component up to TI = 188 +6%psec, I~ = 86+3%. Nickel 
foils (99.99%) subjected to annealing and plastic deformation (40%) were observed to 
exhibit positron lifetimes of 134 and 183 psec, respectively. Thus, the heating to 300°C of the 
nanocrystalline specimens was suggested to have resulted in a defect structure (vacancy 
concentration) characteristic of heavily deformed Ni. Studies of the microstructure by 
scanning electron microscopy revealed crystal growth from 15 nm (20°C) to 150 nm (300°C) 
and 200 nm (500°C). The physical reason for the high vacancy supersaturation was proposed 
to be the athermal emission of vacancies from grain boundary dislocation during boundary 
migration, t349~ The driving force for this process was proposed to be the reduction of the 
total free energy of the system due to grain growth. In fact, evidence for the emission of 
non-equilibrium vacancies by migration boundaries has been presented previously in 
conventional polycrystals. °5°> This effect was rationalized in terms of growth accidents ~351) 
which is physically similar to the climb of grain boundary dislocations. During recrystalliz- 
ation of nanocrystalline materials Trusov et al. o52-3~) noticed the rate of plastic deformation 
to be enhanced by a factor of about 104 relative to materials with a grain size of I> 102 #m. 
This enhancement was attributed to a high supersaturation f vacancies. The vacancies are 
proposed to be generated uring recrystallization of the nanocrystalline materials33~'355'356) 
The vacancies are envisioned to enhance dislocation climb processes and thus increase the 
rate of plastic deformation. 
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4.13. Radiation Damage 
The structural changes induced by high-energy ions (He, Ne, Ar, Xe) in a nanocrystalline 
Fer0Cu40 alloy (8 nm grain size) were studied by resistivity measurements. (357) Irradiation 
with heavy ions resulted in a rapid resistivity decrease with increasing doses whereas light 
ions had practically no effect. This difference may be understood in terms of the atomic 
rearrangements induced by the cascade ffects in the grain boundaries. The diameter of the 
cascades was for Ne, Ar and Xe about hree times the crystal size of the material. Hence every 
cascade comprises veral grains. If the initial high resistivity (about 200 #f~ cm) is primarily 
due to the low conductivity of the boundary regions, the material may be considered as a 
two component system consisting of highly conductive crystals embedded in a matrix of grain 
boundaries with low conductivity. During cascade formation, atoms in the grains as well 
as boundary atoms are displaced leading to a structural modification of the interfaces. If 
the new interfacial structure has n enhanced electric onductivity, cascade formation leads 
to the formation of conductive links between the grains and finally--at high cascade 
concentrations--approaches t  percolation limit. This picture is supported by two exper- 
imental facts. In the case of He ion irradiation o cascades and very few atomic rearrange- 
ments are introduced. Hence the critical number of conductive links cannot be achieved even 
at high doses and no resistivity decrease will be observed. On the contrary, for heavy ions 
and dense displacement cascades, the critical link density will be achieved at lower doses if 
heavier ions were implanted. Indeed, the percolation occurred for Xe at 0.01 dpa instead of 
0.02 dpa for Ar ions of comparable nergy. 
5. NANOGLASSES 
By analogy to nanocrystalline materials, the generation of glasses called "nanoglasses" was 
recently proposed. °°'395"396) The production of such a glass was carried out by a similar 
procedure as described in Fig. 8. If the material evaporated has the ability o form a glass 
upon rapid cooling, the evaporation and subsequent rapid cooling process in the helium 
atmosphere l ads to the formation of nanometer-sized glassy droplets rather than nanometer- 
sized crystallites. Subsequent consolidation of these droplets results in a glassy solid with 
enhanced free volume. The enhanced free volume originates from the mechanical shear of the 
droplets during compaction and the regions of contact between adjacent droplets. The contact 
region between two droplets differs structurally and/or chemically from the atomic structure 
in the centre of the droplets for the following reason (Fig. 67). The surface atoms of an 
isolated glassy droplet in a vacuum form a glassy (short range ordered) atomic arrangement 
with the atoms in the interior of the droplet so that certain interatomic spacings are preferred 
between the surface atoms and the atoms in the interior, If two (originally isolated) glassy 
droplets are brought into contact (e.g. contact region between A and B), the interatomic 
spacings between the surface atoms belonging originally to the two different droplets deviate 
from the interatomic spacings between the atoms in the interior due to the misfit between A
and B. Although some relaxational motion of the atoms in the region of contact occurs, a 
different distribution of interatomic spacings in the interfacial regions results in comparison 
to a bulk glass with the same chemical composition. Similar arguments apply to the atomic 
structure of a region in which a glassy droplet is mechanically sheared during compaction. 
Due to the non-periodic structure of a glass, a region of enhanced free volume is generated 
as is known from the structure of shear bands in metallic glasses. In fact, by analogy to the 
structure of nanocrystalline materials, the atomic structure of the interfacial regions between 
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A 
B 
FIG. 67. Schematic cross section through a two-dimensional nanoglass. The atoms are represented by 
circles. The material consists of small regions in the interior of which (full circles) the interatomic 
spacings are similar to a bulk glass. In the interfacial region (broken lines, open circles) a broad 
spectrum of interatomic spacings exi ts. 
the droplets and the regions of  mechanical shear are proposed to exhibit a broad distribution 
of  interatomic spacings (Fig. 67). This speculation agrees with recent measurements by 
M6ssbauer spectroscopy. (396) 
The observed M6ssbauer spectra of  a Pd75Si25 nanoglass doped with Fe and the corres- 
ponding quadrupole splitting distribution are shown in Fig. 68b, in comparison to the 
spectrum of  a chemically identical glass prepared by melt spinning (Fig. 68a). Obviously both 
materials exhibit different spectra and different distributions of  the quadrupole splitting. 
In fact, the quadrupole splitting of  the nanoglass may be considered as a superposition 
of  the following two components; one (narrow) component (solid line in Fig. 68b) which 
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FIG. 68. (a) M6ssbauer spectrum and distribution, p(QS), of the quadrupole splitting (SQ) of a 
melt spun PdToFe3Si27 metallic glass, o~) (b) M6ssbauer spectrum and distribution, p(QS), of the 
quadrupole splitting (QS) of a nanoglass with the same chemical composition as in (a). The d ameter 
of the droplets used to generate the glass was about 4 nm. o~) The quadrupole splitting consists of two 
components. A narrow one (solid line) similar to the quadrupole splitting of (a) and a broad 
component (broken line, hatched area) which is observed in the nanoglass only. o~) 
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corresponds to a conventional (e.g. melt-spun) glass, and a second broad component (broken 
line in Fig. 68b) which is observed in the nanoglass only. This result may be understood as 
follows. The quadrupole splitting is known to depend on the nearest neighbor configuration 
only. Hence, the nanoglass consists tructurally of two components. One component in which 
the atoms are arranged similarly to a Pd-Si-glass generated by melt spinning. In the second 
component, the distribution of the interatomic spacings between nearest neighbors is 
much wider than in the melt-spun glass as suggested by the broad distributions of the 
quadrupole splitting. If this broad distribution isdue to the interdroplet region, the structure 
of the nanoglass may be manipulated in a controlled way as follows. The volume fraction 
of the interdroplet region decreases if the droplet size is made larger. As a consequence, by
varying the diameter and/or chemical composition of the consolidated glassy droplets, the 
relative volume fractions of the glassy and the broad second component can be manipulated. 
In other words, by varying the size of the glassy droplets used for consolidation, one may 
be able to vary (at constant chemical composition) the atomic structure of nanoglasses 
continuously between the short-range ordered structure of a conventional g ass and structure 
with a broad distribution of interatomic spacings. If the chemical composition of the surface 
region of an isolated glass droplet differs from the interior of the droplet (e.g. due to surface 
segregation effects), the interfacial regions deviate chemically as well as structurally from 
the center. 
Although the atomic structure of nanoglasses has been discussed in similar terms as 
was done for nanocrystalline materials, there seems to be the following fundamental 
difference between both materials. As was pointed out in the first section, nano- 
crystalline systems preserve the low energy structure in the interior of the crystallites at the 
expense of the boundary regions where the misfit between adjacent crystal lattices is 
concentrated so that a structure far away from equilibrium (with a large free volume and a 
broad distribution of interatomic spacings) is formed. In the case of nanoglasses, the glassy 
interior of the droplets (Fig. 67) is not a low energy structure. Hence the atomic misfit of 
the transition region between adjacent glassy droplets (e.g. between A and B in Fig. 67) 
in the as-consolidated state may not remain in this region if the nanoglass is held for 
some time at ambient emperature. In fact, the diffusional rearrangement of individual 
atoms may allow the system to redistribute the misfit and free volume from the interfacial 
regions to other regions within the structure in order to reduce the total free energy of the 
systems. Hence some time after consolidation, the nanoglass may have lost its structural 
memory to the initial state in the sense that the free volume distribution of the as-compacted 
state is replaced by a new free volume distribution of lower free energy. In fact, such 
rearrangements have been observed in computer simulations of glassy structures into which 
"vacancies" or "dislocations" have been introduced by removing an atom or by local shear. 
In other words, nanoglasses may exhibit structural features which differ from the ones of 
nanocrystalline materials as well as from glasses prepared by one of the conventional 
methods. 
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